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n c Second.a,thoo hEinsteinWey,eta,presumedto
r l"r C 1- a c e premise the effort upon the preceding achievements of

Riemann, they considered only the simple (Gauss-
like) cases of a Riemannian manifold, ignoring the

Phy i¢ existence of higher.order manifolds and the special

case of nested higher-order manifolds. This two-fold
S S illiteracy respecting the sources of mathematical

knowledge upon which they drew ensured the vicious
,_ failure of the entire enterprise.a n Parpart's critical treatment of such outstanding

blunders has the effect of clearing away a key part of

E the accumulated intellectual rubbish which hasC O 1_ O 1T_ i C S blocked fundamental progress in the study of, physical
fields.

Although that implication of the Riemann and
Although the contents of this issue are directly Cantor material was recognized from the outset of

addressed to crucial problems centering around Parpart's approximately five-year preparation of the
present-day physics, the more urgent and broader paper published here, the production of a physics-
relevance of t_e material is located within present oriented prefatory treatment was not the originally
international discussions concerning the International intended emphasis of the effort. Thereby, so to speak,
Development Bank program (IDB) for a "new world hangs our tale.
economic order." As this material is being circulated Lyndon LaRouche's pioneering achievements in
in a political journal -- rather than one of the standard Marxian economics and epistemology of the 1955-1961
physicists' publications -- some explanation to the period were most significantly influenced by the
layman-reader of the broader implications is plainly conception of Riemann and Cantor underlined in this
required. _ issue's contents. Not Riemann plus Cantor, but

Summary reports concerning the items and their Riemann as understood retrospectively from the
pre-publishing history sets the stage for the appro- standpoint represented by Cantor's elaboration of the
priate, clarifying remarks which then follow, notion of the "transfinite." LaRouche's solution of the_

The contents of this issue are English translations of paradox of "extended simple reproduction" (the last
Georg Cantor's revolutionary1883 Grundlagen... and chapter of Volume II of Marx's 'Capital), the
some correlated selections from G. Riemann, together relevance of the notion of nested higher-order mani-
with an extended prefatory dissertation by Uwe folds to the decisive error in Hegel's Phenomenology .
Parpart. The included, most newsworthy feature of and Science of Logic, and the redefinition of negen-
Parpart's dissertation is the demonstration that tropy for uses in ecology and economics were all in-
Einstein's blunders concerning .General Relativity stances in which there was a large debt to Riemann-
involve an included point of elementary illiteracy . Cantor, both directly and because of provocative
which ought to have been noted and corrected by any- stimulus not otherwise so enjoyed. Since this influence
of a number of specialists during the past half- of Riemann-Cantor is significantly embedded in
century. LaRouche's'economic work and so forth, it was the

To put the matter in concise, technical language: as obvious duty of the Labor Committees to clarify public
Weyl includes the blunder in his authoritative Space, knowledge on this aspect of our theoretical develop-
Time, Matter, although Einstein sets out the correct ment at some suitable opportunity. _
intention to adopt the standpoint of Riemannian non- This mandatory public clarification faced a special
Euclidean conceptions of manifolds, thus attempting obstacle in the .fact that Cantor's most significant
t0free physics of Euclidean-Lagrangian metaphysical writing was not available in English translation.
corruptions, the attempt to erect a mathematical Worse, to the extent that his writings were known
structure "f'orthat effort was itself flatly corrupted in among professionals, the interpretation was usually
two interconnected ways. First, the introduction of wretched. The respect generally accorded the
what are to.be termed affine assumptions concerning epistemologically crude Principia Mathematica of
physical microspace poisoned the entire effort with Russell and Whitehead is in itself ample proof that
nothing but a devastating regression toward most professionals lack the rudiments of competence
Euclidean (or, more relevantly, Kantian) forms of concerning Cantor's notion of the transfinite and
axiomatic apriorism -- embedding in the structure a concerning cognate features of Riemann's work on
pervasive assumption absolutely antagonistic to the manifolds. For related reasons, the reciprocal inter-
relativistic principle, dependence of Riemann and Cantor for a theory of
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manifolds is generally ignored in the same circles, primary or ontologically irreducible. That is, totalities
For these reasons, it would not have been appro- which represent true universals are not defined as

priate topublish merely a translation of Cantor's 1883 aggregations of particulars, but the particulars
GrundIagen. The translation required a preface which subsumed by such universals are understood to be
both emphasized Cantor's systematic connections to elaborations of the universality as the corresponding
Riemann, and pointed directly to the effects of such primary existence. The apparent difficulty tradi-
Riemann-Cantor influence on critical aspects of Labor tionally encountered by this approach is the fact that if
Committee theoreticalwork. Now, approximately five totalities are measured in terms of homogeneous
years ago, Parpart, a philosophy professor who had linear extension -- hence, bringing Euclidean aprior-
come up through advanced mathematical training, ism in through the cellar door -- it is impossible to
undertook the assignment of writing such a preface define a universality in such a way that subsumed,
and completing a final editing of the translation of the actually existing discrete phenomena have the deter-
Grutidlagenitself. mined quality of actual existence._Since discrete

There were two determining, evolving sets of cir- phenomena of some varieties stubbornly exist, the
cumstances which shifted the emphasis and scope of simplistic or linear conception of a universality (or,
that preface from its originally projected objectives to true universal manifold) must be rejected as in=
the character of the Parpart dissertation published compatible with the physical evidence.
here. First, for reasons which are not in the slightest If this problem is situated within the empirical
exaggerated nor properly mysterious, the conception domain of the history of successive development of
of physical processes elaborated in the Labor Com- societies, the conceptual form of a satisfactory solu-
mittees' economic theories represent a significantly tion to the notion of universals can be made im-
more advanced epistemological conception than mediately apparent, with results which conform tothe
presently prevails in theoretical physics as such. This empirical evidence of modern economic develop-

has obvious implications. Second, the development of .ments. If the world economy is defined as an inter-
the dissertation demanded an intensive comparison dependent, indivisible totality (in terms of effective
of the epistemological content of LaRouche's theor -_' relationships), the uniquely acceptable characteristic
etical work with that of leading epistemological feature of that universality is of the form of expo-
currents in the evolution of theoretical physics during nential functions in terms of S" /(C +V), for the
_e 19th and eariy 20th centuries. This second condition that $,' C, V are determined in the way
consideration was increased 'in importance and bias prescribed for this purpose in Dialectical Economics.
as a result of the Labor Committees' active and in- This method, which has been uniquely verified by the
creasing support for broadly based basic.research crucial evidence of the 1958-1975 period, is also veri-

centered around controlled thermonuclear reactions, fled for not only the general case of a potentially multi-
Hence, the dissertation has acquired the form of a linear social evolution, but also for the case of general
contribution to theoretical physics in the tradition of ecology (the evolution of the biosphere).
Riemann and Cantor. Translating the results into concise language, we

have a nested series of manifolds of generally suc-

cessively higher orders. In this representation, the
The Crucial Issue invariant feature of each manifold is a non-linear

characteristic of changing, but ordered values which

In the history of modern science, two basic, expresses both the self-development of the immediate

mutually antagonistic approaches to defining a scien- manifold (economy or ecology) as a whole, and also
tific method predominate. On the one side, there are the potential emergence of a successor manifold. The
sever_tl varieties of the so-called reductionist, ap- conception to be attributed to negentropy as such an
proach, for which the_ classical materialism of Euler invariant (as a world-line characteristic) is rigorously
and Lagrange or the empiricist and positivist currents defined in those same terms.
are leading examples. This approach is premised on Although this is implicitly Karl Marx's outlook in
the attempt to fit material processes within analytical both economics and in the distinction between his dia-
schematadefinedbyaprioristicaestheticpresumptions lectical method and that of Hegel, LaRouche's

concerning space, time and scalar notions of magni- original contributions have the double significance of
tude -- associated with aprioristic belief in self-evi- making that connection explicit and thereupon
dent discreteness. The axiomatic features of this first building somewhat further. It was the fact that the
ai_proach impel the analyst to define the fundamental Riemann-Cantor approach to manifolds pointed to a
qualities of nature in terms of elementary particles or physics in agreement with such a world view which
(at least) ostensibly elementary discrete phenomena, prevented LaRouche from immediately discarding his

On the opposite side, only universals are considered such approaches to economy and then allowed him to
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appropriate theoretical apparatus for global policy- For the skilled and semi-skilled worker into whose

making in the period immediately ahead. Indeed, the hands this issue comes, we offer the consoling
basis employed by LaRouche and his collaborators in assurance that what he needs to understand concern-

developing the IDB strategical approach to a new ing this subject-matter is not inaccessible through
world economicorderisjustthat, classes provided to an intelligent person of his

Consequently, it should also be understood that the probable education background. The secret of the
contents of the present issue have the following, inter- whole matter involves the mastery of a few basic
related urgent political ,significances. In general, the conceptions, after which other essential rudiments
situating of the method used by the Labor Committees begin to fit quickly into place in comprehension. We
in respect to the leading problems of contemporary shall certainly not deprecate the incontestable value

physics have the immediate benefit of making the of a broad and profound educational background in
method itself more readily comprehensible to a broad any profession. Such specialized education and exper-
stratum of specialists. At the same time, the fact that ience pertain to the professional side of physics and so
this approach provides a common language of policy- forth. What concerns us as politicians is not the
making for the coordinated fostering of Scientific elaborate cognitive architecture of professional

development and economic development is of the physics, but only a handful of essential, fundamental ._
utmost importance in minimizing the risk of detours principles which ought to be the common basis for
intQ misallocation of resources. At the same time, collaboration between the skilled worker (as policy
through the elaboration of this material in the form of maker) and the working scientist.
education programs among skilled and semi-skilled
workers, this same approach provides such workers

with a direct and efficient common language fo_
participating directly in formulating and judging LyndonH. LaRoucheJr.
global development and related policies. Dec. 30, 1975

4



attack crucial unresolved problems of Marxian econ- negentropy of existence, since the effectiveness of
omics and method from such an informed standpoint, man's such achievements suffices also to demonstrate

The necessary connection between economics and that the laws of the physical universe must be in
physics is efficiently understood by briefly consider- conformity with the possibility of such successes.
ing theessential fallacy in Hegel's work. Hege.l, as in Hence, Marx defines the negentropic transforma-
the Phenomenology, understood that a compre- tion of materialized labor through scientific advances
hension of reality demanded the abandonment of as the single, invariant, world-line principle upon
simplistic notions of homogeneous continuity in favor which single rule all human scientific knowledge is

of the notion of a principle of self-development properly, uniquely premised. LaRouche's essential
specifically characteristic of universals. Hegel also original accomplishment has been to identify that
correctly understood the problem of forn_al deter- connection and to employ that as the basis for the
ruination, that particularities must be shown to be elaboration of economic science and a few correlated
necessary actualities elaborated by the process of areas of endeavor.
self-development of wholes -- that the existence of the
particular has the analytical significance of mediation The Ecological Case
of the process of self-development of the universal.
Hegel's treatment of true infinity (actual infinity) and The appropriateness of applying such an approach
merely potential infinity (bad infinity) in his Science to the fundamental questions of ecology can not be
of Logic coheres with_this, and also has a direct con- competently resisted. The broad results are relatively
nection to Cantor's later development of the notion of immediate and incontestable in fact.
the transfimte. Reductionist biology locates the evolution of the

Hegel also recognized that the physical universe species in the isolated biological individual, a hotly
must be of the order of a higher-order manifold(in the defended opinion in defiance of the relevant empirical
sense that the flawed Einstein version of General evidence. An array of species (to put the point in broad

Relativity does not). However, Hegel balked at the terms) corresponds to a negentropic state of an entire
speculation that the "nested manifolds" of successive ecology. The effect of shifts in populations of included

social evolutions could be actually mediated through varieties is to alter the negentropic state for better or
the physical domain -- since this would require that worse. (The analogy to variations in specific corn-
the physical universe be not a single higher-order modities is slightly strained but not otherwise inap-
manifold, but a system of nested manifolds, such that propriate.) An adverse result lowers the negentropic
human actions might ultimately be efficient means state, with corresponding effects on the plenum of

for.a!tering the laws of that universe. At exactly that species; an enhanced negentropy mediates further
crisis-point of his conception, Hegel retained his dia- variations, which mediate further variations. Thus,

lectical method by rejecting "materialism," limiting the universal, the entire biosphere or specific ecology,
his concern to the self-development of the Logos (e.g., mediates its own negentropy through the determina-
"idealism"). As in Hegel's Philosophy of History, he tion of the individual variety.

rejects the conception of labor which treats trans- In economy, the determinant of negentropy is ira-
formation of the material conditions of existence as mediately located in the single creative individual.
primary, and defines labor in respect of the ad-, This individual is variously creative either in synthe-
ministrative activities of "civil society." Thus, the sizing new conceptions whose realization increases

executive "labor" of the Prussian monarch expresses " the negentropy of the economy as a whole, or "more
a primary form of labor for Hegel. passively" develops conceptions which enable him to

When Marx's 1844-1845 writings are studied in that _ master the conceptual innovations created by others.

light, and from the Standpoint of LaRouche's elabora- The material-cultural conditions of life determine the
tion of economics and epistemology, a rigorous con- kinds of creativity of this import available to the
ception of the specific accomplishments and limita- society. In this way, realized inventions, by enhancing
tions of Marx's discoveries immediately follows, the negentropy of general material-cultural existence,
Marx apparently (and to some extent actually) foster the advancement of the creative powers of the
evades the issues of physical scientific knowledge by population, which is then a potential for new inven-
the means underscored in the first and second of his tions which are realized as further advances in the
"Theses on Feuerbach," freshly capitulated in the material-cultural negentro'py of the society as a

elaboration of the single empirical premise of all whole.
human knowledge in his "Feuerbach" section of The Although these points have been developed here
German Ideology. It is sufficient, in Marx's argument only in summary pedagogical form, it should be clear
to this effect, that human history demonstrates the enough that this systematical approach to the corn-
efficiency of man's necessary ability to increase the bined issues of ecology and economy represents the

I
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The Concept
o[ the

T t7 ", rans lnlte

by Uwe Parpart

J

Das eigentliehe Studiumtier
Menschheit ist tier Menseh.

Goethe
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I." The Unity of the All"
Since the publication ifi 1910 of Russell and mathematical physics in the first 50 years of the 19th

Whitehead's Principia Mathematica, Georg Cantor's century and, in particular, with the results attained by
set theory has played a central role in virtually all Riemann both in his geometrical and his function-

investigations into the foundations of mathematics, theoretical works. Through his investigation of the
However, the "logicist" Russell-Frege (I) approach line continuum, Cantor set himself the task of further
to the philosophy of mathematics, which attempts to elaborating Riemann's concept of an n-dimensional
derive the entirety of mathematical propositions in all manifold. On the other hand, in the Grundlagen and
the different branches of the field from a combination elsewhere, Cantor explicitly references the major
of set theoretical and formal logical principles, would problems with Spinoza's theory of the actual infinite
have been completely aliento Cantor's overall intent, and claims that the formal properties of the trans-
Rather than subcribing to the narrowness and finite ordinal numbers imply a possible solution.
reductionism of the Russell-Frege program, Cantor According to the Grundlagen, the weakest and most
saw himself embarked upon the most broad-based difficult point of Spinoza's theory involves the relation-
epistemological project, not at all, or at least not ship of the finite to the infinite modes of substance: "It
principally, associated with set theory in the current remains unclear why and under what circumstances
mathematical-technical use of that term, but con- the finite is able to maintain itself vis-a-vis the in-

ceived of as an ambitious investigation into the con- finite." The same problem had previously been
cept of the infinite in continuation of the earlier efforts identified by Hegel; thus at the beginning of the
of Nicholas of Cusa, Giordano Bruno, Benedict Spinoza-section of the Lectures on the History of

Spinoza, and Gottfried Wilhelm yon Leibniz. This is Philosophy, he writes
clear both from the direct evidence of Cantor's

writings and from what we know about the intellectual Spinoza died on February 21, 1677, in his 44th year of
origins of his work. Appropriately, the sub-title of th'e consumption (tuberculosis), of which he had sufferedfor some time -- consonant with his system in which all
1883 Grundlagen, which represents the result of ten specificity and singularity is consumed by the one
years of intense struggle with the concept of the in- substance.
finite, is "A Mathematical-Philosophical Study in the
Theory of the Infinite." And the preface of the special It is through Cantor's discovery of a succession of
1883 Teubner edition of the Grundlagen, originally definitetransfinite numbers, his proof of the existence
published as part five of a series of essays entitled "On of an internal differentiation of the infinite and of its
Infinite Linear P0int Manifolds" in the Mathematical determinateness comparable to that of the finite
Annals, contains the caution that realm, that Spinoza's problem is solved, and the

ability of the finite individual to maintain itself in face

this essay was written for philosophers who have of the consuming power of the infinite is explained.
followed the development of mathematics into the For the successive ordering of the transfinite requires
most recent period and for mathematicans who are the "creative intervention" of the finite and discrete.

familiar with the most important older and newer This also defines the deeper point of connection be-
issues in philosophy, tween Cantor's and Spinoza's theorizing. The reading

More directly, in an 1885 review of Gottlob Frege's of Spinoza's Ethics convinces one very directly that
The Foundations of Arithmetic (1884), Cantor ex- above all else this is a record or an account of the

plicitly criticizes Frege's attempt to base the concept principal features of the psychology of the creative
of number upon the notion of the "extension of ._ process. Spinoza gives us a direct insight, even if more

concept," which he regards as utterly imprecise, and geometrJco, into his own understanding of the process
counterposes his own approach of first settling the of perfection of human knowledge. Similarly this is
issue of determinate infinite numbers and then ap- the one theme to which Cantor consistently returns in

plying the insights thus gained into the number con- his published writings and letters, especiaUy in his
cept to the derivation of the principal predicates of most productive 1878 through 1884 period. His concept
number for both the finite and the infinite realm, of a successive ordering of transfinite numbers most

The study of the intellectual roots of Cantor's be.autifully expresses the unity of his insight into the
project reveals two principal types of_problems which mental process necessary to solve the problems he
Cantor intended to address through his concept of poses for himself in the theory of manifolds,and the
transfinite number. On the one hand, he was thoroughly unique appropriateness of the results of his reflection
familiar with the principal _ lines of research in upon thisprocess (i.e. the transfinite numbers)tothe

/



solution of the mathematical problems at hand. A the physical field which defines the necessary basis
comment on the process of concept formation ira- for advancing beyond relativity without giving up

me_iiately•following the first actual definition of the continuity.
sequence of transfinite ordinals demonstrates the The unresolved problem of Spinoza's Ethics -- the

point: role of the individual- and thee scandal of con-
temporary physics -- the incoherent side-by-side of

Here we see a dialectical generation of concepts which relativity and quantum theory -- both exemplify that
always leads farther, and yet free from all ar- most fundamental type of. problem of human

bitrariness remains in itself necessary and rigorous knowledge analyzed by Immanuel Kant in the Critique
Of Pure Reason under the rubric of "antinomies of

--a precise formulation both of the way in which a ' pure reason." For theoretical physics the "second
higher order transfinite ordinal follows upon a antinomy" isthe most relevant one.
previously defined number sequence, and at the same Kant demonstrates first (thesis) that "Every
time of the process in which a unique new concept is composite substance in the world is made up of simple
determined through the way the sequence of parts, and nothing an_ywhere exists save the simple
preceding concepts "has modified in a definite way and what is composed of the simple" ( Discreteness,
the substance of our mind." elementary particle conception), and second (anti-

My own principal use, in the following, of Cantor's thesis), with the same degree of cogency, that "No
transfinite nun_ers will be in defining how Marx's composite thing in the world is made up of simple
theory of knowledge, which remained incomplete in parts and there nowhere exists in the world anything
this respect, must be extended to an understanding of simple" (continuity, classical field conception). The
the necessary structure of the physical universe as a antinomy is directly replicated in the field

whole, i.e., as the basis for drawing the most general wave-particle duality. It will be resolved through the
hylozoic conclusions from Marx's epistemology and application of Cantor's theory of transfinite numbers

economics. That such an extension is necessary is to continuous Riemannian manifolds, generating the
indicated negatively by the •glaring inadequacy of concept of a continuous nested sequence of such mani-
especially Engels' studies in mathematical physics folds, characterized by a succession of transfinite
(as, for example, in the Anti-Diihring and the numbers, and so that discrete particles are seen as
Dialectics of Nature), and otherwise by the demon- necessary for the transition from one manifold to the
strated inability of contemporary theoretical physics next.

to progressbeyondtheepistemologicallypre-Marxian The solution derives from the following more
standpoint of Einstein's 1915 Theory of General Rela- general epistemological considerations. When we are
tivity, and of accomplishing its urgently necessary confronted with one of the Kantian antinomies, the
unification with quantum mechanics into one Coherent issue is certainly not finding a solution within logic to a
physical theory of the micro- and the macrocosmos, logical paradox. Rather, precisely the kind of

It is usually assumed today, (cf., e.g., the 1956 challenge to our knowledge has been thrown up which

supplementary notes to Wolfgang Pauli's classic The defies all attempts at logical resolut!on, and effects
Theory of Relativity), that the epistemological situa- not just the coherence of our way of looking at the
tion produced by developments in quantum mechanics world, but of our practical intervention into it -- hence
especially since 1927 makes "a complete solution of of our very existence. The antinomy, which merely
the open problems of physics through a return to the openly draws the contradictory conclusions from
classical field concepts impossible." Einstein's hopes beliefs we know we cannot give up,'is thoroughly in-
for a "unified field theory," fectious, and once it has gained access to the structure

of knowledge it leaves nothing unaffected and
this ambitious program of a theory which solves all threatens chaos and destruction wherever it appears.problems regarding the elementary particles of matter
with the help of classical fields wh!ch are everywhere Finally, after it has turned everything around us into
regular (free of singularities), rubble, it dire.ctly attacks us, and our most cherished

belief that a rational, lawful universe -- the only kind
are seen not only as extremely difficult to attain, but knowable to us -- must ultimately be penetrable by a
as unattainable and wrongheaded in principle. I will logically consistent and complete set of universal

show that, on the contrary, Einstein's attempt at laws. This is the most profound threat; for if we
creating a unified field theory represents the ab- cannot maintai n logical comprehensibility, how can
solutely "' " "mdlspens_ble rigor in the approach to the solu- we maintain lawfulness, and what is left standing
tion of the problems of particle physics and that between usandchaos?

Cantor's Theory of the Transfinite allows us to formu- Modern indifferentism recoils from the threat and
late a non-linear conception of the continuum and of has tried to evade the challenge. Thus, the hegemonic
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"Kopenhagen interpretation" of quantum mechanics The required transfinite quality is circumscribed by
speaks of wave-particle "complementarity," as the'notion of human freedom and exhibited in the
though contradictory existences would "complement" determinate (governed by the requirement of negen-
each other! The price that has been paid is the virtual tropy) activity of the creative individual. Here
destruction of all progress in theoretical physics. The creativity must signify not just the spQntaneous, iso-
antinomies are real, and, as Hegel points out, Kant's lkted singular insight, which produces an accidental.
main accomplishment was to recognize that they are discovery, but is not conscious of the conditions of its
necessary: he adds that there exist not only the four " own capacity to do so. Rather, it is the deliberately
Kantian antinomies, but a (potentially) infinite controlled process of positing new types of lawful
number of them. Barring the self-destructive evasive- connection, based uniquely in the self-conscious in-
hess of indifferentism, the necessary existence of such sight into one's own mental processes.
a sequence of contradictions forces us to conceptualize The fundamental premise of Marxian epistemology
the uniquely appropriate transfinite quality of the -- that all human knowledge is based on human
human mind and, coherently, of humanyexistence and existence -- can now be utilized to extend our under-
the existence of the physical universe in its entirety, 'standing of the necessary invariant characteristics of
for which the necessity of contradiction is not a mortal the human evolutionary process beyond anthropology
threat, but a productive condition of its existence, and to adduce the most general invariant features of

Such a quality was first successfully isolated the physicaluniverse as _i whole. Following Cantor's
through the application of the results of the Feuer- lead in the GrundIagen (paragraph eight), where ther

bach-Marx critique of Hegel's dialectical method to simultaneous intvasubjective (or immanent) and
the study of the capitalist economy and defines the trans-subjective (or transient) validity-- i.e., validity
contents of the evolutionary social reproductive in the intellectual and the physical world -- of
process. At any given stage of human social evolution, mathematical concepts is defended by reference to

the process of the necessary appropriation of nature- "the unity of the all, which includes our own
for man is governed by definite laws, production-tech- existence," the matter can be put as follows:
nologies, and production-relations (social institutions) 1. It is a necessary presupposition of the possibility
-- i.e., by an historically specific ,'internal logic." On of science that one and only one set of laws governs the
the other hand, for each fixed mode of global produc- physical universe in its entirety. In particular, ad hoc
tion-technology, mere quantitative expansion in that constructs brought in to account for empirical data or
mode (expanded simple reproduction)__will sooneror specialized parts of the whole not comprehended by
later incur the problem of limited natural resources the original set of laws must be strictly ruled out -- the
for further development -- the _sooner, the more antithesis of pluralism. (3)
successful the expansion process in the given mode. _ 2. Human existence, which, as_the final product of
We reach the point where the society under consider- the process of natural history, is part of natural
ation must destroy and supersede the logic of its own existence, is governed by the necessity of expanded
previous existence or else destroy itself in short order, reproduction or freedom.

- But this only defines the matter negatively. In positive Consequently, there must be a unitary process deter,
terms, it does not suffice that the old mode of produc- mining human existence, as well as organic and
tion at a certain point be augmented and ultimately inorganic nature, and the laws of this process, notably

, qualitatively changed through the introduction of new also with respect to the inorganic, must be consistent
technologies which define new types of resources for with the principal invarient of human existence, the
continued human existence; rather, that such qualita- capacity for qualitative conceptual advances.
tive changes, whose content must be that of forcing Note the following corollaries to this conclusion:
non-linear, increases in social ',free energy" rates 1. While expanded reproduction is a lawful process,
S'/C �Ìcontinually have to occur has to be re- _s successive moments are governed by successively
cognized as the "conditio _humana." For human different sets of laws; otherwise we would have mere
society to gain self-conscious control over the process expanded simple reproduction. Similarly, we must
of its own future development, the mere occurrence of admit successively different sets of laws for the evolu,
expanded reproduction proper (for example, as inci, tionary process of universal substance, i.e., changing
dental by-product of the capitalist accumulation laws of (inorganic) nature.
process) is utterly insufficient. Instead, thenecessity 2. Despite changes in the "internal logic," suc-
of expanded reproduction has to become understood, cessive moments of the expanded social reproduction
and a species quality equal to the demand of continual process do not simply arbitrarily follow each other,
technological innovations and exhibited as the definite but in each case represent the next higher level in
quality of human individuals has to be determined. "free energy" contents and tendencies toward non-
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linear increases in "free energy" ratios. The physical Historical Excursus: Kepler--the Unity of
universe as a whole must exhibit the same lawful the All is Founded on the Rationality
ordering and overall negentropic quality, of God's Will

3. The world (space-time) -manifold is not a simple
continuum in the Kantian sense of infinite divisibility. Johannes Kepler was born in 1571 in the southwest

At first sight, the postulate of the "unity of the all" German province of Wdrttemberg; in 1589 he enrolled
appears to imply the opposite, for continuity is simply as a theology student at Ttibingen University -- at the
its ontological equivalent: discreteness or, equiva- time the World center of Lutheran orthodoxy -- and
lently, the existence of self-subsistent particles would simultaneously entered the "Ttibinger Stift," the
have to allow for different functional relationships same religious institution which was later to produce
between different (separate) sets of particles, and HJlderlin, Schelling, and Hegel. Kepler's purpose at
no reason for the imposition of one coherent set of laws that point was to become a minister, and the subse-

could be determined. This point, incidentally, was well, quent five years of study of philosophy and theology,
understood by David Hume who, in the Inquiry Con- according to his own testimony, defined for him the
cerningHuman Understanding, is forced to admit that fundamental problems and convictions that became

in order to account for the empirically real oneness of the mainspring for his later work in astronomy and
the world, a "pre-established harmony" may have to physics.

be introduced. Hegel calls it the "protestant principle"
But while unity implies continuity, this need not be

the kind of continuity or connectedness of the world- to transpose the world of intellect into the realm of

manifold envisaged by Kant. The Kantian continuity one's own feelings and sensibilities (Gem_it) and, in
one's own self-consciousness, to look at everything and

condition is equivalent to the assumption of the metric to know and to feel all that formerly was beyond (this
homogeneity of the continuum, and Riemann has world),
demonstrated that a continuous manifold admits of
highly inhomogeneous metric relations, so that homo- This is the actual, active side of the principle of the

geneity (divisibility based upon one pre-assigned law "unity of the all," of which Renaissance philosophy
of division) is shown to be an unwarranted a priorism, had had a mere formal understanding. Kepler defines
The metric and exact kind of connectedness of the that unity by asserting the coincidence of the essential

i

world-manifold are empirical questions, to be deter- predicates of the minds of God and man: God endowed

mined within the conceptual framework of a geo- man with a rational soul, and that is what is meant by
metrical formalism, which takes neither space saying that He created man in His image. The notion
(continuous fields) nor discrete existences (particles) of rationality is then explicated by way of geometry:
in space as primary, but is adequate to the formula-
tion of their process of interaction. Geometry is one and eternal, a reflection out of the

mind of God. That mankind Shares in it is one of the
My argument that the world-manifold is a "non- ! reasons to call man an image of God.

linear" continuum characterized by lawfully
changing internal laws ("laws of nature") is based on This notion of unity, that God created the world in
the premises of the necessity of expanded accordance with knowable geometrical principles, is
reproduction for human existence and of the "unity of the basis of Kepler's Mysterium Cosmographicum
the all," allowing the extension of what is necessary (1597), reporting the discovery of close quantitative
for human existence to the existence of substance in relations between the orbits and distances of the six

general The necessity of expanded reproduction was planets known at the time and the five regular
•discovered by Hegel and Marx and is the cornerstone Euclidean solids. However, Kepler's use of the unity
of Marxian epistemology. The "unity"-premise was principle is not limited to the ultimately mistaken
first explicitly asserted some 200 years earlier and "geometrical interpretation." Its most profound
brought with it the final destruction of the medieval- application comes in the Astronomia Nova (1609) and
Aristotelean world system. Its conscious application, is already indicated in .the subtitle:!o_r¢6kos,_ro_ '
though based on theological considerations, marks the seu Physica Coelestis (New Astrono_rr]y'based on
beginning of the development of modern science at the causal explanations or Celestial Physics).
turn of the 16th tc the 17th century. Since the notion of Physics and astronomy had been strictly kept apart
the "one-ness" of substance is fundamental to my in the medieval Aristotelean-Ptolemaic system, the
entire subsequent argument, I will now briefly review former advancing causal explanations of terrestrial

the first successful use of the unity-principle in (sublunar sphere)phenomena, the latter providing
Kepler's astronomical theories, purely geometricdl descriptions of the motions of the

)
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heavenly bodies, constituted of a condensed "quinta sun. Kepler had been greatly encouraged in this view
essentia." Ptolemy (and similarly Copernicus) through his'reading of William Gilbert's De Magnete
regarded the terrestrial and heavenly spheres as (1600), which defines the notion of a field of force

made of entirely different kinds of matter and abiding (orbis virtutis) and in particular establishes that no
by equally different sets of laws. Thus for Ptolemy mathematical point in a magnet, but the magnet as a

Whole generates the attractive (repulsive) forces. (4)
it is impermissible to consider our human conditions Kepler saw Gilbert's magnetic forces as analogous to
equal to those of the immortal gods and to treat sacred
things from the standpoint of others which are entirely the forces which he had postulated in his "gravitas"
dissimilar to them...Thus we must form our judgment theory, developed to explain the interaction of
about celestial events not on the basis of occurrences heavenly bodies. In 1607, he took the decisive step and
on earth, but rather on the basis of their own inner for the first time explained an empirically observableessence and the immutable course of the heavenly
motions. Then all those motions will appear simple to ' and quantitatively well-understood phenomenon on
us and much simpler than those which occur in our own earth, the tidal fluctuations, by way of a mechanical
realm. (gravitational) interaction of the earth with-a

heavenly body, the moon (5).The qualitative distinct-
\ Kepier's concept of celestial physics (or mechanics) ness of phenomena in the sublunar (terrestrial) and

utterly destroys such dualism. From the time of his the "aetherial" region had been eliminated and the
earliest astronomical studies when he was introduced principal obstacle for the development of a theory of
to and accepted the Copernican heliocentric system, universal gravitation was removed.
Kepler simultaneously entertained the idea that the Concerning the second, once the determination of
sun was also to be seen as the seat of forces responsi- the planetary orbits by solar gravitational forces is
ble for the motion of the planets. This was the crucial admitted, the orbit of the earth no longer enjoys any
hypothesis allowing Kepler to exploit the wealth of the exceptional status. With that crucial insight, Kepler
empirical observational material accumulated by his explicitly transforms his force-hypothesis into a "rela-
predecessor asimperialmathematiciantoRudolphII, tivity-thesis," which in short order leads to the

Tycho Brahe, and to establish the first two laws of pronouncement of his planet laws. He argues as
planetary motion, based principally on investigations follows: we observe thee other planets from a moving
of the orbit of Mars. Tycho had left Kepler with a most earth; therefore any errors concerning the earth's
interesting problem: on one hand, Tycho, like Coper- orbit will necessarily introduce errors into the calcula-
nicus, held on to the assumption of uniform circular tions of the orbits of the other planets. However, a
motion of the planets; on the other, the very accuracy symmetrical line of reasoning could be employed by
of Tycho's observations allowed Kepler to determine somebody residing on Mars. So let us establish the
that in some crucial cases the position of the plane_ orbit of the earth relative to an observation from the

Mars calculated in accordance with the uniform circu- standpoint of Mars positions of several sun-earth
lar motion assumption deviated by up to eight minutes distances. In this fashion, we will gain empirical data
from the actually observed position. At that point, for the determination of both orbits and will no longer
rather than searching for alternative purely kine- have to rely upon a priori assumptions about the geo-
matical solutions to the problem, Kepler introduced, metrical shape of the one arbitrarily singled-out orbit
and with immediate success, his causal hypothesis of the earth. Thus, in Kepler's own words, "eight
about physical moving forces emanating from the sun. minutes showed the way to a renovation of the whole
The specifics are not important; but the new force of astronomy"-- provided their significance is under-
hypothesis allowed him to discard two critical stood and interpreted from a standpoint of the
features ofthePtolemy-Copernicus-Tychotheories: rigorous application of the epistemological unity

1. that in order to deal with certain irregularities in principle.
the orbits of the "upper" planets (Mars, Jupiter, The Astronomia Nova defines Kepler's most ad-
Saturn), the center of the universe had to be located vanced standpoint of a unitary universe governed by
not in the sun but in the center of the earth's orbit a mechanical cause-effect relationships--
certain distance away from the sun;

2. that while irregularities were permitted in the Mh'stlin (Kepler's teacher) used to laugh at my at-
orbits of the "upper" planets, the axiom of uniform tempts to reduce everything to natural causes.However, it is my pride and my consolation that I
circular motion was to be rigorously upheld for the succeeded in this.
orbit of the earth.

Concerning the first, the force-hypothesis, of course, Much like Descartes, who in his 1664 Principles of
demands that the center of the earth's orbit is the real Philosophy presents a generally identical "Weltbild"
sun, rather than some "mathematical" or "mean" (world picture), Kepler does not press on to consider
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the compatibility of human existence and freedom It is significant and serves to emphasize the point
with such a mechanistic world view. Instead, in the that fundamental conceptual advances first occur in
Harmonices Mundi (Harmonies of the World), which the field of metaphysics rather than physics, that the
he finished a few days after the outbreak of the Thirty first to come up with a conception of God which avoids
Years War, he reverts to the geometrical interpreta- .the Ficino paradox and points toward a conception of
tion of the unity principle of the early Mysterium the physical universe coherent with human existence
Cosmographicum. Once again the notion of God the was a contemporary of Kepler's, the Silesian cobbler
geometer comes into the foreground, leading and philosopher Jakob BShme. Unlike the astrono-
precisely to that view of the static perfection of God's mer, B_hme does not abhor strife and dissonance, but

mind which is subject to the Ficino paradox, (6) that sees in them the very principle of the life process. The
an omniscient God is necessarily impotent, if omni- first being God created was Lucifer. God is the "self-
science is taken to imply the existence of a perfected separating (-differentiating) unity of opposites," and
body of knowledge constructed in accordance with a the same goes for nature; for
given set of laws; for the existence of a completed
totality of that kind would entirely eliminate God's the entirety of nature together with all the forces that

exist in nature, in addition width, depth, height, the
freedom to intervene into and change the future heavens and the earth...(are) the bodyofGod.
course of events.

Kepler's failure is understandable. AYter he leaves Now, why is such a process of self-differentiation of
Prague and the imperial court in 1612, the conditions God-Nature through opposing qualities necessary?
of his material existence become increasingly un- BOhme's most important answer amounts to explain-
certain, and, with the beginning of the war in 1618, his ing the necessary structure of the universe in terms of
life is drawn into and repeatedly threatened by the conditions for its knowability:
events of war and the devastation, destruction, and
diseases it brings along. The Harmonices Mundi en- No thing can without adversity come to know itself;
visage the derivation in natural science of a world for if it has nothing, which opposes itself to it, then forever and ever it goes out of itself and does not return
formula which can be applied to attain the moral back into itself. If, however, it does not return back into
progress of man. Under the impression of the utter itself as into that out of.which originally it came, then it
disharmony of human existence, the order of knowing knows nothing of its substance.
has been reversed and the serenity of astronomical
and geometrical knowledge is put forth as the ideal for Herein also lies the answer to Ficino: The world was
the regulation of human affairs. Like a man who is not created all at once; rather creation is a continuous

drowning, Kepler writes in 1629: . process of self-differentiation, and only through such a
process does God come to know himself. If ore-

When the storm rages and the-shipwreck of the state niscience is interpreted from the standpoint of a
threatens, we can do nothing more worthy than to sink process of perfection of knowledge, then it is no longerthe anchor of our peaceful studies into the ground of
eternity, antithetical to omnipotence but presupposes it. These

ideas will find a direct application to theoretical _
A year later, in 1630, he died. physics.
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II From Fourier to Cantor
Hegel appropriately defines the concept of s'elf- Paralleling the separation in Chapter I of the

differentiating and self-developing substance as "unity"-and the "expanded reproduction"-premise,
follows: the subsequent investigation into the notion of infinite,

continuous substance, which should simultaneously be
The living substance, further, is the being which is regarded as an historical exposition of the origins

truly subject or, what is thesame thing, is truly real
only insofar as it is the motion of the positing of itself or within mathematical physics of Cantor's theory of the
the mediation with itself of th e becoming-different of transfinite, is divided into two parts: first, the notion
itself, thaf all relations of substance including its measure-

relations are internal is set forth. This amounts to

But, much as in the different case of Marx, the developing the idea of "relative space" and
concept remains bare -- "the whole concealed _nd polemicizing against "absolute space" and the
hidden within its simplicity" -- and no application to associated more far-reaching homogeneity assump-
the physical_aniverse in its entirety is attempted. My tion that all functions in nature are analytic

procedure in tl_e following will be to use the concept of ("smooth"). The result is the statement of the
substance as negentropic process of self-differentia- classical field conception in its most general form of a
tion as a point of perspective and to organize the Riemannian manifold. However, it is seen that ih the
material of 19th century mathematics and physics usual interpretation of that concept it is insufficient to
from the standpoint of successive approximations to accomodate the existence of discrete particles. The
the concept. Conceptions which passthe test can then second part, therefore, introduces Cantor's transfinite
in turn be regarded as providing the "detailed ex- numbers to provide continuous Riemannian manifolds
panse of content" and the "developed expression of with enough internal structure to make discrete
form" without which "science has no general intel- existence as determined by the continuous whole
ligibility." possible.

1. Newton vs. Descartes
The notion of space as the integral whole of the the concept of the rectilinear Cartesian co-ordinate

process of nature, i.e., the notion of "relative space," system, a fate from which it was not rescued until
was first developed by Descartes. In explicit opposi- Gauss and Riemann made the Cartesian manifold the
tion to the views of the Greek atomists, characterized basis for their non-Euclidean geometries.
by the irreducible dualism of "atoms" and "the void," , While we cannot in all fairness saddle Newton with
Descartes denies the existence of both. There is no the exaggerations of his interpreters, and while many
duality of space and matter: extension is the essence of his specific criticisms of detailed aspects of
of material substance; matter and extension are Descartes' physics were undoubtedly well taken,
identical. Changes in substance signify matter in there is at the same time no question that theioverall
motion, and the latter must be describable in purely impact of his mechanics (and underlying meta-
geometrical terms, physics) takes us back to pre-Cartesian positions. His

The implied conception of a purely geometrical abandonment of Descartes' Continuum Theory of
physics gives rise to Descartes' most significant) Material Substance and re-establishment of an atom- •
achievement, the development of analytical gee -I istic theory which regards absolutely hard, in-
metry. The space of analytical geometry is the con- compressible, indivisible particles as the ultimate
tinuum of the positions of moving bodies. By way of constituent elements of matter are at the heart of the

contrast, the space of the older synthetic geometry is problem -- a veritable Pandora's box of metaphysical
simply the space between the individual rigid bodies horrors. The difficulties become immediately obvious
and figures which alone comprise the subject matter when we take a close look at Newton's most important
of geometrical investigations. The space of Descartes' accomplishment, his Theory of Universal Gravitation.
analytical geometry is the first example of a con- The bold idea of the same general attraction force
tinuous manifold, consciously conceived as such -- the attaching indiscriminately to all physical bodies could
three-dimensional manifold of all possible paths or have significantly advanced, as a unifying force
curves of particles in motion. Only the later 18th defining the integrity of the physical process,
century French Newtoniao _-managed to reduce it to Descartes' notion of space as the continuous manifold

\
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of physical events. Instead, pressed into the meta- etical implications of the calculus of infinitesimals,
physical framework of atomism, it gave rise to the explicitly drew the consequences for mathematical

abomination of "instantaneous action at a distance" theory. In his Th_orie des Functions Analytiques of
and firmlyre-established"absolutespace." 1797, he purged the calculus and specifically the

In Newton's theory there exists a fixed number of crucial concept of the limit altogether from the theory
particles (point masses) in the universe and there of functions and replaced it by a purely formal
inheres in eacli, for reasons not otherwise explained, "calculus of derivations." Only functions which can be
an attractive force, proportional to its mass, which defined by a power series
acts instantaneously and in inverse proportion to the

square of the distance upon every_0ther particle in f(x) = ao + alx + azxZ + ...
existence. This is described by the differential equa-

tions for the n- body problem are taken into consideration, and the differential quo-
tient f'(x) (Lagrange even avoids the use of those

n • Xk -- X.
xi = 7_] m k ' (i = I n) words and calls it the "derived function") is then

(I) k _ I rika ' "'" defined in purely formal fashion by a second power
' series

(similarly for the y and z components), f' (x) = al + 2a2 x + 3aa x2 + ...
The fact that the time t does not explicitly occur in

these equations signifies the instantaneity of gravi- Ironically, if these series are to be applied in physics,
tational action. To the extent that gravitational inter- we have to consider questions of their convergence
action among particle_ defines a set of purely external which is possible only through utilization of the limit
relations for each gravitating mass which in no way ccfncept.
modifies their internal being, space, of course, can be These considerations aside, there exists an essential
no more than the "uninvolved stage" for physical feature of Newton's mechanics which begins to under-
events, the reference body or unchanging yardstick in mine the notion of "absolute" space which otherwise
the background, the "innocent" infinite-size container appears to be such an unshakable part of it. As the law
of matter in motion--spaceinthe"absolute" sense, of inertia makes no principle distinction between a

Newton himself, while holding fast to his atomist body at rest and in uniform, rectilinear motion, the
hypothesis (one place where his "hypothesis non absolute significance of a specific point in space,

fingo" might have been productive), certainly was not which had been a cornerstQne of Aristotelean physics
satisfied with its consequences. Thus he writes in a (everything has its "natural" resting place), disap-
letter-to Bentley: pears. Formally, this finds its expression in the in-

variance of the system of equations (I)with respect to
That gravity should be innate, inherent, and the groupofso-calledGalilei-Newtontransformations

essential to matter, so that one body may act upon
another at a distance through a vacuum, without tke
mediation of anything else, by and through which their , , ,
action and force may be conveyed from one to another, xi =xi+al, Yi=Yi +a2, zi =zi+a3
is to me so great an absurdity, that I believe no man
who has in philosophical matters a competent faculty x_ = al xi + bl Yi + cl zi
of thinking can ever fall into it.

Yi = a2 xl + b2 Yi + c 2 zi
Nor did he have the complete faith in the overall (II)

coherence and consistency of his system displayed by
Lagrange in M_canique Analytique, and by Laplace zi = a3 Xi + ba Yi + C3 Zi

in M_canique C_leste. The problem was that -- princi- t' = +- t + a 4
pally for psychological reasons deriving from his
personal and social circumstances that cannot be x_ = xi +_lt, Y_ = Yi +52t, = zi +_3t
dealt with here -- whenever he was confronted with a

choice between atomism and continuum theories the of the (x,y,z,t) co-ordinate system into the

metaphysical weight of the former proved superior. (x_y_z't) system. What we are left with is a concept
His relationship to the differential calculus which he of space whose "absoluteness" has been considerably
himself developed is a case in point. While much of the diminished. Not only is no one poifit or region of space
research and calculations that went into the Principia from the standpoint of Newtonian mechanics pre-
were based upon and made use of the calculus, there is ferred to any other, but there does not even exist the
no trace of it in the final version of the Principia itself, possibility of determining whether or not space, which

Lagrange, in full recognition of the continuum-theor- is presumably stationary, (7) may not in fact be in a
\
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state of uniform, rectilinear motion. Space, in the. Newton himself can be quoted to that effect. In the
sense of inertial framework, has lost a great deal of its introduction to the Principia he writes:

assumed independent reality, and for all its "ab-
soluteness" even the properties of Newton's space can Therefore geometry is founded in mechanical practice,and is nothing but that part of universal mechanics
only be investigated by way of an investigation of which accurately proposes and demonstrates th'eart of
physical reality in its entirety. Curiously enough measuring.

2. Gauss and Fourier: The Forerunners

of Classical Field Theory
By the end of the 18th century the Newtonian system number of stars would long since have been dispersed

increasingly began to resemble the system of into infinite space and the world as we know it could
Ptolemaic astronomy at the end of the 16th: not notexist.
disproved, but more and more cluttered with ad hoc
constructions. Ironically, this was primarily the result 2. If the amount of matter in the universe is infinite,
of the convincing simplicity and success of the core of then either (a) the average density of matter is every-
the system, the mechanics. The difficulties arose where the same if we compare large enough regions;
when, in the 18th century, its principles and assump- or (b) there exists a kind of center of the universe
tions were rapidly extended to the entire realm of non- where the density of matter is maximal and dimin-

mechanical physical phenomena such as light, heat, ishes with growing distance from the center. Neither
electricity and magnetism. In each case and in con- configuration is possible: (a) implies that from any
formity with the metaphysical basis of the mechanics, given direction in space an infinite gravitational force
fluids of corpuscles were invented to account for the must act upon a given body; (b) would lead to the
observed effects: Lavoisier's "caloric" (heat fluid), gravitational collapse of all matter into the center

Benjamin Franklin's fluids of positive and negative which exerts an infinite strength attraction.
electricity, magnetic north pole and south pole fluids,
etc. (Compare today's nonsense: quantum-field 2a is closely related to the so-called Olbers paradox
theory, "gravitons," etc.) This wholly uncritical ex- (named after the 18th century German astronomer
tension of Newtonian mechanics on the part of with whom Gauss carried on an extended

experimental physicists to a multiplicity of non-mech_ correspondence). Olbers had posed the question of
anical phenomena, of course, did little to advance why the night sky was dark, a phenomenon that
physical knowledge, and soon the entire structure cannot be explained on Newton's assumptions, since
began to crumble under its own weight, in every direction from the earth there exists an in-

On the positive side, it brought about a thorough re- finite number of stars, and even though the intensity of
examination of the ontological and epistemological light decreases with distance, the smallest finite
basis of the theory. Kant's antinomies, discreteness amount added up infinitely often must build up to an
vs. continuity in particular, have been discussed infinite intensity.
above. Beyond that, Kant, occasioned by the consider-
ation of certain cosmological paradoxes of a more The cosmological difficulties of Newton's theory
limited significance than those presented in the have a direct bearing upon problems of the structure
Critique, began to develop in the Metaphysische of matter "in the small." If we interpret the resuIt of
Anfangsgr_inde der Naturwissenschaft the outlines of this survey of possible cosmological configurations.
a continuum theory of material substance which, via from the standpoint of the integrity of a "viable"
Schelling's "Naturphilosophie," became the basis for configuration of universal matter ("viable" in the
all 19th century field-theoretical conceptions, sense of being a possible vehicle for observed physical

The Newtonian universe encounters the following processes), and given that no stable "viable" con-
difficulties: figuration exists -- only dispersion or collapse -- what

then of the integrity of ordinary physical objects?

I. Given the assumed spatial and temporal infinity of Kant correctly observes that the atomistic theory
the universe, the amount of matter in the universe has great difficulties in accounting for the cohesion of
must also be infinite. Otherwise, through the effects of material objects and for their most basic quality of

• radiation and aberration from their course, the finite exhibiting varying degrees of resistance to penetra-
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tion by other objects. Why do the atoms which make Gauss: Intrinsic Geometry
up this table not just diffuse into the surrounding
space; and why is it easier for me to push my fist Hermann Weyl has pointed out that if Descartes'
through air than through a brick wall? There is theory of motion, in which a fluidum which fills space
nothing in the conception of an atom per se that could continuously acts as the carrier of motion, is followed
explain these facts. Certainly gravitational forces on through consistently, a field theory results, in which
the microscopic level would be much too small to the behavior of material substance is described by the
account for the integrity and relative impenetrability differential equations of the hydrodynamics of incom-
of/most"things." pressible non-viscous liquids. Kant's and Schelling's

Newton's answer to the problem appears tO be concepts of substance are field-theoretical in a more
contained in the following passage from the Opticks: immediate sense. In all three cases the field concepts,

of course, carry with them the implied notions of
It seems to me, further, that these Particles have not space as the manifold of physical events, and there-
only a Vis inertiae, accompa_tied with such passive fore of "relative" space. This is most explicit in theLaws of Motion as naturally result from that Force, but
also that they are moved by certain active Principles, case of Kant and his concept of the "manifold of ap-
such as is that of Gravity, and that which causes pearance" -- except that he relativizes space with
Fermentation, and the Cohesion of Bodies. respect to the knowing subject.

I had rather infer from their Cohesion, that their
Particles attract one another by some Force, which in (If he had taken the unorganized -- not yet brought
immediate Contact is exceeding strong, at small under a concept -- sense manifold, derived from the
distances performs the chemical Operations above- -manifold of things in themselves, in the sense of
mentioned, and reaches not far from the Particles with projective geometry, i.e., things "originally" bearing
any sensibleEffect, only qualitative relations to each other which we

While these statements might fit 'right in with "later on" quantify, then the application of the a
modern electron theory, they are hardly satisfactory priori representation of space to the sense manifold
from a rigorous mechanistic standpoint. A new force would amount to the imposition of specific metric
(or forces), inherent in the "inscrutable" atom, is relations, and Kant would have anticipated, at least in
introduced in an essentially ad hoc fashion in order to general terms, the Cayley-Klein conception of.
account for phenomena the theory is otherwise in- projective geometry.)
capable of handling. Worse yet, given that atomic However, in all three cases as well, the authors
masses are not proportional to atomic volumes, dif- either explicitly or implicitly hold on to the Euclidean
ferent intensities of microscopic attractive force structure of the manifold, and thus more than just a
cannot be defined as quantities of the same force vary- tinge of "absolute" space is thereby retained.
ing with the size of the atoms, and hence we need.not (The extent to which a Euclidean structure permits
just one Force of Cohesion, but a great many quali- one to get away from the notion of "absolute space" is
tatively different ones in order to explain observed the subject of the invariance theory of the Euclidean
differences in degrees of penetrability, group, i.e., the group of congruent transformations of

Kant overturns this entire hodgepodge and instead the (x,y,z)-- coordinate system.)
takes the resistance force of matter as primary, ex- In fact, acceptance of any one (not just the
plaining it as the equilibrium state of two fundamental Euclidean) geometrical structure of the manifold, to
forces- attractive and repulsive --which are polar the extent that it is not determined by the internal
opposites of each other. Matter is thus conceived of as relations of the manifold, but imposed upon it "from
the filling-- in continuous fashion-- of space by force, the outside," is a form of "absolutism." To see its
which force-"fieid," in turn, defines the medium for incompatibility with a rigorous relativist point of
the propagation of physical effects. These are the view, we merely have to note that one critical feature
basic principles of classical field theory. Beyond Kant, of _hat view is that it does not accept the distinction
they were elaborated in much greater detail in the between internal and external relations of bodies.

writings of Schelling who particularly stressed the However, if a specific geometrical structure is ira-
idea of regarding different physical phenomena (such posed from the outside, then the spatial or external
as light, heat, electricity, etc.) as manifestations of relations of bodies are -- at least in part-- determined

the same underlying fundamental forces or, alterna- from the outside and, by the continuity qf external and
tively, as different states of the one basic, continuous internal relations, must affect the inner nature of the
force field. (It was an avid student of Schelling's bodies in question. Through the acceptance of a fixed
"Naturphilosophie,'" Hans Christian Oersted, who in geometry, the relativist view has turned into its op-
1820 discovered electromagnetism, the unity of posite.

electrical andmagneticphenomena.) Schelling appears to have been aware of the
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problem and tried to deal with it by incorporating it as space were swept aside in short order.
a positive feature of his theory. Thus in his "Erster (To further put into perspective the broad epistem 0-
Entwurf der Naturphilosophie" he concludes that logical significance of Gauss' discoveries -- in his
"there ought to be discernible in experience some- possessiOn since the earliest years of the 19th century,
thing which, without being i_ space, would be the but not published in formal detail ufltil the appearance
principle of all spatiality." in 1827 of the Disquisitiones Circa Superficies Curvas

That such conclusions should be drawn simply indi- -- it will be useful to compare this .exposition of his
cates how firmly entrenched the notion of the ideas with the remarks on the concept of "historical
"Euclideaness", as the one and necessary character, specificity," a key concept of Marxian anthropology,

of space was at the time. in Lyn Marcus, Dialectical Economics, Chapter 4, p.
What w_as at issue was not simply or solely a meta- 107 ff.)

physical dogma. This becomes obvious when we pose Gauss' method of "geometria intrinsica" is the
th_ problem of measurement in the manifold. To carry following: "Arbitrary surfaces," i.e., surfaces other
the conception of relative space through to its conclu- than the ones dealt with in elementary geometry --
sion and purge it of every tinge of "absolutism," a planes, spheres, curves, etc. -- were studied before
method of measurement had to be discovered which Gauss, with the first important results due to Euler
did not have to rely upon a fixed reference body, given (1760) and Meusnier (1776 -- a general in th/_ French
once and f_r all, and brought to the mani- revolutionary army who died in 1793 of wounds in
fold "from the outside." To have developed such a battle). Neither of them, however, looked at surfaces

method was the principal achievement of Karl Fried- directly; rather, they considered them as two-dimen-
rich Gauss, who was the first to study the "intrinsic sional objects embedded in three-dimensional

geometry" of arbitrary surfaces (or manifolds), i.e., Euclidean space, defined analytically with respect to
the intrinsic properties of surfaces independent of the that space by a function f(x,y) = z (for example:
manner in which they are embedded in surrounding xa + y2 = z,a paraboloid). Then, since they were in

space. With GaUsS' method the conceptual basis for a possession of a reasonably well-developed theory of
radical relativism thus came into existence. As a curves in the plane, they proceeded to investigate

consequence, the remaining vestiges of "absolutism," surfaces by looking at the curves generated by inter-
"Euclideaness" and the related, but more funda- secting the surfaces with planes at various different
mental assumption of the homogeneity of physical angles.

• \

Euler's definition of curvature

!the norma/ n pis a unit vector perpendicular to the
direction of the tanoent plane at point p.)

np
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The. curvature K of a surface F at a point p can then When a surface is regarded, not as the boundary of a
be defined as follows: solid, but as a flexible, though not extensible solid, one

Let np be the normal to F at p and let N be a plane dimension of which is supposed to vanish, then theproperties of the surface depend in part upon the form
that cuts F and contains Up The intersection of N and to which we can suppose it reduced, and are in part
F is a curve CN which at p has a curvature K_. This absolute and remain invariable, whatever may be the
would seem to be the definition we are looking for, if it form into which the surface is bent. To these latter

properties, the study of which opens to geometry a new
were not for the fact that it depends on the choice of N. and fertile field, belong the measures of curvature and
A plane N_ containing _lp but cutting F at a different the integral curvature, in the sense which we have

angle than N will in general define a curve CN_ such given to these expressions.
that KN_KN1

Euler rescued this otherwise simple and compact The sense Gauss gives to the notionof curvature is
independent of the theory of curves on surfaces. Ac-

idea of defining a surface curvature by proving a
theorem to theeffectthat: cording to his own abstract of the Disquisitiones,

Gauss arrived at his definition of surface curvature by

1. If the ,KNi are not all equal, then there exists utilizing a "procedure which is contant!y employed in
exactly one direction of the cutting plane for which the astronomy, where all directions are referred to a

curvature of F at p has a minimum value KN_=K), and fictitious celestial sphere of infinite radius." (8)
Let p be a point on a surface F, and S a segment of

one for which it has a maximum value K N 2=K 2.These F containing p. Now erect a normal at each point of S
two directions are mutually perpendicular, and transfer the initial point of each normal to one

point. Then the normals form a solid angle. Next
2. If N makes an angle 0 with N 1 (for which the construct a unit sphere with the vortex of the solid

curvature equals K1), then angle as its Center. Call the segment of the surface of
the sphere which intersects the Solid angle n(S). Then
the Gaussian measure of the curvature of F atP is

KN = K 1 COS2 ¢ + K 2sin 2 _,

K(p) = Lim area n(S)
To the extent that the theorem establishes a definite S*p area S

analytical relationship between the curvature in
different directions, directional dependence, of [ Lim= the limit of - as S shrinks to p ]SWP
course, ceases to be a problem.

Euler's, concept of curvature has been presented at If F is a plane, we can see immediately that K(p)=0
some length to make two related points: First re- (for all p ) ; for a sphere of radius r, asimplecomputa-

emphasizing an earlier comment, the derivation and tion yields K(p) = l/r2 (for all p), etc. What estab-
application of the concept depends entirely on the lishes the significance of this measure of curvature--
embedding of the surface in Euclidean three-space. To which can be proved to be equal to the product of the
verify this explicitly, the reader should consult the extreme curvatures K1 and K2 above- is Gauss'
standard calculus proof of Euler's theorem. Second, a fundamental discovery that it is a deformation in-
point on concept formation. Euler's definition im- variant and is completely determined by the inner
ports into the study of surfaces a concept developed measure-relations of the surface. This cannot be seen
for the study of curves in a plane and thus reduces on the basis of the definition we have provided, which

surface-curvature to curve-curvature, But-by looking obviously relies upon the embedding of the surface in
at surfaces from the standpoint of so many curves, a three-space and actually is not invariant under iso-
most important intrinsic property of surfaces gets metrics. However, this closely follows Gauss' own
totally ignored: by bending (without stretching), procedure, who in his treatise gives the definition put

certain surfaces can be transformed into a given forward above and only demonstrates the invariance
surface, others can not. For example, a plane piece of of his measure of curvature after developing the
paper can be rolled up into a cylinder or a cone (paper analytical tools for carrying out measurements on
hat) but cannot be made to fit onto a spherical object surfaces without reference to surrounding space -- a
as anyone who ever tried to wrap a ball can readily problem, by the way, which he had to confront in
attest. Any curve, on the other hand, can be bent so as actual practice when in 1816 he was commissioned to

to fit any other curve; there are no interesting make a geodetical surveyor the Kingdom of Hanover.
"deformation invariants" for curves, whereas in the Gauss' method is as follows: Instead of referringto
ease of surfaces the study of such invariants is what a given point on a surface by means of its x,y,z,.
(after Gauss) the theory is all about. Gauss himself coordinates iri Euclidean three-space, two para-
describes the matter as follows: meters, u and v, are introduced on the surface itself,
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which determine a point in a manner familiar from problem-is that •under these circumstances, i.e., given
the assignmefit-- for navigational purposes, etc,-- of curvilinear rather than rectangular coordinates, we
latitudes and longitudes to points on the surface of the can no longer use the Pythagorean Theorem for
earth. In this way a coordinate net is thrown over the distance measurements. The difficulty_is overcome by
surface comparable to the net of Cartesian coordin- assuming the "Euclideaness of the surface in the
ates in the plane -- except that the curves u= constant small" or, equivalently, the applicability of

and v= constant Will no longer, in general, be straight Pythagoras' Theorem for "infinitesimal distances."
lines intersecting each other at right angles. The

/
/

THE THEOREM OF PYTHAGORAS
Y

Y2 Given rectangular coordinates, the
distance between two points can be

determined by using the Pythagorean
Theorem.

_J Ay Given curvilinear coordinates, the
Pythagorean Theorem canhot be used

Y_........ u Ax as such. In the case of two points
which are infinitely close, equation (Vl)

,I
x_ x2 I is used to determine the distance

Ix between the two.(If u= x and v = y, then
.- E=I, G=I, and F=0 and equation (VI)

reduces to a Pythagorean formulation.) '

S2= (x2_xI )2+ (y2_y1)2= ( A x)2+ ( A y)2

v=4

.v=3

P
• v=2

v=l

u=3

u=2
u=l

p= (2,3)
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Assume that for a parameter t a curve c. on the vary from point to point, in a sense defining in each
surface F is given by the equation u= u(t), v=v(t), case the extent to which the metric in the neigh-
We know that in Euclidean (x,y,z)-space the dif- borhood of a point deviates from the Euclidean
ferential of the arc length s of a curve parametrizcd metric.
by t is given by The Gaussian curvature K at a point p can be

computed solely from the coefficients E,F, and G and

(ds_ 2 (dx_2 + (dy_ 2 (dz) 2 their first and second order differential quotients'on(I) \dt] = \dt] \dt] + _- the basis of a rather comp!icated formula which is
included here without explanation and simply for

To make this formula applicable to our curve c on F, reference purposes:
we,consider c as a curve in (x,y,z,)-space by ex-
pressing x, y, and z as functions of u and v.

x=x(u,v), y=y(u,v), z=z(u,v). 4(EG-F2)K=E v'-_v +\Ou't

Then c is represented b_/
$

x = x(u [t],v [t]), /-
/

(II) y=y(u[t],v[t])... +F 0__.0G bE 0_GG bE OF_--_-" au - 2 av av
x

Forming the differentials of (II)
\

dx_ax du + Ox dv (VII) +40_F_F OF OF OG): au "av 2Ou "0u
g(III) dt 0u dt 0v dt ,...

and substituting them in (I) we obtain a quadratic

differential form 0 G 2 • +
+C 0u'0u 0u 0v

0xdv
dt] = + au d-t _vv d-t 2(EG F2'/02E O2F+ 02G_ '

(IV) +/ax_k-_v_-_dv)2+ ... - - )_-Ov _- -2 _--u-u-_vOu']

Introducing the so-called Gaussian coefficients From (VII) it is clear that, if E,F, and G are constant,
then K= 0, i.e., the constancy of the Gaussian coef-

_{0,X._2\__/ (_.__) 2 +(Oz_2_0u ] , ficients defines a sufficient condition for the Euclidean
E -/"_Tu ] + character of a surface.

Since, furthermore, the metric coefficients, which

only depend upon the surface and not its embedding in
F= 0_xxax 0y 0), az az three-space, uniquely determine K, it should be

bu _v + au _}v + bu 0v , possible to ascertain whether a surface is curved or
not by measurements taken on the surface itself. That

=/OX_2 ( 00__'V__V) 2 O(__V.._V) 2 this is indeed the case is shown by the followingG \0v ] + + , example:
Let S be the surface of a sphere of radius R and.

equation (IV),the expression for the infinitesimal "line let c be a circle on S with center p. Now, using a
element" on ihe surface, becomes measuring chain, we can measure the lengths of the

radii from p to c and the length of the circumference

{ds'_ 2 .(du_ 2 du dv {dv_ 2 of c; let their lengths be r and s respectively. Iftheir

(V)\dt] =E _dt ] +2F_-_ _-+G\dt] , measurements had been taken on a plane, then we
could express s as a function of r by the formula

or simply :-

s-(r)=21rr ;

(VI) ds 2 = E (du) 2 + 2F (dudv) + G (dv) 2

For a given surface, E, F, and G_ will in general instead, however, we find that
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s (rj

Using the same radius r, s(r) is smaller when drawn on a sphere than when
it is drawn on a plane.

s (r) = 2nR sin(r/R), is replaced by their "geodetic distance," i.e., the
length of the geodesic between them. All the other

Without making use of the third dimension we have, invariant geometric properties of a surface can be
demonstrated that S is not a plane, derived from this notion.

More generally, the coefficients of (VI),which from Parenthetically: Non-Euclidean Geometry
now on we shall call the metrical groundform and
write as With the major elements of Gauss' theory of curved

n surfaces now before us, it is clear that his conceptions

,_--i define a much more broad-based and radical depar-(VIII) ds2 = i gikduidUk ture from Euclidean notions than the so-called non-

(u_ = u,and u 2 = v , gik: gki) Euclidean geometries of Bolyai and Lobachevsky of1832. In the Gaussian framework, the latter simply

determine not only the Gaussian curvature K of the define the special case of a space of constant, negative

surface, but the intrinsic surface geometry in its curvature. That Gauss was well aware of the three-
entirety. In fact, through his discovery of the possi- dimensional implications of his work on surfaces is
bility of different intrinsically determined metrics for apparent both from his correspondence and from his
surfaces and his recognition of the fundamental publications. As early as 1817, as evidenced by a letter
significance of the coefficients of the metrical ground- to the astronomer Olbers, he had reached the con-
form for the determination of all other geometric clusion that there is no inconsistency in the assump-

magnitudes such as the length of curves and the size of tion of an "anti-Euclidean" geometry, and that
angles and areas, after Gauss' Disquisitiones we are therefore the question of the true geometry of space
for the first time able to speak of a geometry rather was an empirical one that had to be decided on the
than of Geometry. meaning the geometry of Euclid. basis of experiments. The (negative) results of one
Gauss actually indicates how a geometry, and trigon- such experiment, actually carried out by Gauss, are
ometry in particular, of arbitrary surfaces can be reported at the end of the Disquisitiones : the sum of
developed in exact analogy to plane geometry, if, the angles of the triangle formed by the mountain tops
instead of straight lines, we base it on the concept of of Hoher Hagen, Brocken, and Inselsberg -- the
the geodesic or shortest line (in terms of the metrical greatest side of which is more than 100 kilometers long
groundform) between two points of the surface. Then -- deviates from 180 degrees by an amount that lies
the "distance between two points" of plane geometry within the limits of error of the measurement.
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To make such measurements possible at all, Gauss positionis datae exerceret planeta, si eius massa per
constructed what he called a "heliotrop," an instru- totam orbitam ratione temporis, quo singulae partes
merit which concentrates reflected sun rays virtually describuntur, uniformiteressetdispartita.
into a point, thus creating a highly visible target of (Determination of the attraction which a planet would
minimal extension for long distance measurement, exercise upon an arbitrary point of a given position, if
The measurement of large scale light ray triangles its mass were uniformly distributed over the entire

(rather than measurements on the surface) obviously orbit in proportion to the time in which the individual

would not have made any sense unless Gauss had parts describedrun through the orbit. Assume that the
pursued the idea that the three-dimensional surface, mass of a planet be distributed along its orbit in in-
into which the two-dimensional surface of the earth is verse proportion to the orbital speed at a given point.
embedded, might be of the same complexity as that Then compute the force of attraction of this ring upon
surface, or more generally, that the intrinsic geo- a testbody.)

metry of three-space might be constructible along the This great amout of emphasis has been put on the
same lines as that of two-space, and that therefore epistemological and empirical science context of
actual three-space might exhibit the same character- Gauss' work because in immediate continuation and

istics of metric inhomogeneity, changing (not merely amplification of the thrust of the relativity doctrine of
non-zero) curvature, etc., as the actual two- space discussed above, his "anti-Euclidean" and

dimensional surfaces contained in it. differential geometry represent a major step towards
In any case, there can be no doubt that a proper the complete transformation of geometry from the

understanding of both the development and the signifi- study of fixed, abstract homogeneous space into the
canoe (for physics, etc.) of non-Euclidean geometry study of the changing, intrinsically determined con-
can only be attained from the standpoint of a figurations of the internal relations of the evolutionary
generalization to higher dimensions- first developed process of substance. It is the germ of such a con-
explicitly in Riemann's 1854 Uber die Hypothesen, ception of space that Riemann discerns in Gauss'
welche der Geometric zu Grunde liegen -- of Gauss' work and elaborates in his own writings.
theory of curved surfaces, and not from the abstract The extent to which Gauss fails to free himself

standpoint of questions concerning the provability or completely from the notion of absolute space finds its
independence of Euclid's "fifth (parallel) postulate," expression in the fact that in his explication of the
which, as Weyl correctly points out, "seems to us concept of a metrically inhomogeneous surface the

nowadays to be a somewhat accidental point of Euclidean metric remains essential- even though
departure." only "in the small." I shall demonstrate that in the

Gauss' point of departure was his astronomical ease of Riemann this is not so, and that therefore the
investigations and the cosmological and epistemo- customary view that Riemann's geometry is suffi-
logical concerns that grew out of them. He un- .ciently characterized by describing it as a generaliza-
doubtedlv was familiar with the kind of cosmological tion to n dimensions (arbitrary n ) of Gauss' theory of
problem typified by the Olbers paradox of which we curved surfaces is incorrect.
gave a brief exposition above. Otherwise his theor-

etical grounding was in Leibniz' relativity doctrine of Fourier: "Arbitrary" Functions
space, empirically reinforced by his growing involve-

ment in the development of the mathematical theor- Before entering into the description of some key ele-
etical framework for a unified and comprehensive ments of Fourier analysis -- the analogue in the
understanding of the phenomena of electricity and theory of functions of Gauss' achievements in

magnetism- efforts which between 1838 and 1840 led geometry- it will be useful to briefly pose the an-
to the publication of two fundamental treatises in this tinomy of discreteness vs. continuity. The antinomy
field: 1. General Theory of Earth Magnetism; and 2. can only be overcome if the assumption of what one
General Theorems Relating to Attractive and Repul- might call "unilegality" -- the notion that one set of

sive Forces Acting in an Inverse Proportion to the laws is given once and for all (when? why these?) -- is
Square of the Distance. discarded and replaced by an evolutionary conception

Perhaps the, in brief, most striking example of his of substance which embodies, through the creation of
continuum approach to problems of physics and qualitatively new individuals, the idea of changes in
astronomy can be gleaned from the title of his 1818 the laws that govern the process of evolution, i.e.

treatise on secular disturbances of the orbits of changes in the "laws of nature." For geometry,
planets, developed in conjunction with the computa- conceived of not axiomatically, but as the science of

tion of the orbit of the asteroid Pallas: real space, this means discarding the notion of absolute
Determinatio attractionis quam in punctum quodvis space and that of one geometry characterized by one
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metric along with it. Thus the introduction of metric quirement of analyticity holds in the sense that both,
inhomogeneity, intrinsically determined, rather than within the framework of Newtonian dynamics, are
the axiomatic introduction of the negation Of the consequences of the hypothesis of "hard ball" par-
parallel-axiom, which simply leads to a metrically ticles as the ultimate constituents of matter. To show
homogeneous space of different constant curvature this for analytic functions, we first have to take a
than Euclid's and leaves the notion of absolute space somewhat closer look at the latter. The following is a

completely intact, defines the significant advance sufficiently precise definition of Lagrange's intended
over Euclideanism. Looking ahead, with Riemann this concept:
leads toward the systematic distinction between the f(xO is analytic in a neighborhood of x = a if and only
topological and metric properties of space, and a if it is representable there by a convergent Taylor
given topological manifold is demonstrated to be series, i.e., a series of the form
susceptible of different metric relations -- the very

idea to which Cantor, by focusing on the invariance ' "(a
character of the metric, ultimately gives coherent f(x) = f(a) + f (a) (x - a) + f 2-T ) (x - a) 2 + ... etc.1!
epistomological expression in his notion of different
orders of the transfinite. An analytic function, so defined,' has a number of

A full understanding of the significance of Fourier's remarkable properties, most importantly for our
function-theoretical results must proceed from the present purpose it is "very smooth," i.e., it has an

idea of functions as representing the internal relations unlimited number of continuous derivatives. If we
of substance and of space as the complex of such rela- think of the graph of such a function as the path of a
tions; or conversely, from viewing functions as Newtonian particle in motion, it becomes immediately
dimensionally scaled down projections of the world obvious why Lagrange regarded only analytic func-
geometry in a given region or over a givenperiod of tions as relevant and admissable for the mathem- h

time. As we pointed out above, this was at least in atical representation of natural phenomena. Assume,
principle the standpoint of _Descartes in his develop- contrary to the requirement of analyticity, that at a
ment of analytical geometry, where space is regarded point x =b the function f(x) representing the motion of
as composed of the entirety of curves traced out by a given particle, though continuous, is not dif-
mass points in motion. It is rigorously adopted in ferentiable; e.g. letf(x) have a sharp corner atx=b.
Riemann's investigations of functions of a complex
variable, where the surface determined by a complex
function is no longer simply a kind of visual aid
guiding our intuition, but becomes an essential, in-
dispensible part of the theory; and it finds its most

developed expression in the key notion of Hermann _,
Minkowski's formulation of Einstein's Relativity
Theory, the notion of the "world line" of a particle in
the four-dimensional space-time manifold.

On the basis of such a unified perspective on
geometry and function theor, y, which leads Rie_,.ann

to the establishment of an entirely new branch of
mathematics -- topology -- we can describe the effect
of Fourier's results as having demolished what is the
precise analogue of "Euclideanism" in analysis: the
assumption -- formulated most explicitly in
Lagrange's Theorie des fonctions analytiques (1797) I

-- that the concept of a functiony = f(x) is identical I
with that of an analytical expression in x represen- I ,.._
table by a power series "--

X
x--b

• a2 x 2y P(x)=a o +a Ix+ +...,etc.

The analogy between "Euclideanism" (or, actually,

more broadly, the homogeneity of space) and the re-
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Then f(x) does not have a unique tangent at b, or, in The free state of heat is the same as that of light; the
terms of the particle, at x = b we cannot determine its active state of this element is then entirely different

' from that of gaseous substances. Heat acts in the same
momentary directionl This, of course, would violate manner in a vacuum, in elastic fluids, and in liquid and
the otherwise assumed completely deterministic solid masses, it is propagated only by way of radiation,
character of the particle's behavior. Or, to express the but its sensible effects differ according to the nature of

whole affair in positive terms: for analytic functions, bodies.Heat is the origin of all elasticity; it is the repulsive
knowledge of the values of the ordinate for an arbi- £orce which preserves the form of solid masses, and
trarily small piece of the abscissa determines the the volume of liquids. In solid masses, neighboring
course of the function in its entirety. Thus let the ,v - molecules would yield to their mutual attraction if its
values be known for an arbitrarily small neighborhood effect were not destroyed by the heat which separatesthem.
around x= 0. Then we know the values of the differ- This elastic force is greater according as the tem-
ential quotients of all orders at x=0 and, hence, perature is higher: which is the reason why bodies
because dilate or contract when their temperature is raised or

lowered.
The equilibrium which exists, in the interior of a

f(o) = ao f '(o) = a ! , f" (o) = 2a 2 , ... etc. solid mass, between the repulsive force of heat and the' molecules' attraction, is stable; that is to say it re-
establishes itself when disturbed by an accidental -

for the coefficients ao , a I , a2 , ... of the power series, cause.

know the whole function. It is precisely this deter- The field-theoretical implications define the
ministic quality of analytic functions which to strength of this conception and its obvious superiority
Lagrange recommended their exclusive adoption for over Lavoisier's "caloric" (heat fluid) theory. Ac-
mathematical physics, cording to his own testimony in the "Preliminary

Interestingly enough, a much broader explication of Discourse" to his work, Fourier arrived at his notion
the concept of a function had been given some 50 years of heat and of the action of heat through consideration
before Lagrange's Theorie by Euler. In his investi- of the effects of the sun on the biosphere; and, at one
gations of the problem of the vibrating string he had point, his field conception -- even to the extent of
been forced to consider functions y = f(x) defined by regarding the field as primary and as determining the
an "arbitrary" curve ( "libero marius ducta") and properties of the bodies immersed in it -- becomes
subject only to the condition that any parallel to the y- quite explicit, if only in a questioning, speculative
axis intersects the curve only once. However, in the manner:
Introductio in analysin infinitorum (1748), Euler

reverts to the restrictive identification of a function y But independently of these two sources of heat
of x with an "analytical expression" in x. This can (terre3trial and solar), is there not a more universal
hardly be surprising, for Euler's mathematics was cause, which determines the temperature of the

heavens, in that part of space which the solar system
fully .grounded in the conceptual framework of now occupies? Since the observed facts necessitate
Newtonianmechanics. this cause, what are the consequences of an exact

A systematic extension of the concept of a function theory in this entirely new question; how shall we be
beyond the analytic ones became possible only when able to determine that constant value of the tem-

perature of space, and from it the temperature which
physicists posed for themselves the problem of belongs toeachplanet?
mathematical comprehension of phenomena which in

principle transcended the scope of mechanical Beyond such specifics it is useful to take a brief look
theories, or, more accurately, when they adopted a at the overall breadth and scope of Fourier's life ac-
view of certain physical phenomena which was totally tivities to get a sense for the source of his accomplish-
at variance with that of Newtonian mechanics, ments and the decision and self-confidence with which

Such was the case with Fourier's theory of heat he puts forth his new ideas.
which he had worked out as early as 1807 but did not From 1796 to 1798, Fourier teaches at the _Ecole

fully publish until the appearance in1822 of his Th_orie PoIytechnique, an institution of the French Revolu-
Analytique de la Chaleur. While there is no immediate tion, founded for the purpose of training the officers of
documentary evidence to this effect, Fourier's con- the revolutionary armies. At the time, the school was
cept of heat appears to be derived as a direct applica- under the leadership of the geometer Monge, later
tion of Kant's notion, in the Metaphysische Anfangs- Minister of the Navy under Napoleon. Both Monge and
griinde, of a continuum of attractive and repulsive Fourier participate in Napoleon's expedition to Egypt,
forces. I quote from the Th$orie Analytique, ch. I, and after their return Fourier becomes prefect of the
sect. II, "Preliminary Definitions and General Department lsOre in Grenoble.(until 1817). What he
Notions": expected from his work is clear from his own words:
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A temperature surface is formed by connecting the
ordinates which are extended from points on the surface
of the disc. The length of the ordinate represents the
temperature at that point.

I I
I I
I I

Suppose that at timet - Othe tip of a hot pin is placed at
E point p on line ds. Such a curve is not susceptible to the

s analylitical treatment required by Lagrange, but rather100 o
-_ B may be expressed by a trigonometric series asI

m presented by Fourier.

A

F V

0° v _'_
E P F

It is easy to judge how much these researches con- a certain time t=0 the heat source is removed from
cern the physical sciences and civil society, and what the boundary 'of the disc, and we want to find an
may be their influence on the progress of the arts analytic expression for the continuous change with
which require the employment and distribution of heat.
They have also a necessary connection with the system time of the shape of the curved surface under the
of the world, and their relations become known when initial conditions represented by the stationary
we consider the grand phenomena which take place temperatures at t= 0.

near the surface of the terrestrial globe. As a general expression for the propagation of heat

The principal problem Fourier considers is that of in three-dimensional homogeneous solids, Fourier
the propagation of heat in solids of different geo- wrote down the partialdifferentialequation

metrical shapes and under arbitrary initial and a2v a:v_

boundary conditions. Take, for example, a metallic (I) _)v = C x(ax_-_-_+ +disc of large diameter which at one part of its boun- at ay=
az 2)

dary is exposed to a source of heat of constant tem-
perature, say of l O0degrees, and at another part of its
boundary is immersed in ice water. After a sufficient where v = f(x,y,z,t) is the temperature at time t and
amount of time has elapsed, we can then ask what the point (x,y,z), and C a constant depending on the solid
stationary temperatures at each point of the surface of under consideration. The difficulties in integrating
the disc will be as the result of the propagation of heat this equation arise from the fact that it lies in the

through the disc under the given boundary conditions, nature of our initial value problem just discussed that
Now suppose that an ordinate be raised perpendicular v at t= 0 may be an entirely arbitrary (continuous)
to the plane of the disc whose length is proportional to function which we can trace as a curve through the
the stationary temperature at that point. The end end-points of the temperature ordinates, but which, in
points of the ordinates will represent a curved surface general, will not be given in the form of an analytical
extended above the plane of the disc. We arrive at the expression that can be subjected to the required
next type of propagation problem, if we assume that at analytical treatment. Fourier solves the problem by
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showing that any function whatsoever ("des fonctions where in the most general case the coefficients a
n

absolument arbitraires"), including functions with a and b n are given by
certain number of discontinuities in a given interval
may be represented by one analytical expression for .1 /.2 lr

the entire interval, viz, by a convergent trigonometric an = - Jo f(x) cos nx dx,/r

series of the form
(III)

2_f

f(x) = V2 ao + a_ cos x + a 2 cos 2x + ... bn = If f(x) sin nx dx.

(II) + b_ sin x + b: sin 2x + ... o
nj

oo The idea behind the approximation of an arbitrary
=.. + _ (,i n c(_s nx + I)4 sin nx) function by means of superimposition of different
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By means of the Fourier series representation of there with a very "bad" looking curve repres-
very general types of functions the scope of the con- enting an extremely varied (but, in general, con-
cept of functional relationships susceptible of mathem- tinuous) distribution of values. Still, we have to get an
atical treatment ( mathematisch behandelbar) was, analytical grip on even the most inhomogeneous such
of course, tremendously increased and Lagrange's "scalar field," if the heat propagation problem in that
world was shattered. In his own treatment of functions case is to be solved. In Newtonian dynamics, on the
representable by a trigonometric series (GBttingen, other hand, that kind of problem will; at least in
1854), Riemann reports the existence of a document in principle, never arise. We will never have to face
the archives of the French Academy which shows that more than a finite or at most discrete distribution of
when Fourier first presented his results to the phase quantities, and the necessity for the introduc-
Academy in 1807, his assertion that entirely arbitrary, tion of arbitrary initial value functions will never

graphically given functions may be expressed by a come up.
trigonometric series caught the aging Lagrange This is where the crucial ontological difference
unaware to such an extent that he opposed it in a most between field and particle conceptions of matter (or
virulent manner, substance) directly comes to the fore. The important

sense in which the field concept defines a critical
Such anecdotes aside, the broad epistemological advance over atomism is in its monistic conception of

consequences of Fourier analysis can readily be substance, so that all relations become empirical,
brought out as follows: I developed above the appro- internal relations, and through the mutual deter-
priateness of analytic functions to the thoroughgoing mination and interpenetration of the whole and its
determinism of Newtonian mechanics, associated parts the possibility at least-- which does not exist for
specifically with the discrete, "hard ball," particle the Newtonian system -- for the introduction of the

conception of matter. However, even though I have kind of "freedom" demanded by a coherent solution to
counterposed Fourier's developing field theoretical the discreteness-continuity antinomy presents itself
notions and his introduction of arbitrary functions for the first time.

directly to Lagrange's brand of Newtonianism, it These are, of course, old problems, discovered well

should not be assumed that it is the strict determinism before Schelling attacked atomism and Hegel, in turn,
of the latter which is tossed overboard in Fourier's Schelling's amorphous monism.

theory and the field theories developed after him. Parmenides, more astute than Schelling, had long
Determinism is not the differentia specifica of ago concluded that if substance is one and homo-

Newtonian mechanics and there is nothing in the geneous, then change cannot exist and the appearance
mathematics of classical field theory which is in- of change must be an illusion. Atomistic conceptions
compatible with a deterministic position. Thus were introduced by Democritus and Leucippus to save
Newton's theory of gravitation is actually most con- the appearances and to make change possible at least
vincingly and elegantly formulated in the field theor- in the form of changes in the combination of atoms,
etical framework of the mathematical potential i.e. in their external relations. Thus, change was
theory of Poisson and Gauss. The difference lies else- reinstituted by, so to speak, pushing its illusory
where: consider again the arbitrary temperature character beneath the threshhold of perception.
function defining a typical Fourier initial or boundary Parmenides' problem had only been covered over; it
value problem. In principle we will be confronted still awaits its solution.
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3. Riemann. The World Manifold
Discussing the mathematics of Einstein's relativity deeply involved in coping with the same general type

principle, Hermann Minkowski, in a lecture before the of problems as Lorentz, Poincar_, Einstein, et al. half
G6ttingen mathematical society, Nov. 5, 1907, in- a century later, but the scope of his project of a
troduced his paper with the following remark: "unified field theory," as it would now be called,

undoubtedly exceeded that of Einstein, employing a
Mathematicians are particularly well pre-disposed methodological rigor which Einstein approximated

to accept the new conceptions, because to do so is a only on a few rare occasions. In the following I shallmatter of getting acclimated to a conceptual mold
which has long been utterly familiar to them. prove this both directly and in terms of the indirect
Physicists, on the other hand, must now at least in part evidence provided by a unified analysis of Riemann's
invent these concepts anew and with great effort cut a discoveries in what are nowadays too easily regardedpath through a jungle of unclarities, while quite close
by the mathematician's well-constructed road built as entirely separate fields of mathematical inquiry. In --
long ago leads comfortably forward. Indeed, all ir_all the process one thing in particular should become
the new hypotheses, if they actually do represent the unquestionably clear -- that the contemporary view of
phenomena correctly, would almost mean the greatest Riemannian geometry, based principally upon thetriumph which the application of mathematics has
ever shown. What is at issue -- to put it as briefly as interpretations of Christoffel, Ricci, Levi-Civit_i, and
possible-- is that the world in terms of space and time more recently Hermann Weyl are altogether too
in a certain sense is a four-dimensional, non-Euclidean narrow, and in their restrictiveness import precisely
manifold. To the glory of mathematics and the boun- those problems into theoretical physics whichdless astonishment of the rest of mankind, it would
become apparent that the mathematicians, purely in presently stand in the way of expanding general rela-
their fantasy, had created a whole large field to which tivity beyond its present limitations into a theory of
one day, without this ever having been the intention of the unified field.

these idealist fellows, should accrue perfectly real I start with an account of Riemann's most explicitexistence.
and detailed extant treatment of the unified field

On a separate occasion Minkowski even speaks of a problem, included among the philosophical fragments
kind of "pre-established harmony between pure under the title "New Mathematical Principles of
mathematics and physics." Natural Philosophy." (A footnote in the text says:

It is, of course, at first sight quite astonishing that "Discovered on March 1, 1853.") Referencing the
more than 50 years before the establishment by piece (though not necessarily the particular version
Einstein of the Special and the General Theory of contained in the appendix to the collected works),
Relativity Gauss and particularly Riemann created Riemann in a letter to his brother, dated Dec. 28, 1853,
in full the mathematical forms in which relativity writes:
theory is most appropriately cast. However, a mere

cursory reading of the most important Of Riemann's My other investigation on the connection between
originaltreatises, first published in a complete edition electricity, galvanism, light, and gravity I had

resumed immediately after the completion of my
including an appendix of philosophical fragments by Habilitationsschrift, and I have gotten far enough with
H. Weber and Dedekind in 1876, makes clear that no it so that without second thoughts I can publish it at this
pre-established harmony assumption needs to be time.

introduced to explain this phenomenon. There is The key elements of the theoretical sketch are asample documentary evidence that ever since his days
as a student in Berlin (1847-1849) Riemann, who, inci- follows:
dentally, started his career as a student of Protestant First, the methodological premise m "Let us try to

deduce it (the internal state or constitution of pon-(Evangelical-Lutheran) theology, was embarked
derable bodies) by way of analogy from our own innerupon a most broad-based epistemological project of

attempting to create one comprehensive (mode of) perception."
mathematical-theoretical framework for the unified There follows a number of specifics on the function-
expression of the phenomena of light, elec- ing of the soul based on the psychology of Herbart.
tricity, magnetism, heat, and gravitation, then dealt These are not important. What matters is the metho-
with by almost totally separate branches of physics, dological rigor embodied in the quote. Mind and body
Throughout his life he regarded this as his main work are of the same world abiding by the same sets of
( "meine Haupta'rbeit") and therefore, if the question laws, and in these the laws of the mind are epistemo-
is asked why Riemann's "purely mathematical" logically prior. I have developed this in detail in
developments are so wonderfully appropriate to the Section I.
most advanced developments of general relativity, Second, the internal relations of substance -- There
the answer is straight forward: not only was Riemann exists a space-filling substance ( Stoff)'-- later called
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aether -- which has the properties of an incompres- How now must the functions _' and (b be constituted so
sible homogeneous fluid without inertia. Both gravi- that gravitation, light and radiating heat can be propa-
tational and electromagnetic effects are propagated gated by the spatial medium?
through and explained as modifications of the space-
filling aether.

The effects of ponderable matter upon ponderable Parenthetical Note on Riemann's
matter fall into two classes: 1. attractive and "A Contribution to Electrodynamics"

repulsive forces, inversely proportional to the square (1858)
of the distance; and 2. light and heat radiation. These

effects are characterized by means of one unified The significance of the above sketch of a unified

action principle ("Wirkungsgesetz"), derived on physical theory is underlined by the fact that the 1858piece suggesting an electromagnetic theory of light is
the basis of the assumption that aether particles only directly based upon the general ideas put forth in the
act upon their immediate neighborhood, sketch. Riemann writes in 1858:

The unified action finds its expression in a force

which acts to change the form of the infinitesimal I have found that the electrodynamic effects of
aether particle at point O----(x,y,z) and can be thought galvanic currents can be explained if one assumes that
of as resulting from forces which would effect a the action of one electrical mass upon the others does
change in the.length of the line element s ending at not occur instantaneously, but is propagated to them

P i I p

O=(x,y,z ). The mathematical form of the action with a constant velocity (within the errors of ob-servation equal to the speed of light). The differential
principle isthefollowing: equation for the propagation of force under this

If dV is the volume of an infinitesimal aether par- assumption becomes the same as that for the propa-
ticle at point 0 and time t, and dV' the volume of the gation of light and of radiating heat.
same particle at t[ then the force resulting from the

Riemann's mathematical elaboration of this idea isdifference in the two states of the aether which acts to

elongate dsisgivenby based upon introducing a time variable into the
condition for the potential function U, of electrical

dV-dV' ds- ds' masses, replacing the usual condition for the
a • dV + b • ds simultaneous scalar potential

a2U a2U 82U

This law can be thought of as split into two parts: 1.. (I) ix: + By: + az: - -47rp
the resistance offered by an aether particle to a
change in volume; and 2. the resistance offered by a by the condition for what nowadays is called a
physical line-element to a change in length. Gravi- "retarded" potential
tation and electrostatic attraction and repulsion are

based on the former, propagation of light and heat arid a 2 U/c 2 _ [ a 2 U a: U 3 2 U_

the electrodynamical or magnetic attraction and (II) at2 / _kix2 "_ --+repulsion on the latter. -- ay: _ ] = --4_p
Ricmann concludes his sketch as follows: where c is a constant (velocity).

Potential functions for (I) and (II) respectively will
Now there is no reason to assume that the effects of then be of the form
both causes change with time in accordance with the

same laws: thus adding up the effects of all the earlier f(t) and f(t -- cr--)forms of substance-particle upon the change of the
line-element ds at time t, then the value ot r r

Retarded potentials were, of course, to play a key
ads role in H.A. Lorentz' theory of the electron, the direct
dt forerunner of Einstein's Special Relativity. Fur-

which they attempt to bring about becomes thermore, it can be proved (as was done by Levi-Civit_t)
that Riemann's results in the 1858 paper are quite

t sufficient to derive Maxwell's equation of the electro-

f dV'-dV magnetic field without complicated recourse to=-oo dV _ (t - t ') a t' displacement currents and what not. (Interestingly,
Clausius, whom Maxwell quotes as his source in his
dismissal of Riemann's ideas, regarded Riemann's

t

f ds'- ds formulasas "mathematically" (!) unsound.)+ J - ds ¢ (t- t') at'. At this point, rather than proceeding to a more
-_ detailed analysis of Riemann's speculations on
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natural philosophy,I will merely emphasize two so Faraday had now shown thatmagnetic forcescan

thingsforpurposes of referencelateron. First,the produceelectricaleffects.However-- and thisiswhere

"unifiedfield"and itscarrier,the aether,have an the discovery of magnetic induction points,well

independentexistenceand determine thebehaviorof beyond itself-- only the phenomenon of induction
ponderablematter.Second,differentfieldactionsare strictlyrequires the assumption that the actual
unifiedintoone actionprinciplewhich in turndeter- energy givingrisetothe inductivecurrentislocated
mines the geometry of the fieldby determiningthe -- alongthe magnetic linesofforce-- inthe medium

length of the infinitesimallineelement ds for the surrounding the magnet, rather than being con-
neighborhoodat any givenpoint.Both pointswillbe centrated at the poles,acting upon bodies at a
crucialas we proceed to Riemannian geometry and distance.Indeed,the strengthof the currentinduced

thequestionoftheinternaldeterminationsofn-dimen- in the wire isdirectlyproportionaltothe number of

sionalmanifolds.Beyond this,ofcourse,an outlineof linesofforcecutby thesurfaceenclosedby thewire.

Riemann's attemptata unifiedphysicaltheoryshould Faraday's case forthe independentsignificanceof

be quitesufficientatthispointtoestablish,atleastin the linesof forcewas greatly strengthenedby the

principle,the above claim concerningboth the scope resultsoftheapplicationofhissubsequentresearches
and thedepthofRiemann's overallproject, inelectro-chemistrytoelectrostaticinduction.Analy-

•zingthephenomena ofelectrochemicaldecomposition
he foundthatitwas not--as theNewtonian theoryhad

RiemannandFaraday maintained -- the (distance-)action of the poles
(cathode,anode) upon the electrolyticsolution,but

In a famous 1894Vienna lectureon "Riemann and the actualcurrentflowingthrough the solutionthat

his significancefor the development of modern produced the observed effects:"The metallicpoles

mathematics,"Felix Klein draws a directparallel would appear tobe mere terminationsof the decom-
between Riemann's accomplishments inmathematics posablesubstance."The insignificanceof poleswas .

and Faraday's in physics,locatingthe similarity proved by passingelectricitythrough a saltsolution

specificallyintheir"near-action"notions: and thensimplylettingitdischargeas a sparkintothe
air.Even in the absence of polesdecompositionoc-

What inphysicsisthebanishingoffar-actions,the curred in the usual fashion.This eliminationof the

explanationofthephenomenaby means oftheinternal notionof polesas centersof force,and consequently
forcesofaspace-fillingaether,this,inmathematics,is the eliminationof (straightline)actionof centraltheunderstandingoffunctionson thebasisof their
behavior in the infinitely small, in particular, forces at a distance, of course, sei'ved to reinforce
therefore, on the basis of the differential equations Faraday's earlier conclusions concerning the lines of
they satisfy." force and to further focus his attention on the medium

doing duty as the carrier of these lines. Such a focus by
There undoubtedly exists that parallel, but we need

itself is an important departure from the Newtonian
to explain why. The necessary point is most easily framework where knowledge of the position and
made by drawing the conceptual connection between

momentum of a particle are regarded as sufficient to
Faraday's notion of the electromagnetic field and

completely predict the entire future course of events•
Riemann's concept of an n-dimensional manifold,

further elucidating both. In electrostatics, the near-action hypothesis
Under the influence of the same "Naturphilo- associated with the line of force conceived of as a line

sophie" conceptions which led Oersted to his of strain or tension in a medium immediately proved
discovery of electromagnetism- conceptions trans- successful, leading to the discovery of the new
mitred to England by Coleridge, et al. -- Faraday material constant of specific inductive capacity and
arrived at the notion of the electrostatic and magnetic forcing a revision of Coulomb's Law of Electrostatic
"line of force," basic to his full field-theoretical action
conceptions of electricity and magnetism. He arrived nn

at this notion some ten years before his own resear- F = e
ches -- falling mainly into the two decades between r
1830 and 1850 -- in the 1831 discovery of the induction of
an electrical •current in a wire by a moving magnet which had been modeled on Newton's Laws of Gravi-
yielded the first convincing empirical verification of tational Attraction, with e assumed to be of the same

the existsnce of such lines. The discovery of induction universal character as the gravitational constant _ in
in the first place, of course, established an important

kind of symmetry of electrical and magnetic forces: F = g ml m2
just as electrical currents produce a magnetic effect, r 2
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Still, the final step toward a "pure" field-theory This leaves the lines of force as the only thing that
conception of electricity and magnetism had yet to be has an absolute significance. They represent the
made. Both in electrolysis and in electrostatics the magnetic force in the space surrounding a magnet,
line of force could be conceived of as a chain of par- their strength -- even in the case _of permanent

ticles polarized (deformed) by forces acting upon the magnets -- being determined not by some imaginary
endpoints of the chain. Not so in the case of magne- "amounts of magnetism" concentrated at the poles,
tism. In 1845, Faraday demonstrated that the but by the condition of the magnetic substance as a

magnetic lines of force, rather than being composed of whole through which the lines of force run as con-
particles, actually acted upon the particles of any tinuous curves, converging at the endpoints and
given substance so hs to bring them in line with (pare- creating the appearance of polarity. They do not even
magnetics) or set them across (diamagnetics)the require a carrier medium for their existence; they
lines of force of a given magnetic field, exist

Interestingly, the work that followed on trying to

find an explanation for the phenomenon of dia- not by a succession of particles, as in thecase of static
magnetism brought Faraday into almost direct electric induction...but by the condition of space free
contact with Riemann who, after two years of study at from such material particles. A magnet placed in the

middle of the best vacuum we can produce, and
the University of Berlin, had returned to G6ttingen in whether that vacuum be formed in a spacepreviously
the spring of 1849. There, he attended the lectures on occupied by paramagnetic or diamagnetic bodies, acts
experimental physics and became an active partici- as well upon a needle as if it were surrounded by air,
pant -- notably also in the laboratory work -- in the water, or glass; and therefore these lines exist in such, a vacuum as well as where there is matter.
mathematical-physical seminar of Wilhelm Weber.

Now it was Weber who, after the publication by
Faraday of his discovery of diamagnetism, had While obviously a full account could not begiven
proposed and thought that he had experimentally veri- here, it is an exciting thing to follow the evolution of.
fled the theory that diamagnetism, just like the much Faraday's ideas from the inception of the mere notion
stronger paramagnetism, involved polarity, but a (Vorstellung) of the line of force through its develop-
polarity opposite to that of paramagnetics. This would ment into a scientific hypothesis and finally a compre-
have explained Farada'y's observation, and without hensive theoretical Concept (Begriff), with each step
taking any recourse whatever to the "lines of force" of the development consolidated and empirically
notion. Understandably Faraday looked for an anchored by select experiments. The final conception
alternative interpretation of Weber's experimental Faraday arrives at -- put forth as early as 1846 -- is
results, coming up in the process with the key concept that of a field of criss-crossing lines of force as the
of permeability and a way of reducing the notion of actual spatial location of physical energy, not itself in
polarityto that of relatively high concentrations of lines need of a substantial carrier, but capable of trans-
of force. The way the concept of permeability took porting other physical phenomena, such as light.
shape can be seen from the following note in which Gravitational lines of force are later added to the
lines of force are thought of in analogy to rays of light: magnetic and electrostatic ones, thus completing the

picture so as to encompass all known types of physical
I cannot resist throwing forth another view of these force and action. As Maxwell -- commenting here

phenomena (of para-and diamagnetism)which may specifically on gravitation -- wrote in a letter topossibly be the true one. The lineg of magnetic force
may perhaps be assumed as in some degree resem- Faraday in response to the latter's full presentation of
bling the rays of light, heat, etc. and may find difficulty his ideas in an 1857 paper:
in passing through bodies, and so be affected by them,
as light is affected.

...then your lines of force can "weave a web across the
Thus diamagnetics are relatively poor conductors sky" and lead the stars in their courses without any

(relatively impermeable) of magnetic lines of force, necessarily immediate connection .with objects of theirattraction.
and deflecting them into the more easily permeable
surrounding medium, will seek out points of least
magnetic action in an inhomogeneous field. This, It was not, however, Maxwell, but, ironically, the
rather than reverse polarity, accounts for their ap- then-assistant in the mathematical-physical seminar
parent repulsion by a strong magnet. Paramagnetics of Faraday's opponent Wilhelm Weber, Bernhard
react in the opposite fashion. Furthermore, since the Riemann, who in 1854 in his Habilitationsvortrag

permeability of a substance is measured relative to (Inaugural Address), "On the Hypotheses upon which
the surrounding medium, diamagnetics can be made Geometry is Based," and in pursuit of his own ideas
to behave like paramagnetics (and vice versa) in the for a unified physical theory, drew the radical conclu-
obvious way. sions from Faraday's work.
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Noteon Maxwell: Indifferentism defined by the lines of force, as the primary physical
entity. Far from being satisfied with letting fields and

It is one of the more remarkable aspects of Max- particles stand indifferently side by side, he actually
well's Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism that attempted to interpret matter as a special field condi-
while throughout its two volumes the author claims to tion:
be an ardent follower and advocate of Faraday's

views of electromagnetic phenomena, there nowhere Faraday: there are the lines of gravitating force,
appears a coherent exposition of these views; indeed those of electrostatic induction, those of magnetic
the only physical theories elaborated at length are action...I do not perceive in any part of space, whether

(to use the common phrase) vacant or filled with
those of the "atomists" and "far-action" theorists, matter, anything but forces and the lines in which they
Ampere and Wilhelm Weber -- Faraday's leading are exerted.
opponents. This led Felix Klein to state in his Lectures

on the Development of Mathematics in the 19th And nowMaxwell: He (Faraday)evenspeaksofthelines of force belonging to a body as in some sense part
Century that of itself, so that in its action on distant bodies it cannot

be said to act where it is not. This, however, is not a ....
"there can be no doubt that Maxwell was an atomist at dominant idea with Faraday. I think he would rather
heart....If Maxwell in his Treatise nonetheless chooses have said that the field of space is full of lines of force,
exclusively the phenomenological mode of presenta- whose arrangement depends on that of the bodies in the
tion, I regard this as a conscious act of resignation, field, and that the mechanical and electrical action on

each body is determined by the lines which abut on it.

Klein is too polite, and matters are not that simple.
The attitude displayed by Maxwell in his Treatise is On the contrary, Faraday without a doubt had the
precisely that mood of weariness and indifferentism, astuteness and resolve to pursue his ideas to their
rightly castigated by Kant as the archenemy of necessary conclusions rather than being satisfied with
scientific inquiry, "the mother, in all sciences, of Maxweli's suggested compromise. However, as a
chaos and night." former bookbinder's apprentice and lacking all for-

Citing from the preface of the Treatise: mal training in mathematics, the task of formulating
his ideas with the necessary precision and, simul-

I was aware that there was supposed to be a difference taneously, universality, which would have brought to
between Faraday's way of conceiving phenomena and the fore the implied deep-rooted epistemological
that of the mathematicians, so that neither he nor they problems of a "pure" field theory, was beyond hiswere satisfied with each other's language. I had also
the conviction that this discrepancy did not arise from grasp.
either party being wrong....For instance, Faraday, in This, parenthetically -- and especially in corn-

his mind's eye, saw lines of force traversing all space parison with Riemann -- allows a brief but importantwhere the mathematicians saw centers of force at-
tracting at a distance; Faraday saw a medium where point to be made on the role of mathematics in the
they saw nothing but distance: Faraday sought the development of scientific knowledge.
seat of the phenomena in real actions going on in the Certainly, it is not merely or primarily a kind of
medium, they were satisfied that they had found it in formulation aid which permits a more compact ex-the power of action at a distance impressed on the
electric fluids, pression of an already existing, fully developed

When I had translated what I considered to be physical theory. Rather, it is involved in the formu-
Faraday's ideas into a mathematical form, I found lation of a new theory starting with the earliest forma-
that, in general, the results of the two methods coin-
cided, so that the phenomena were accounted for, and tire stages. There its principal task is to create con-
the laws of action deduced by both methods.., crete universals necessary to transform mere notions

( "Vorstellungen" ) into testable scientific hypotheses
Observe that embodied in this is a virtual restate- establishing at the same time a crucial link between

ment of the discreteness-continuity antinomy, and the scientific problem under consideration and its
then compare Kant's and Maxwell's reaction. The broader epistemological context. In general, it is
former regards the understanding of the necessity of precisely its close affinity to epistemology which
such antinomies as crucial and indispensable to the makes mathematics (not to be mistaken for a
progress of scientific knowledge, the latter perceives collection of more or less sophisticated computational
mere differences in formulation, nothing that could devices) indispensable to the process of theory forma-
not be straightened out by choice of the appropriate tion. No consistent mathematical framework can
mathematical method, claim completeness (GSdel): thus appropriate

Faraday, in no way shared Maxwell's attitude, mathematical rigor most directly leads to the
Especially in the reports on his later researches, detection of epistemological defects and the associa-
and contrary to Maxwell's misrepresenta- ted more fundamental antinomies necessarily em-
tions (cf., below)of his expicitly stated views, he bodied in any one relatively complete scientific
regarded the electromagnetic and gravitational field, concept. But back from Hegel to Maxwell. -
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The basic problem of the Faraday-Maxwell Theory Lorentz, this force ("Lorentz force") per unit volume
Of the electromagnetic field, as summarized by the is given by

, familiar Maxwell-Hertz field equations, consists in the

obviously paradoxical conclusion that the theoryis [ ]incompatible with the existence of discrete electrical (V) F = p E + c (V x H) ,
charges. This is best demonstrated in the theoretical
context of H.A. Lorentz's Theory of Electrons; which where (VxH) is the vector- or cross-product of
is an immediate offspring of the Faraday-Maxwell charge velocity and magnetic force. The principal
Theory. The mathematical theory of electrons is defect of the Faraday-Maxwell Theory consists in the
based on the following assumptions (which either are fact that we must demand that
direct consequences of or immediately cohere with the [- ! 7
Faraday-Maxwell Theory) • (vx 0

E C J
An electron is an electrical charge distributed over

a certain finite volume element of the aether with at each individual point of the electron. Otherwise,
volume-density P (9), thus separating the aether into since the charge elements of a given electrical charge
an interior (to the electron) and an exterior space, are all of the same sign, and since no cohesive forces
Conversely, we can think of the electron as a specific can be derived from (I)-(IV), the _Coloumb repulsive
local modification of the state of the aether. In either forces for any finite volume element of the charge would

case, it is coherent to regard the electrons as movable simply blow the charge apart. On the other hand, if (VI)
while the aether remains at rest. To the extent that the holds, then no stationary charge (V= 0) can exist,
Faraday-Maxwell Theory conceives of electro- since (VI) implies that p= 0. Hence, our conclusion,
magnetic forces as conditions of stress in the aether, spelled out above, that the Faraday-Maxwell Theory
and the aether pervades the electron, the task of is incompatiblewiththeexistenceofcharges.
formulating the mathematics of the behavior of From the epistemological standpoint of the discrete-
electrons, therefore, reduces to adapting the Maxwell- hess-continuity antinomy this result is, of course,
Hertz equations for the free (uncharged) aether to the hardly surprising. As a "pure" field theory, the
case of positive volume-densities. Only minor Faraday-Maxwell Theory has no need for discrete
modifications are required, so that the following individuals, and we should not expect that the Max-
system of equations governing the behavior of free well-Hertz equations, which describe all physical
electrons goes over into the usual Maxwell-Hertz actions in terms of continuous stress forces in a

equations, if in I and III we let the volume density of p continuous medium, will allow us to derive the
go to zero: existence of forces making possible the packaging of

the continuum forces into discrete bundles. On the

(I) div E = p, contrary, it will be demonstrated in the treatment of
Cantor's manifold theory below, that the assumption
of the existence of such "counting forces" on the

(II) div H = 0 "same level" (order of the transfinite) as that of the
"forces counted" will necessarily lead to contra-

diction and paradox (10). The necessity of the exis-

curl H = l\a t + pV_ / , tence of discrete individuals is intimately bound up'aE , with the concept of a "non-linear" continuum, and the
(III)

problem will be taken up again after that concept has
" been defined. •

1 aH The Faraday-Maxwell Theory's difficulties with the(IV) curl E- c a t '
existence of charges may at first sight appear to be
solvable, if, starting from the empirical evidence of

where E and H are the electric and magnetic field the existence of electrons (e.g. Cathode and E-rays),

strength" vectors, c a constant (speed of light) we postulate their existence in the form of perfectly
depending on the aether, and V a vector representing rigid bodies, and then attempt to explain their in-
the velocity of the charge so that p V is the convection tegrity by means of cohesive forces of a non-electro-
current, magnetic character. A first attempt in that direction

Now consider the force acting upon a charge was made by Henri Poincar_ in his 1905 paper "Surla
(electron) moving with velocity V in an electro- dynamique de l'_leetron," where he introduces a
magnetic field characterized by (I)-(IV). According to cohesive pressure p without, however, defining it
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beyond specifyingwhat its magnitude has to be. Alater as Riemannian geometry (Riemannian manifolds,
attempt is due to Einstein. In a 1919 paper Do gravi- metrics and so on) represents a kind of false positivity
tational fields play an essential role in the structure of -- one of several possible formal elaborations of Rie-
the elementary particles of matter?" he proposes the mann's concept of geometry falsely pinned down as
hypothesis that the electron is held together by the the only one. In this formalism, Riemannian geometry
gravitational attraction it exerts on its own charge- reduces to no more than the generalization of the in-
elements. The hypothesis derives a certain initial trinsic geometry of a surface with two dimensions to
plausibility from -- among other things -- the fact, an arbitrary number n. Such a reductive interpreta-
first pointed out by M. Abraham, that the electro- tion utterly ignores the scope of Riemann's overall
magnetic energy of the stationary electron as given by project and misrepresents the principally epistemo-
the Lorentz equations makes up only three-fourths of logical purpose of the "Hypothesen," which were not
its total energy. However, a very powerful empirical intended to create yet another geometrical formalism,

argument would appear to make the Einstein hypo- but to lay bare and critically investigate the hypo-
thesis untenable: a comparison of the gravitational theses upon which geometry is based.
attractive forces of the electron with the electrostatic I will develop the principle aspects of Riemann's
Coulomb repulsive forces shows that their ratio ideas on geometry (so far as they are explained in the

"Hypothesen") in the form of three compact proposi-

e2 tions:
-- _ 1040 (!) (k = gravitational constant) 1. Each multiply extended quantity (multi-
km2 dimensional manifold) is susceptible of several metric

relations: Euclidean space constitutes only a special
is such that a counterbalancing of the repulsive

case of a three-dimensional manifold with a metric
electrostatic by the attractive gravitational forces

determined by the Pythagorean Theorem. An n-(cf., Kant, Anfangsgriinde ) seems out of the question.
dimensional manifold Mn is characterized by the fact

Actually more to the point, more indicative of the
that there exists a one4o-one, continuous mapping

fundamental epistemological problems involved, and
from Mn to a coordinate system

at the same time" not altogether without irony is the
fact that when we try to calculate the field of a particle
from the field equations of the General Theory of'Rela- {(x, , . . . , xi, . . . , x n )_
tivity, modified in accordance with the Einstein hypo-

2. On the assumption that lines have a length inde-
thesis, and supplemented by the equations of electron

pendent of their position, the metric relations of an n-
theory, this will leave us exactly one equation short dimensional manifold Mn are determined as follows:
for the determination of the unknown in the static

to each line element ds at peM n a numberspherically symmetrical case. With the result, in

Einstein's own words, ds = fp (dxl, . . . , dxi, . . . , dx )
that any spherically symmetrical distribution of
electricity appears capable of remaining in equili- is assigned, where the functions fp are continuous and
brium. Thus the problem of the constitution of the positive homogeneous.
elementary quanta cannot yet be solved on the ira- 3. What specific functions fp are to be assigned to the
mediate basis of the given equations, points of actual physical space, so as to distinguish it

from other conceivable three-dimensional manifolds,

is an empirical question. In general, for the purpose of
Riemannian Geometry assigning metric relations to a manifold, we must

distinguish between discrete manifolds, the principle
I have chosen the somewhat anachronistic presenta- of whose metric relations is already contained in their

tion of the key difficulties with Maxwell's theory in the concept, and continuous manifolds, where it musll
previous section, because this will now make it come fromsomewhereelse:
possible to situate Riemann's indispensable mathem-
atical contribution to a unified physical theory in the
most effective manner and without getting lost in Either, therefore, the reality underlying space must
formal details. First, an important and indicative form a discrete manifold, or the basis for its metric

relations must be sought outside it, in binding forces
problem with the presentation of Riemannian acting upon it.
geometry must be mentioned. As will become obvious ("Hypothesen").
from the critique of Hermann Weyl's interpretation of
the "Hypothesen" below, what in most contemporary I will deal with some of the mathematical details
textbooks on differential geometry, etc. is referred to involved in the determination of the metric functions
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(proposition 2) at a later point. It is the conjunction of "binding forces" acting upon the manifold rather than

propositions I and 3 which mostemphatically shows arbitrarily a priori chosen yardsticks of whatever
the extent to which Riemann's geometry is more than description. The choice of such "yardsticks" indepen-
a mere generalization of Gauss' theory of surfaces; I dently of the internal constitution of the manifold
will call the joint contents of these propositions Rie- would- in geometrical terms- simply amount to the
mann's principle of relativity. Its overall significance re-introduction of (Newtonian) "absolute space," and,
is most easily demonstrated by returning to the along with it, the asymmetry of the Newtonian world-
problem of the granular structure of matter and the manifold in which the once and for all given metrical
Maxwell equations, structure is the source of the inertial forces but cannot

Consider again Einstein's insight -- which he itself be effected by anykindof empiricalforce.
wrongly regarded as simply another defeat for his "The metrical structure of the world.mani?old is
efforts of constructing a unified field theory -- of the empirically determined,'" i.e., the world-metric is
under-determination of the field of a material particle determined strictly relative to the empirical contents
by the equations of electron theory and of the gravita- of the world -- this is Riemann's relativity principle.
tional field. If we free ourselves for a moment from its Its discovery represents his •major philosophical
specific mathematical-technical measuring (not accomplishment and the minimum epistemological
enough equations for the number of unknowns), then rigor to be applied in the solution of the problems of
the notion of underdetermination becomes ira- measurement and of the possibility of discrete exis-
mediately suggestive of the crucial type of problem tence. This once said, let us return to the "outside,"
involved in Einstein's failure. I noted above the ira- "counting," or cohesive forces. What does it mean to
possibility _f deriving from the Maxwell-Lor_entz say that they"act upon" the manifold? Riemann fails
theory the cohesive forces holding the electron at this point. In his mathematical writings, he does not
together.Theintroductionofgravitationalforceseffects pursue the problem beyond identifying the necessity
no basic change; underdetermination persists. I now of "outside" forces, though in the philosophical frag-
want to show that the reason for this lies in the sire- ments ("antinomies") the matter is discussed further
plistic topology, geometry and type of continuum in religious terms. The difficulty is that "binding
assumed to characterize the physical fields under forces" must be "outside" the simply continuous

consideration. This is brought out as soon as we shift manifold as specified; this "outside" must still be
attention from the question of what holds particles internal to the empirical world-manifold in its entirety
together and bow this works to the more fundamental or else a contradiction to the relativity principle en-
one of why particles should exist in the first place, sues.
From the standpoint of the linear Euclidean (or But how can this be. Only if the world-manifold as
Euclidean-in-the-small) continua underlying the constituted at this point is the result of a process
Maxwell-Lorentz and the Einstein theories this ques- which, though continuous, has gone through several
tion is unanswerable. Indeed, a physical process qualitatively different stages defined by different
modeled in a continuum characterized by simple modes of internal organization (different sets of
progressive divisibility ad in?initum is not "in need laws), and in which no stage n is "linearly accessible"
of" discrete existence and actually "annihilates" (11) from stage n--1. The continuity-characteristics of this
it. Riemann considers this problem in the form of the type of process are such that infinite divisibility is
problem of measurement, and that -- apart from replaced by unlimited self-differentiation effected
more general anthropological-evolutionary considera- through the production of (thus necessary!) quali-
tions -- defines the most direct access to it: In discrete tatively new individuals. Lastly, the "outside binding

manifolds, quantitative comparison reduces to forces" are "outside" only of any given stage, but
counting, with the simplest parts functioning as need no longer be considered as counter-balancing by
counting units, sheer intensity the internal repulsive forces of particu-

However, in continuous manifolds, there exists--by larate matter, but, for example, through effecting
definition -- no "natural" units and any arbitrarily distributions of internal energies in relatively stable
internally chosen unit immediately gets destroyed geometrical configurations whose intrinsic metric
again by the process of division. Thus, Riemann relations bear no linear relationship to the gross
concludes that the basis for carrying out measure-_ metric of the external field.
ments in a continuous manifold must be imported into Only in a linear continuum and the corresponding
it (imposed upon it) from the "outside." But he also affine or affinely connected (affine in the small)
insists unconditiohally -- and this, as I will show in the manifolds is it necessary to treat material particles as
next section, distinguishes him in principle from his boundary-singularities of an essentially homogeneous
later interpreters -- that what has to be identified "on field and to attempt to achieve cohesion by "brute
the outside" are certain empirically determinable force." In an essentially non-Euclidean, stratified
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continuum, the stability of discrete existence is not Riemann's geometrical and function-theoretical in-
absolute (determined once and for all, in one way, vestigations, defining the widest possible scope for his
from here to eternity), but a kind of meta-stability geometry, is the following:
attained in a principally force-free fashion through the In his construction of a "Riemannian" manifold,

changing ways in which the historical process of the Riemann starts with a rigorous relativist conception
evolution of the material universe (as a process of of space -- that space is uniquely determined by the

field-particle interaction) determines microscopic totality of the relative positions and causal con-
configurations of energy whose geometry enjoys rela- nections between all physical objects and events and
tive stability with respect to a given stage of the represents their overall mode of organization. It is the
process ofevolutionintheIarge, task of mathematical physics to investigate the

While not advancing to the standpoint of a non-linear conditions of the quantitative, ' mathematical
continuum, Riemann's approach to geometry -- as representability of the functional relationships among
opposed to that of his successors -- is sufficiently "general extended quantities" obtaining in this (the
open-ended to allow for it as a possibility. In par- world-) manifold, and to devise appropriate concepts
ticular, he explicitly envisages what I have presented for the formulation of empirical hypotheses and the
as a consequence of the stratified continuum notion subsequent mapping out of the actual constitution of
and what is the diametrical opposite of the axiomatic the manifold based on subjecting these hypotheses to
assumptions of contemporary differential geometry "crucial" experiments.
-- non-Euclideaness in the small: A "Riemannian" manifold is precisely that kind

of concept, appropriate to the design of hypotheses by
...it is therefore quite thinkable indeed that the means of which the empirical world-geometry can be
measure-relations of space in the infinitely small do determined. Its technical definition proceeds in threenot conform to the presuppositions of (Euclidean)
geometry, and this would in fact have to be assumed as stages: first of all it is simply a collection of "extended
soon as, on that basis, a simpler way of explaining the quantities" (or functional relations between them),
phenomenon becomes possible. The question of the each of which is fully determined through the (hum-validity of the presuppositions of (Euclidean)
geometry in the infinitely small is connected with the erical) specification of n independent attributes,
question of the inner reason and basis (dem innern where n signifies the number of dimensions of the
Grunde) of the measure-relations of space .... manifold. Thus, for example, the points of ordinary

(Hypothesen). physical space are specified by means of determinate
values for three independent variables x,y,z, so that

Such a view will be much less surprising if we the totality of these points forms a three-dimensional
consider the intimate connection between Riemann's manifold. Similarly, the points on a line form a one-
geometrical investigations and his work on the theory' dimensional manifold, the possible positions of a rigid
of complex- and real-valued functions. Specifically, body, which has three translational and three rota-
his function-theoretical studies certainly prevented tional degrees of freedom, a six-dimensional mani-
him from adopting the simplistic and provably false fold, etc. Interestingly, Riemann also allowed for
view shared by Hermann Weyl, et al., that "through infinite-dimensional manifolds -- today's function
recourse to the infinitely small all problems become spaces--, i.e.,
linearized" (Weyl, Raumproblem). On the contrary,
Riemann regarded it as a most important task to manifolds in which the determination of position
investigate the conditions under which linearization requires not a finite but either an infinite series or a
might be justifiable and 1_odetermine the degree of continuous manifold of quantitative determinations.(Hypothesen).
distortion introduced through such a procedure. This

defines the significance of his treatise "On the In the second place, the now defined n-dimensional
Representability of a Function by a Trigonometric manifolds of "extended quantities" can be subjected
Series" and the included dissertation on the concept of to an investigation in which
a definite integral and the scope of its validity.

Discussing the same general problem, Felix Klein the quantities are regarded, not as existing in-
- in his already cited 1894 Vienna lecture -- notes that dependent of position or as expressible in terms of aunit, but as regions in a manifold. Such investigations
Riemann in his later years always pointed out to his have become a necessity for several parts of mathe-
students what he regarded as the most remarkable matics, in particular, for the treatment of the many-
result of modern analysis: the demonstration of the valued analytic functions ....
existence of a continuous function which is nowhere (Hypothesen).

differentiable, i.e., of a function which stubbornly What is discussed here, the study of the internal
refuses to become linear in the infinitely small at any relations of a manifold in abstraction from and
of its points. More broadly, the connection between preceding the assignment of definite metric-relations,
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Riemann, following Leibniz, calls analysis situs; The third stage of the definition of a Riemannian
today it bears the name of topology. Aside from the manifold involves the identification of the conditions

general concepts of discreteness, continuity, and and methods of the assignment of specific metric re-
dimension, no other topological properties of mani- lations (distance functions) between its elements.

folds are dealt with in the Hypothesen, and even in his This takes up much of Chapter II of the Hypothesen,
function-theoretical works, which contain a greater but the details are not important in this context; to
number of significant examples, Riemann does not some extent they will be discussed in the next section.

arrive at a precise definition of the' notion of topo- I have gone into this three-stage definition process
logical property, which goes beyond the above general at some length, because in it the dependency of
characterization. To my knowledge, an adequate Riemann's geometrical conceptions upon results ob-
definition was first achieved by the German geometer tained in his study of the "Foundations of a General
(andGauss student) Moebius in an 1863 treatise where Theory of Functions of a Complex Quantity
he classified figures which arise from each other by (Variable)" is most clearly revealed.
way of one-to-one, continuous transformations as Much as in geometry he dissociates the three-
elementarily related, leading to the definition of dimensional manifold of space from its specific Eu-
topological properties as invariants with respect to clidean metric and thus gains some entirely new in-

such transformations. Moebius also discovered a sights into the essential attributes of the concept of
topological in_'ariant of surfaces which Riemann had space, so three years earlier, Riemann in his doctoral
failed to identify; he demonstrated the existence of dissertation had proposed to dissociate complex rune-
one-sided surfaces ("Moebius strip") and showed that tion from their specific analytical expressions and in-
no continuous function would tranform them into stead investigate the degree to which they might be
ordinary two-sided ones. characterizable in terms of properties of their total do-

But whatever the degree of generality of Riemann's main of definition. This procedure led directly to the
notion of the topological structure of a manifold, his discovery of certain crucial topological invariants of
introduction of the distinction between topological and the domain of existence of analytical functions and

metric properties and demonstration that the latter simultaneously the appreciation of the outstanding
cannot be derived uniquely from the former was a significance of the values of the function at singular
major accomplishment. A given topological manifold and boundary points of the domain for the deter-
(space) could now be seen to be susceptible of several mination of its general character and overall
different types of metric relations, and consequently behavior. (For example, if in a given domain a rune-
empirical data had to be sought to determine which of tion is allowed to attain only isolated singularities of
these was the real one. The question of the world- finite order, then the function is necessarily
metric had been removed from the realm of pure spec- algebraic.)

ulation and dogmatic assertion and transformed into a The discovery of the significance of the topological
question of empirical science, properties of the domain was a direct outcome of the

D

iC

_, D Moebius Strip:
a surface with only one side
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fact that from the outset Riemann considered complex ferent analytic functions with respect to conformal,
functions f(z)----f(x+iy) --w=u+iv not merely in or, more generally, on-to-one, continuous maps can
terms of their defining analytical expressions (poly- now be identified, and it turns out that they are uni-
nomials, etc.) but -- following the lead of Gauss -- as quely topologically characterizable in terms of their
distinctive types of mappings between the (x,y) genus p -- the maximum number of non-intersecting'
plane and the (u,v) -plane. He showed that these cuts along closed curves of the surface which leave it
mappings are conformal, i.e., that tl_ey transform in one piece. In other words, we have the theorem that
infinitesimal triangles of the (x,y) -plane into infini- two (closed) surfaces are topologically equivalent --
tesimal triangles of the (u,v) -plane which are similar related by a one-to-one, continuous transformation --
to the given ones, and then actually turned this geo- if and only if they have the same genus. Note that p--0
metrical transformation property into the guiding defines simply connected, p_0 multiply connected

conception for the further course of the investigation, s_urfaces.
This Copernican inversion immediately showed its
fruitfulness leading to the notion of the "Riemann sur-

straight-forward determination of their properties
and the properties of their integrals which previously
had posed almost insuperable difficulties. Riemann's
procedure was simple enough: in order to extend the

correspondence between analytic functions and con- _ A\ ," ....... .__
formal maps -- or, more pointedly, to extend the con-

cept of analytic functions as conformal mans -- to the The maximum number of closed curves that can be
multi-valued case (f(z)--log z, f(z)=v/_ -,etc.) it was drawn on a surface, without cutting the surface intc
necessary to conceive of the domain of these functions two separate parts, is called the order of connectivity.

Fora sphere, this will be zero: for a torus there are two
in such a way that they become single-valued at every curves indicated by A and B above. The genus of a
point. This is made possible by covering the (x,y) - surface is defined as equal to one half the order of
plane with 'the required number of copies of itself connectivity (ie., the genus p equals 1 for both a torus
(infinitely many for log z, two for V_-, etc.), connect- and asingle-handled sphere).

ing them at the branch points (zero for both log z and Since the genus, in turn, bears a simple algebraic
V_)of the function, which then become the winding relationship to the number of winding points of the
points of the spiral staircase-like Riemann surface. On Riemann surface, whole sets of analytic functions can

now be classified and their course be determined in ad-

vance in terms of the topological properties of their

Riemann Surface f ^_ _"R domains -- and that isthe type of result we were look-
ing for. On.the one hand, global topological properties

A -- principally the distribution of singularities -- have
• pJ", a determining influence on the behavior of the func-

2 ,^.. tion, and this is reflected in its mapping properties. On
1 '" " the other hand, topology is about "the same distance

(a) (b) away" from fully prescribing the specific course of
the functions as it is from fixing the detailed metric

3 properties of a given manifold. The local metric re-
The function_- has three roots for each value of z.
These three roots are considered coming from dif- lations are consistent with a large variety of different
ferent partsof the z-planeby considering the z-planeto kinds of interconnectedness of the manifold as a
consist of three sheets(alljoinedat the branch point at whole, so that, in particular, the world manifold, no
the origin) that are distinct ana co-planar• They are matter what its empirically determined "local
shown separated in (a) and (b). 1,2,3 in (a) are the
sheets: the dotted lines indicate how the three sheets shape," on the large scale might exhibit any number
are joined across the cut: the edges of the cut labeled of degrees of multiple connectedness. It would clearly
A and B are considered joined without interfering with be Riemann's sense that one must assume that this is

• the other surfaces, the case if it leads to a more convincing explanation of

these surfaces, all mathematical operations such the phenomena.
as integration, etc. can be carried out in the same way Given that Riemann's geometrical and his function-
as in the ordinary plane. More importantly for the pur, theoretical efforts were developed entirely in parallel,
poses of this discussion of Riemannian geometry, the both motivated by his overall epistemological project
invariant properties of the Riemann surfaces of dif- of investigating the conditions for the development of
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a unified physical (field-) theory, and both converging represents the function under consideration. More
upon the molding of indispensable topological con- broadly, Riemann's characteristic method of in-
cepts as the basis for further research, I think that the vestigation in all branches of physics and mathem-
essential character of Riemannian geometry is best atics that he touched upon, was to subject the object
located relative to these topological inventions -- not under investigation to certain "pathological" condi-
as defined by them, but by the investigation of the tions in order to form a reliable judgment on what is
interrelation of topological and metric structures, essentialto their behavior under "normal" circum-

Precisely the extent to which this is true defines the stances. Thus, a key section of his "Theory of Abelian
open-endedness and flexibility of the theory and the Functions" is entitled !'Determination of a Function of

possibility of successfully reformulating it from the a Complex Variable by Means of Boundary and Dis-
standpoint of Cantor's Mannigfaltigkeitslehre (doc- continuity Conditions." Interestingly enough, this
trine of manifolds), epistemological trademark of Riemann's is well-

known to Hermann Weyl, who in his Space-Time.
Weyl on Riemann Matter formulates it as follows:

The principle of gaining knowledge of the external
If it were necessary at this point to summarize our world from the behavior of its infinitesimal parts is the

notion of Riemannian geometry, the following, though mainspring of...Riemann's geometry, and, indeed, the
extremely condensed, would convey the essential mainspring of all the eminent work of Riemann, in
idea: Riemann, prompted by his concern for devel- particular, that dealing with the theory of complex

functions.
oping a unified physical theory, developed a concept of
relative space, the notion of an n-dimensional mani-

Riemann did not bring his work on the mathem-fold, whose shape is determined by the interaction of
atical and empirical structure of space (or better: the"global" field forces with "local" points of condensa-
World-manifold) to a satisfactory conclusion. Thetion of these forces; this process of interaction is seen

to create a more or less inhomogeneous metric field discreteness-continuity antinomy, the problem of the
"geometry" of field-particle interaction, Riemann'sfor the manifold as a whole. A most complicated case
question about the discreteness or continuity of thearises when we no longer assume even a relative in-
reality underlying space -- these problems can only be

dependence of bodies from their position in the mani- solved from the standpoint of a world process that
fold, since then recognizes a level of internal differentiation of the

continuum to which Riemann did not penetrate: notone can no longer draw any conclusions from the
metric relations in the large for those in the infinitely one manifold, no matter• what the degree of inhomo-
small,...a still more complicated situation can occur, geneity of its metric, but a succession of nested mani-
when the assumed representability of a line element by folds, internally characterized by different relative
the square root of a differential expression of the infinities (transfinite numbers), the transition fromsecond degree does not take place.

one to the subsequent one mediated by "exceptional
individuals" (particle modes), defines the world

Noting further process.
Riemann himself was fully aware of the tentativethat the empirical concepts on which the metric deter-

minations of space are based, the concept of a solid and highly incomplete nature of his geometrical and
body and that of a light ray, apparently lose their physical-philosophical investigations. Nothing he
validity in the infinitely small, wrote in either field was published during his lifetime,

though the "Hypothesen" was delivered in 1854 as a

Riemann was clearly prepared to assume that es- lecture before the GSttingen faculty. Still, l_is main
pecially in the immediate neighborhood or "at" the published works on complex function theory, his
locations of particles in the field, extreme conditions notion of the "Riemann surface" of an analytic func-
migh t obtain occasioning radical alterations in the tion, are most suggestive of the course his geometrical
metric structure of the manifold, investigations could have taken; this and his method

The suggestive function-theoretical analogue of and epistemological principles make nonsense of the

such. a situation had been analyzed in detail by positivistic interpretation of his geometry byWeyland
Riemann in his work on multi-valued complex func- others, who take what Riemann explicitly presented
tions, where the "singularities" (branch points, etc.) as only one -- though admittedly the only one he
are the points of transition between the different elaborated somewhat- example and application of
sheets ofthe"Riemannsurface" which geometrically his geometrical method for the entirety of his
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geometry. Historically, this cut off any further fruitful 1. The effectiveness of near-action physics and Rie-
development of differential geometry and turned it mannian geometry is based on the principle of deter-
into a stale mathematical discipline; presently, the mining the form and contents of the physical world
hegemonic, fundamentally "affine" conception of through an understanding of its behavior in the in-
Riemannian geometry is symptomatic of the general finitely small. Such an understanding in turn is made

methodological inadequacies that have prevented the possible by the fact that through the recourse to the
extensionof the generaltheory of relativitybeyond infinitelysmall,allproblemsbecome linearized.(The
thescopeofa theoryforthegravitationalfield, emphasis isWeyl's.)
Weyl alonecannotbe saddledwith the affineinter- 2. Commenting on Riemann's entertainingof the

pretationof the "Hypothesen.'"Christoffel,and then possibilitythatds might be givenas thefourthrootof
especiallythe Italianschoolof Ricciand Levi-Civita_, a homogeneous polynomialof the fourthdegree,the

did the necessarypreparatorywork. However, itis sixthrootofa rationalform ofthe sixthdegree,etc.,

throughWeyl and hisapplicationoftheinterpretation Weyl writes:
to the "problem of space" -- the problem ofsingling
outfrom a varietyofworld-metrictypesa uniqueone Itseems to me thatthe highercasesadduced by

Riemann forthe purposeof comparisonare con-
satisfyingcertainanalyticalconditionswhich inturn structedinaccordancewithan overlyformalprinci-
correspondto empiricalrelationsOf the world mani- ple.Surelyonemust requireatleastthenatureofthe
fold-- thatthe affineconceptioncame to dominate metrictobethesame ateverypointofspace.
discussions of the application of Riemannian

geometry totheoreticalphysics. 3.The real,four-dimensionalworld isan example of
Intheappendixtohis1919new editionofRiemann's

an affinelyconnectedmanifold.A body releasedina
"'Hypothesen,"Weyl formulates his standpointas

definiteworld-directioncarriesout a uniquelydeter-
follows: mined natural motion from which it can only be

Itwillfurthermorebe naturaltoassume thatthedif- deflectedthroughexternalforces.The mathematical
ferentpointsofthemanifolddo notalreadydifferwith theorem thataccompanies and elaboratesthesepoints
respecttothemeasurerelationsobtainingineachof isthefollowing:
them;analytically,thisisexpressedby thefactthat

thefunctionsf_correspondingtothepointsp allarise The metricfieldof a givenmanifoldM uniquely
fromonefunctionfby way oflineartransformationof determinestheaffineconnectionofM ifand onlyifat
thevariables.Thisisthecasewhen fo2 isa positive- eachpointofM themetricfieldischaracterizedby a
definitequadraticformateachpoint: non-degeneratequadraticdifferentialform

(I)f = _/(dx, )2. +... + (dxi)2 +... + (dxn)2.
' Xi Xkgik d d ,

however, it is in general not the case when fp is the
fourth root of a form of the fourth degree with coef-
ficients varying from point to point, i.e., is of a Pythagorean nature.

Distance functions of the type (I)express the validity There is no reason to doubt the mathematical
of the Pythagorean Theorem ("Euclidean-ness") in cogency of this proposition. However, it is precisely
the infinitely small. Weyl proposes to solve the the factthatPythagorean-type metrics uniquely deter-
"problem of space" by establishing certain simple mine the affine connection of the manifold they
internal properties of spaces with a Pythagorean characterize which speaks against the exclusive adop-
metric which distinguish them from all others and tion of such Pythagorean structures. To explain this it
recommends that they alone be considered for em- will be necessary to take a look at Weyl's proof and to
pirical applications. This is done both in general some extent at least "unpack" the contents of his
physical-epistemological terms and in terms of theorem through a series of definitions of key con-
detailed mathematical execution in the 1923 cepts.
mathematische Analyse des Raumproblems 1. The operation of parallel displacement is funda-
(Mathematical Analysis of the Problem of Space). mental to both finite and infinitesimal affine
There three general arguments are advanced in favor geometry. In the Euclidean plane, for two points p and

of the exclusive characterization of the metric field by p_ and a vector v at p there exists a unique vector v_ at
means ofaquadraticdifferentialform p, parallel to and of the same length as v. The

Euclidean notion of parallelism can be extended to
ds 2 =gikdxJdx k : arbitrary sufaces S:
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Let p and P i be in S, u a (unit) tangent vector at p, a curve c connecting p and p _: Consider the set of all
and T and T_ the tangent planes at p and p i • If S is tangent planes to S at points along c and their lines of
developable (of the same intrinsic geometry as the intersection; the surface formed by the totality of
plane), then u_at piis called parallel to u with respect to these lines is called the envelope of S along c, and is
S, if it is parallel to u in the ordinary sense after S has clearly a developable surface Sc. Now, u lat p iis said to
been developed onto the plane. If S is not developable, be parallel to u along c on S if it is parallel to u with
then parallel displacement has to be defined by way of respect to So.

A

S

Considertwov.'ctorsonthe surfaceS ofa coneandwith
respecttoa coordinatepatch(A).Sincethe surfaceof a
cone is a developablesurface,it (and the coordinate
patch)canbelaidflatontoa planewithoutstretching(B).
The two vectorsare then defined to be parallel with
respectto the conicsurfaceif they are parallelto the
plane.
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One consequence of defining parallel transfer in this

way is that at point P l ,there is in general no unique
vector that is parallel toa given vector at p with both vec-
tors tangent to the surface S at their respective points.
This can be seen here, with two curves, c and c',

connecting p and pl on.a sphere. Curve c is along longi-
tudes and Sc Can be developed into a straight line: c: is

along a latitude and Sc' can be developed into an arc of
a circle.

Finally, the infinitesimal parallel displacement of and then restricting the displacement operation to
vectors in arbitrary n-dimensional manifolds must be points in an infinitely small neighborhood of a given
defined. Infinitesimal displacement is the geometrical point p.
basis of the tensor calculus and was initially intro- Independently of the embedding of the manifold in
duced in a 1917paper by Levi-Civita in connection with Euclidean space, an infinitesimal parallel displace-
the embeddingofann-dimensional Riemannian mani- ment of the vector v at p to an infinitely near
fold (i.e., a manifold whose metric is given by the point p_ can, in analogy to finite affine geometry
form where parallel displacements of a vector leave its

components unchanged, be characterized analytically
ds2 = gik dxidxk) as an infinitesimal translation, for which there exists

- a coordinate system (for the immediate neighborhood
in a Euclidean space of of p) in which the components of v remain unaltered

by the translation. In an arbitrary coordinate system

n (n+l) x i, the change of the vector components _i brought
2 about by infinitesimal parallel displacements is given

by
dimensions (where

(I) d_ l = -ri,dx' '.
n(n+l)

2 Here the quantities F i called the Christoffel sym-1"$ '

bols, which determine the displacement process,
corresponds to the number of the tensor components depend only on the coordinates and satisfy the sym-
gik )" The concept arises straightforwardly by way of metry relation •

first generalizing the notion of finite displacements on
two-dimensional surfaces to the n-dimensional,case, (II) F i -----F iI'S St
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Conversely, if the quantities F i satisfy (II) and a (represented by a vector) with which one body acts
t$

translation of the vector field at p to points in the in- upon another isof the required invariant significance.
finitesimal neighborhood of p is defined by (I), then 2. The transformations employed by Marx in the last
there exists a coordinate system in which the infini- chapter of Volume II of Capital in the diagrams in-
tesimal translation so defined leaves the vector tended to explicate the process of expanded reproduc-
components unchanged. Weyl calls this " a possible tion are affine transformations. This signifies Marx's

failure to fully conceptualize the expanded reproduc-system of infinitesimal parallel displacements." If a
manifold is suchthat at each of its points p among all tion process: only expanded simple reproduction, i.e.,
possible systems of parallel displacements of the linear expansion within a given mode of technology, is
vector field to points in the immediate neighborhood of susceptible to affine treatment. If the space of ex-

p one and_nly one can be singled out as "real," then panded reproduction proper were an affine space,
the manifold is said to be affinely connected (or then, in accordance with Marx's discussion, we would

" provided with an affine connection), and the pi are arrive at the conclusion that productivity of labor (or
called the components of the affine connection, rs certain linear productivity increases) is an invariant

of the expanded reproduction process, whereas the

Remark on Affine Spaces opposite (i.e., non-linear increases occasionedby the
- introduction of qualitatively new technologies) is the

Elementary (metric) geometry studies those case. This was first pointed out by Rosa Luxemburg in
properties of geometrical figures and relations which Chapter XXV of the Accumulation of Capital.
remain unchanged (invariant) under congruence Affinely connected manifolds, as just defined above,
transformations (parallel displacements, rotations), can now simply be characterized as manifolds in
i.e., motions to which a rigid body can be subjected which all the properties of affine spaces are explained
without changing its shape. Affine geometry is the and valid not globally, but only for an infinitesimal
theory of invariants of the considerably larger gr0up neighborhood of each of its points p.
of affineor whole linear transformations By means of what intrinsic properties can the af-

finely connected manifolds be distinguished among

x' = a 1 x + bly + ClZ + d I arbitrary continuous n-dimensional manifolds, or,
equivalently, what allows us to single out a unique

y, = a2 x + b2y + c2z + d2 system of parallel displacements among all possible
• ones at a given point of the manifold p?

z' = a3x + b3y + c3z + d 3 , This is the subject of what is sometimes called theFundamental Lemma of Riemannian Geometry
among which the congruence transformations are (which is identical to the if-condition of the above-
contained as special cases. Thus certain elementary stated basic theorem establishing the connection
geometrical properties and relations of objects (such between affinely connected manifolds and manifolds
as shapes, angles, distances) will not be invariant with a Pythagorean-type metric) ; the lemma reads:
under permissible coordinate transformations in
affine spaces. However, the distinction between finite Onan n-dimensionalmanifold whose metric is given

and infinitely distant points of space remains intact by the fundamental quadratic form gikdxidx kthere
and along with it all those concepts that depend upon exists for each of its points p a unique system of

parallel displacements of the vector field at p to points
that distinction: the parallelism of straight lines, the in the infinitesimal neighborhood of p which leaves the
classification of conic sections into ellipses, para- lengths of all the vectors unchanged, i.e., for which
bolas, and hyperbolas, etc.

"Affinities" are actually best interpreted as pure _ d(gik _i_k) _ 0.
homogeneous deformations or as simultaneous linear
expansions (contractions) of a given space in the This is a most important result, because it allows us to
mutually orthogonal directions of its coordinates, ask a question about the real world an unambiguous

"ExamplesY __ answer to which would apparently determine once and
1. The Galileo-NewZon transformations, expressing for all the nature of the metric of the world-manifold:

the equivalence of any two inertial frames (coordinate Does there exist for every world-point p and for a
systems) and the invariance of the laws of Newtonian given test-body at p a unique world-direction which
mechanics with respect to them, are affine trans- determines its motion? The simplicity of the question
formations. Thus the space of Newtonian physics is a is deceptive and the seemingly obvious "yes"-answer
four-dimensional affine space, in which the velocity of looses its obviousness as soon as we begin to make the
a body in uniform motion is not of, whereas the force first inquiries about the nature of the test-body and of
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the direction-determining "guidance field" under translate into group-theoretical language the unique
consideration. Is it true for an electron at a given determination of the affine connection by the metric
place and time? According to Heisenberg (uncertain- field, ,comprises the entirety of infinitesimal linear

ty) the very question is nonsensical. I contend that in transformations which transform a given non-degen-
order to coherently pose the above type of question, a crate quadratic form into itself.

unified physical theory of the world manifold would Helmholtz was led to his theorems singling out
have to be available to us, but that the elaboration of "Riemannian spaces" among more general metric
such a theory could not conceivably involve a spaces, and spaces of constant curvature among the
characterization of the world metric in terms of infini- general "'Riemannian" ones by what he regarded as
tesimal parallel displacements because this would indubitable facts concerning rigid bodies and
imply a violation of the principle of relativity. To see

processes of physical measurement. We carry out
this, the condition of the existence of unique systems measurements, he argued, by moving calibrated
of parallel displacements (or, as this is also ex- measuring rods from one place in physical space to
pressed, unique affine connections compatible with another. These measuring rods are three-dimensional
the metric structure) must be investigated in greater rigid bodies, and unless they can be moved from here

depth. A good handle for doing this is provided in to there without undergoing changes in shape and size,
Weyl's proof of the converse of the fundamental all measurement is impossible. Free mobility of finite
lemma (the only if-condition of the "Raumproblem"-

rigid bodies is a presupposition of physical measure-
theorem), which for convenient reference shall now be ment, and therefore the world-manifold is a "Rie-

briefly restated: mannian" space of constant curvature.
Well, Helmholtz was proved wrong by Einstein and

Let f be a metric function defined on an n- the general critique and re-evaluation of the conceptdimensional manifold and such that at each point of the
manifold f determines a unique system of congruent of rigid body brought about by relativity theory. The
infinitesimal parallel displacements. Then f "is a non- kind of measurement Helmholtz regarded as the only
degenerate quadratic differential form. possible one turns out to be possible only under special

conditions; the General Theory of Relativity gives up
Weyl's proof proceeds from the notion that the finite free mobility and asserts it only for the infinitely

metrical constitution of a manifold at a point p is small. This may or may not be the correct view, but--
known, if among the linear transformations of the

as Riemann, Helmholtz, and Einstein would all agree
vector field with the fixed point p (rotations) we can

-- whether or not it is is an empirical question. Not so
single out the congruent ones. This had been the for Weyl, -- and this fact is the first important
leading idea of Helmholtz's 1868 paper "The Facts epistemological conclusion from his proposed solution
upon which Geometry is Based," in which he showed

to the "Raumproblem." He himself is quite open
that "Riemanntan spaces" (defined as spaces whose about the dogmatic implications of his theorem: "it is
metric is given by a positive-definite quadratic form

a matter," he says, "of rationally comprehending the
gikdxidx k) can be uniquely characterized by the one immutable Pythagorean nature of the metric, in
postulate of the free mobility of sufficiently small

which the a priori (my emphasis) essence (Wesen) of
rigid bodies, or, more precisely, by the requirement

space manifests itself." And elsewhere, commentingthat an infinitesimal body containing p can be freely
on the distinction between his and the Euclidean point

rotated about p without undergoing deformation. of view:
Helmholtz further demonstrated that if we demand

the free mobility of arbitrary finite bodies, then the
That there is something a priori about the structure

space in question must, in addition, be of constant of the extensive medium of the exterior world is, there-
Riemannian curvature. Formulated in terms of the fore, not denied in principle; only the borderline bet-
theory of transformation groups, Helm, holtz's prin- ween the a priori and the a posteriori is moved to a
cipal result states that the group of homogeneous different place.
linear transformations of the differentials (line ele-
ments) dx i at p determined by the infinitesimal free Weyl knows that to be consistent with Einstein's
mobility condition consists exactly of all those linear empirical discoveries, geometry cannot maintain the

transformations which leave the form gikdxidx k a priori metric homogeneity of space; however he
invariant. Similarly, though in considerably more clings to the a priori homogeneity of the nature of the
general fashion, Weyl proves that an infinitesimal metric -- because otherwise "everything would be
rotation group of the vector field at p satisfying possible"?
analytical conditions that depend upon the degrees of We get a more definite sense of the implications of
freedom of the vector field and otherwise directly Weyl's apriorism by focusing on the general equiva-
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lence of his and Helmholtz's characterizations of the coherent radically empirical outlook, which

metric spaces equipped with quadratic f_rms, tolerates nodogmatic premises, are to be possible.
Keeping in mind Helmholtz's concern about the The assumption that the world-manifold is neces-
possibility of measurement, to assume thenecessityof sarily affinely connected is not only an intolerable
the affineness of space in.the infinitely small is simply apriorism, it also is responsible for the status of
to hold on to a last vestige of the "absoluteness" of discrete existences (particles) as Kantian-type
space in the Newtonian sense; to import extraneous "things-in-themselves" and the consequent severing
yardsticks -- though infinitely small ones -- for the of the microscopic from the macroscopic physical
purpose of quantitative determination of the world- realm; as follows:
manifold. This, however, is clearly antithetical to a In an affinely connected manifold the parallel
rigorous interpretation of the principle of relativity, displacements defined by the F i (the components ofrs

which demands that measurement be strictly based
on the internal relations of substance and no aspect the affine connection) induce linear maps between the
(moment) of the physical process be accorded in- tangent spaces at different points of the manifold and,
variant significance, which depends for its deter- hence, linear functional relationships between the
mination upon the introduction of "absolutist" (i.e., lengths of the line elements at any two points. In this
essentially subjectivist) assumptions. The reasons situation there is no room for non-linear displace-
why Weyl felt it necessary to make a priori assump- ments anywhere, and if the unified physical field is
tions (as opposed to forming empirical hypotheses) such a linearly connected manifold permitting only
about the structure of the world-manifold are straight- linearly related variations in field intensities from one
forward, place to the next, then discrete existences necessarily

The introduction of such assumptions (comparable acquire the status of "uncontrollable" intensities
to the Kantian categories) must appear as a condition (unchecked by cohesive forces) or of unremovable
of the very knowability of the universe -- though it singularities, which "disinterestedly" coexist with the
makes knowledge partial in the dual sense of that - field without being knowable from its standpoint, i.e.,
term -- to anyone who is not in possession of a concep- as "in-themselves"-existences. This, of course, is
tion of the physical universe as a process of suc- precisely the situation in theoretical physics today.
cessive qualitative self-differentiation of which To avoid these difficulties, neither field nor particles
we ourselves (including the progressive perfection can be taken as primary, but only the process of their

of our knowledge) are an integral part. Such a con-' continuous interaction. Then the topology and the
ception of progress through qualitatively d_tinct "local" and large-scale metrical structure of the
stages (both in the ontological and the epistemological process must be mapped out -- not as determined by
sense), in which the necessity of reaching the next an aprioristic epistemology but by the internal neces-
higher stage determines the adequacy -- and thus is sity of the progressive evolution of the process. This
the sole permissible basis for the measurement -- of requires the introduction of Cantor's transfinite
processes in the here and now, is indispensable if a numbers and of the concept of a "non-linear" con-

radical application of the principle of relativit.y and tinuum.
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4. Cantor-The Theory of the Transfinite
Prelude: Cantor as a student of too obvious. Historically, Cantor had actually in the

Riemann and Weierstrass preceding three years made every attempt to prove
the opposite -- that is to show that no such one-to-one

I shall look at Cantor from the standpoint of the correspondence between manifolds of different dimen-
necessary further development of Riemann's project sions was possible.
as defined in the previous section: In particular, He was prompted to make this investigation by an
Cantor's transfinite numbers can be viewed as a earlier 1874 discovery in which we can locate at least
further elaboration of Riemann's distinction between one important strand of his development of the theory
discrete and continous manifolds, defining internal of aggregates in general and of different powers of the
differentiation and distinct determinate infinities infinite in particular. In this 1874 paper, On a
within the continuum itself.This yields the conception Property of the Totality of All Real Algebraic Num-
of not one, but of an ordered, continuous succession of bets, he had succeeded in proving that there exists no
manifolds-- precisely the notion needed to apply the one-to-one correspondence between the natural
fundamental concept of Marxian economics, ex- numbers sequence, the numbers one, two, three, four,
panded reproduction, to the physical universe as a etc., and the entirety of the real numbers, the numbers
whole. encompassing the natural numbers, the rationals and

Cantor's mathematical discoveries, aside from the irrationals. We can surmise that he then at-

their basis in his philosophical concerns, resulted tempted to find higher-order infinities by advancing to
from the convergence of two separate principle lines higher dimensions -- by advancing from the real line
of investigation, both of Riemannian origin: to the plane to three dimensional spaces, etc. Now the

First -- though this is not the chronological order of 1878 paper demonstrated that this was impossible. The

these developments -- Cantor directly connects up necessary conclusion tobe drawn from this was that it
with Riemann's work on n-dimensional manifolds in was only through a much more thorough and careful
an 1878 paper entitled A Contribution to the Theoryof study of the properties of the one-dimensional con-
Manifolds. This paper directly references Riemann's tinuum that progress might be made towards an

"Hypothesen'" as well as Helmholtz' 1868 piece "The understanding of the possibility of higher-order infini-

Facts Upon Which Geometry is Based." Cantor here ties.
discusses the concept of a continuous manifold and We find the second major root of Cantor's theory of
makes the discovery that in principle n-dimensional transfinite numbers in his work on certain key
manifolds can be collapsed into manifolds of one features of Fourier Analysis. Fourier's work of sub-
dimension, so that dimensionality itself cannot be jecting the so-called arbitrary functions to analytical

viewed as a way of developing a notion of higher or- treatment was, as we pointed out above, one of the
ders of infinities. The theorem Cantor proves is the most fruitful ways of making progress -- not just with
following: the integration of certain partial differential equations

which without his method would have been impossible
The elements of an n-dimensional manifold

to handle, but also with the discovery of the funda-
can be uniquely and completely determined by mental topological properties of the manifold under-

just one, continuous coordinate t, i.e. there lying functionalrelationships and determining their
exists a one-to-one correspondence between the character. Thus, Fourier, faced with the problem of
elements of a continuous n-dimensional mani- considering the permissible degrees of"misrepre-
fold and a continuous one-dimensional manifold sentation" of arbitrary functions through trigono-
(such as an arbitrary segment of the real line), metric series, actually had to come to grips with the

Or to restate this in terms of the concept of the most general concept of a function. And it was this
power of a manifold or an aggregate, which is first same general line of investigation which in subsequent
developed in the introduction of this 1878 paper, the decades was carried on successfully by Dirichlet in his
power of an n-dimensional continuous manifold is the 1829 paper, "On the Convergence of Trigonometric
same as that of a one-dimensional one. His ability to Series Representations of Arbitrary Functions" and in
prove this theorem came as the greatest surprise to the work of Dirichlet's student Bernhard Riemann.
Cantor himself. He actually decided to communicate Cantor's work on Fourier Analysis began amost
this proof to his colleague Dedekind before submitting immediately after he received his PhD. at the Univer-
it for publication, commenting in the Dedekind letter, sity of Berlin and came to Halle-Wittenberg in 1869.
"Je le vois, mais je ne le crois pus. "" The reason is only His publications on the uniqueness of trigonometric
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series representations of real valued functions f(x) Now specifically for Cantor's intellectual develop-
fall into the 1870-1872 period, ment. It will be necessary to establish here that while

The principle theorem involved is the following: Fourier, Dirichlet and Riemann and, to a certain
Theorem: Two trigonometric series extent, Gauss as well made contributions of major

significance to the study of the topological structure of

',_ bo+_ ] (a sill nx + b cos nx)and the continuum, the most general and far-reaching• n investigations, though focused much more specifically

V2 b o + _] (a',, sin 1ix + b_ are due to Karl Weierstrass. Weierstrass came to' c()s n x) in the context of the theory of complex value functions,

Berlin after an unspectacular career at various small
coincide in their coefficients even if for an infinite Catholic High Schools in the year 1859, when he was
number of values of x of the interyal (0...2 _') the already in his 40s. Cantor was a student of Weier-
series fail to converge. In his attempt to determine the strass' for four years (from 1863 through 1867 with a
precise size of the so-called exceptional, in this case, brief interruption when he spent the summer of 1866 in
infinite sets of values where convergence of the series G_ittingen). The principle features of Weierstrass'
is permitted to fail, Cantor introduced his concept of mathematical theories are best summarized by

the derived point set, a generalization of which focusing on his method -- the almost proverbial
straightforwardly led to the introduction of his trans- Weierstrassian rigor ( Weierstrass'sche Strenge). He
finite ordinal numbers. In fact, the transfinite ordinals pushed to the extreme the method of subjecting func-
technically are nothing more than the indices of these tional relationships to "pathological" situations in
derived sets. The details of this are well developed in order to determine their principle characteristics. The
Philip E.B. Jourdain's introduction to Cantor's 1895 purpose was to attain the most precise demarcation of
Contributions To The Founding of The Theory of concepts which previously had not been established in
Transfinite Numbers. That Cantor himself actually their exact meaning. Thus, for example, it was
began to understand the more far reaching signifi- generally assumed that continuous functions would
cance of this notion of a derived set at that early point, also be differentiable at every point, precisely
that out of it the concept of a transfinite ordinal could because of the apparently implied smoothness of a
be developed, was something which, according to his continuous function. Weierstrass utterly destroyed
own testimony, he already saw in the 1870-1871 period, this belief by actually exhibiting, to the great surprise

This general line of investigation which, directly in of all his contemporaries, a function which is con-
the mathematical-technical sense, leads to the tinuous but not differentiable at any point. The con-
discovery of the transfinite ordinals is the same line ceptual demarcation between continuity and differ-
first pursued by Fourier and then by Riemann in his entiability on the basis of the inspection of this
1854 piece "On the Representability of a Function by example then became clearly understood.(see next pg.)
Means of a Trigonometric Series." This Riemann More broadly, his investigations and the construc-
essay written contemporaneously with the "Hypo- tion of such pathological examples allowed him to
thesen'" contains a short compact chapter on make the greatest amount of progress With regard to
the theory of the "Riemann Integral." Here Riemann, the determination of the topological characteristics of
prompted by his investigation of the conditions under i a manifold which must be presupposed in order for

which a function is Fourier representable, found it certain mathematical qualities to be exhibited by
necessary to investigate, in more general terms, the functions within that manifold. Here it was
necessary and sufficient conditions of the integrability specifically his investigations of a variety of so-called
of an arbitrary function, and, specifically, to try to existence theorems which were of the greatest value. A
find an estimate on the tolerable number of discontin- case in point is his discussion of the "Dirichlet Prin-
uities of such a function in a given interval. It is ciple," a method of deduction borrowed from the

necessary to reiterate that it is precisely investi- calculus of variations by means of which the unique
gations of this kind which gave us the most detailed existence of solutions to certain boundary value
insight and most comprehensive understanding of the problems in the theory of partial differential equations
character of the continuum. Therefore, it should not is established. Riemann time and again availed
really be that surprising that it is precisely investiga- himself of this method in his theory of Abelian func-
tions of this kind which despite their seemingly limited tions. The simplest form for the problem under con-
technical-mathematical character play a major siderationisthefoHowing:
contributing role in the development of Cantor's Consider a set of boundary values to be given by a
theories which, of course, had the broadest possible function U(_b) where _b is the angle and the values
epistemological impact. U(_b) are continuously distributed over the boundary
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of a circular disc. Then we want to prove the following new irrational numbers strictly as specifiable aggre-
existence theorem: that in the interior of the disc gates of numbers (rationals, in this case) which had
there exists one-and-only-one continuous function u been previously defined. And he gives a specification
which is continuous With the given boundary values of precisely how such aggregates are to be construct-
and satisfies the equation ed.

Weierstrass' method, however, culminates in his
__ _2u

Au- a2u +- = 0. :rigorous application of "nesting processes" which
_x 2 ay 2 were first used by Bernhard Bolzano in 1817. The

Presumably on the basis of the calculus of variations important point is that through the use of these nesting
it can now be established that such a unique function u procedures, arithmethic construction processes can
exists as the lower limit of the value of a double in- be found which allow us to eliminate loose assump-
tegral extending over the entire disc. tions concerning the existence of limits, etc. and

In 1869, Weierstrass published his conclusive refuta- thereby give us a much greater insight into the con-
tion of this method of argument by means of the tents of the limit concept itself. Aside from the defini-
following type of example: Assume that among all tion of the irrationals, Weierstrass applied a nesting
continuously curved curves between A and B passing process in his proof of the "Bolzano-Weierstrass"
through C we want to determine the one whose length theorem, one of the most fundamental theorems in

general topology, which establishes the existence ofis a minimum. The lower limit of all possible curves
that must be considered in this case, is given by the "points of condensation" in every closed interval of

the real line. Interestingly, Cantor's derived point setsstraight lines AC and BC which, however, at C no
longer fit together in a continuously curved fashion, actually are, for any given set, the sets of points of

condensation or limit points of that set. Beyond theThus, the apparent lower limit does not belong among
the functions that could be considered a solution. Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, Weierstrass then ac-

What is of importance here is not the disproof of the tually went on to discover and develop much of what is
Dirichlet Principle and the apparent, at the time, now known as point set topology and certainly most of
invalidation of much of Riemann's work on algebraic what is needed as a basis in topology for function-
functions, but rather the method by which Weierstrass theoretical investigations. Clearly, Cantor's method of
accomplished this. Parenthetically, it should be defining transfinite ordinals owes a great deal to
mentioned that Hilbert at a later point established that Weierstrass' procedures. Cantor draws the relevant
if the proper restrictions are placed upon the cases parallel between transfinite ordinals and irrational
considered by Riemann, the restricted Dirichlet numbers in an 1884letter:
Principle is entirely valid and none of Riemann's
results become false. In any case, it is Weierstrass' The transfinite numbers are, in a sense, new

irrationalRJes and, indeed, in my eyes, the best method
method which is at issue. Here, as well as in the more of defining finite irrational numbers is the same in
celebrated case of his critique of Cauchy's definition principle as my method of introducing transfinite
of irrational numbers, Weierstrass establishes the numbers. We can say that the transfinite numbers
necessity for a constructive definition of mathem- '_tand or fall with finite irrational numbers; in their

inmost being they are alike, for both are definitely
atical concepts, thus focusing his attention on the marked-off modifications of the actually infinite.
process that establishes a concept, rather than on the
result of that process. Previous to Weierstrass, While Weierstrass' method and influence were a

these methods of construction had remained almost major contributing factor to Cantor's development,
entirely obscure and existence theorems of the rele- we should add here at least one word of caution.

r vant kind, for example, had generally to be estab- Weierstrass, as opposed to Riemann, had o_ly a most
lished by way of recourse to physical and geometrical tentative relationship to physics and consequently the
"plausibility." Cauchy defined the irrational numbers scope of his investigations was hemmed-in from two
as follows: "An irrational number is the limit of the sides -- the side of physics and that of epistemology--
various fractions which furnish more and more appro- because it is precisely through its contribution to the
priatevaluesforit." problems that arise in physics that mathematics

As Weierstrass points out, this definition pre- develops or makes significant contributions to the
supposes the existence of such limits and, as such, is a development of broader epistemological problems.
circular definition because the concept of hmlt, in While indeed Cantor was more of a student of Weier-

turn, presupposes the antecedent definition of irra- strass' than of Riemann's and while this left its posi-
tional numbers. In the Grundlagen Cantor remarks tive mark on his work, it also, in a sense, became his
that Weierstrass was probably the first to avoid this downfall later on when in his own investigations he
logical error in his own construction. He defined the began to focus more and more on the formal struc-
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tural aspects of his theory and away from the broadest number _ which precisely references the specific
philosophical implications of his 1870-1884 discoveries, order of succession in which the first set, "the first

number-class," has been formed.
The Sequence of Omegas The first infinite ordinal number _o references the

order type of the set of all numbers preceeding it, but
We begin the discussion of Cantor's own theory of is not itself a member of that set. Once oJ is given we

infinite aggregates, as developed principally in the can again apply the first principle of generation to
1883 Grundlagen with a brief exposition of the formal form new numbers ¢o+ 1, _o+ 2.... etc: Again we will be
aspects in the process of the definition of the trans- in a position of not arriving at a greatest number in
finite ordinals. In a sense we can think of them from this sequence: But, as in the case of u, another
the standpoint of asking ourselves the question of how number 2 w can be formed to reference the set of all

one would extend the process of counting beyond the' numbers _ + 1, ¢o+2 ..... etc. which preceed it.
finite numbers one, two, three, four, etc., and what Now let us try to adduce the general principle on the
principles of the counting process one would have to basis of which (_, 2 _, etc. have been constructed. This

adduce in order to understand how its extension principle is clearly different from the first generation

beyond the realm of finite sets is possible. According principle. What Cantor calls the second generation
to his own testimony, this was Cantor's own way of principle is spelled out with precision as follows: If we
thinking about his newnumbers. While they could not are given a set of integers in any definite succession
possibly have the same characteristics in every such that there exists no greatest number in this set,
respect as the finite numbers, there was in all cases then on the basis of the second principle of generation
the need for adducing a new and sufficiently general a new number is formed which is defined as the next

concept whose comprehension would be large enough greater number to all the preceeding ones.
so as to encompass both the realm of the finite and of The significant new element introduced by Cantor at
the infinite, this point consists of using the concept of power, which

What is essential to the counting process is the he had developed in the above quoted 1878 piece, and
following: it is first and foremost a process of ordering which now comes to intersect with the ordering and
-- a process by means of which the different elements counting process defined by the two generation

of a given set are put, if you will, next to each other, principles. This gives rise to the limiting principle
placed one before the other, the other behind the one, which decrees, in the specific case in our construction
so that we can then use that ordering and the process of infinite numbers that we have reached at this point,
of counting can commence. Clearly, if we think of that all the numbers of the second number class,
counting as principally ordering or based on ordering numbers such as o,, to+l, 2 _, etc. can only be of the
in this sense, then the initial difficulty of conceiving of power of the entirety of the set which they are coun-
a process of counting when there is no longer a clearly ting, in this case the power of the first number class.
defined sequence, as in the case of the natural num- This limits the otherwise absolutely infinite

bers, tends to disappear. Cantor believed that he cou)d progression of integers and introduces steps into their
actually prove that every set, no matter what its size, continuous succession, so that we obtain natural seg-
could be "well ordered." This well-ordering theorem, ments, which Cantor calls number classes, in the
which in contemporary axiomatic set theory is seen to progression of the entire sequence of the transfinite

"be the equivalent of the so-called axiom of choice, numbers.
would then be a sufficient basis for the extension into It is an easy matter to prove that indeed the number
the trans-finite of the counting process, classes I, II, III, etc. so formed follow each other in

Specifically, the transfinite series of the o)'s is order of power, in such a way that the power of the
constructed in accordance with what Cantor calls two second number-class is in fact the next higher power
principles of generation, two constructive principles, to the first and So on and so forth. The proof of this is
and one limiting principle which imposes certain straight forward and Cantor provides it in the

restrictions upon the otherwise untamed process of Grundlagen. We' will not, at this point, enter into
contruction as defined by the two generation princi- Cantor's technical development. Rather, we will make

pies. The first of these principles is familiar to every- the transition to the discussion of its epistemological
one. It is simply the instruction: "add one"; the very import, after a brief accounting to ourselves of the
way in which we proceed in the process of counting in new and most powerful analytical tools that are now in
the realm of the finite. Now consider the set of all such our possession in the form of the sequence of the trans-
numbers which have been generated by means of the finite ordinals.

first principle of generation. This set does not contain With the ,_ 's themselves, we have before us a

a greatest number. We can however imagine a new sequence of relative infinities definitely related to a
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specific process of construction or generation. The First, as early as 1874, Cantor discovered the
entire sequence of these relative infinities in turn is existence of point sets of different cardinalities -- the
"packaged" in such a way that we gain a succession of countable sets of the natural and rational numbers
number-classes of increasing power. The word and the uncountable setofthe real numbers whichcan
"power". can be interpreted, given that we know what be regarded as one-dimensional coordinates of the line
is on the inside, if you will, of a given number-class, continuum. Significantly, in his subsequent mathem-
not only from the standpoint of what in contemporary atical researches, no other cardinalities than these

set theory is called the cardinalityofthe relevant sets, two, the countable and that of the so-called perfect
i.e., their size, but actually from the standpoint of the sets (defined via his notion of derivative), ever arose.
increasing internal differentiation of these infinite Second, the definition of the transfinite ordinals led
sets. In this sense, the_ s"s, that is the names of the to the simultaneous definition of successive number-

' number-classes referencing definite powers, not only classes and the result that the set of countable ordinals
express concepts of undifferentiated size, but, through is of the size of the second number-class. The trans-

the way in which the concept of power is merged with finite ordinals are formed by the same type of limiting
the ordering process, increasing powers actually process which generates the irrational numbers
mean increasing orders of internal differentiation, which, in turn, are of the power of the continuum.

The relevant "absolute" in all of this is none of these On the basis of juxtaposing the result of the two,
aggregates of_rdinal numbers as such, nor some Cantor was almost naturally led toward the formation
putative ordinal referencing the set of all ordinals, of the hypothesis, first explicitly formulated in the
Cantor has pointed out, in advance of the well-known already-mentioned 1878 paper, that the line continuum
statement to this effect by Burali-Forti, that the is of the power of the second number class, i.e., that
concept of a set of all ordinals to which a definite or- there are as many points on the real line as there are

dinal can be assigned would be a contradictory set. countable ordinals. By the end of 1883, Cantor ap-
However, there does exist an absolute in this, and it peared to be certain that the proof of the continuum
has to be identified precisely as that generating hypothesis was virtually at hand. Thus, at the end of
process or, if you Will, the process of counting, of the sixth essay in the Mathematical Annals series
"organizing" the different levels of the infinite. When "On Infinite Linear Point Manifolds" (the Grun-
we focus on this process function rather than the dlagen piece was number five in the series), he
completed product or outcome of the counting or writes "From this will be deduced with the help of the
generating, this process can never be conceived as a theorems proved in No. 5, paragraph 13, that the
completed infinite. To put it another way, it would (real) line continuum has the power of the second
clearly be a contradiction in terms to attempt to number class (II)."
conceive of an open-ended process as being completed But it was not just the "natural course" of his
at a given point. So there is really no mystery in the mathematical researches which led Cantor to formu-

Burali-Forti paradox. Cantor's own failure to point out late the hypothesis and expect its early proof. It was
why no such contradiction exists simply points again precisely this kind of theorem which appeared to him
to the fact that Cantor's own comprehension of the full to be necessary to affect the transition from the /m-
impact and implications of his work, especially in the manent reality of his new numbers to their transient

later parts of his life, became more and more clouded significance. The continuum hypothesis once proved
-- clouded precisely through his own increasingly would connect the abstract second number-class of his

formal interpretation of the results of his work. infinite "counting" numbers to the empirical con-
tinuum.

Toward the Continuum Hypothesis

There can be no question that Cantor, in the process
With the ]883 publication of the Grundlagen, of the invention of his new numbers, had precisely

Cantor's work reached a critical point. We shall ex- such an empirical application in mind. This becomes
plain in the following how most of the critical clear from a letter he wrote to the Swedish mathema-

questions concerning the further elaboration of his tician Mittag-Leffler on Oct. 20, 1884. Interestingly, in

theory revolve around the "continuum hypothesis." this letter he also promises to Mittag-Leffler an _ssay
This question further serves as a convenient focal on quadratic forms, exactly the type of topic to which
point for the discussion of the broader epistemological he would have had to apply himself to reconnect his
implications of the theory of the transfinite, work to geometry and, specifically, Riemannian

Let us review the mathematical results and the manifolds. The contents of the letter coincide with the
battery of analytical tools available to Cantor at the conclusion to an 1885 article in the Acta Matbematica
conclusion of the Grundlagen. Vol. VII, entitled, "On Several Theorems of the
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Theory of Point Sets in an n-fold Extended Continuous words, the basis in reality for Cantor's numbers would

Space Gn" have had to be identified by trying to find in nature the
Erzeugungs Prozess, the process of generation which

The above investigation on point sets I undertook coheres with the "Erzeugungs Prozess" upon which
from the outset not simply out of speculative interest, the magnificent structure of the transfinite ordinals isbut with a view toward applications which I expected
to be made of them in mathematical physics and in based.
other sciences. It is this correspondence between processes of

The hypothesis upon which most of the theoretical generation which was the real kind of continuum hypo-
investigations into natural phenomena are based,
have never been very satisfactory to me, and I thought thesis which Cantor would have had to discover if he
that I had to ascribe this to the fact, that theoreticians wanted to proceed beyond the point reached in 1883. It
generally either leave questions about the ultimate is, at the same time, ironical and tragic that Cantor
elements of matter in a state of complete in- actually had nearly all the necessary evidentiary
determinacy or assume these, as so-called atoms, to be
of a very smallbutnotentirely vanishing volume. I had material at hand which would have allowed him to
no doubt that in order to arrive at a satisfactory ex- establish such a correspondence. However, he would
planation of nature, the ultimate or genuinely simple have had to look not directly into nature, but first and
elements of matter must be presupposed to be of an foremost into his own mind -- at himself as the subject
actually infinite number and as regards the spatial
aspect must be regarded as entirely without extension of the creative process which can and must find itself
and strictly punctual, first in itself and only secondarily, or by implication,

I was strengthened in this view, when I noticed that in the negentropic process of universal evolution.
in recent times such eminent physicists as Faraday, Parenthetically, if Cantor had come to understandAmpere, Wilhelm Weber, and of the mathematicians
among others Cauchy have stated the same con- that his structure of the transfinite simply maps the
viction.., trace of the creative process, then he would have been

I start from the view, which I believe to coincide with able to directly utilize the principle of the "unity of the
that of present day physics, that we have to presuppose
two specifically different types of matteractingthe all" which he announced in the Grundlagen in
one upon the other and accordingly also two different order to establish the direct coherence between his
coexisting classes of monads, i.e. body-matter, body- mathematical-theoretical investigations and the
monads and aether-monads .... From this standpoint evolutionary process of the physical universe. On the
there arises as the first question what powers basis of the presently available biographical evidence,regarding their elements are to be ascribed to these
two types of matter, insofar as they are viewed as based principally on letters from Cantor to Mittag-
body-and aether-monads respectively in this regard Leffler and a short biographical study published in

-I already several years ago formed the hypohesis that 1930 by Frankel, it appears that certain unresolved
the power of body-matter is that which in my in- questions concerning the nature of religious beliefvestigations I call the first power; that on the other
hand the power of the aether-matter is the second prevented Cantor from identifying what one might
power, call the secular basis of which the continuum hypo-

We have quoted this most explicit of Cantor's state- thesis was the false ideological representation in his
merits concerning his view of what he called the own mind. Both from a note on the concept of the
transient significance of the transfinite numbers at absolute in the appended notes to the Grundlagen

and also from a similar note in a communication from
length because in it two contradictory elements are
combined. On the one hand it is clear that precisely Cantor to a certain Enestroem in Stockholm on

from its empirical validity must ultimately derive Nov. 4, 1885, the same point emerges -- while
what we judge to be the significance of Cantor's Cantor correctly distinguishes between the absolute
theory. To the extent that he saw that, and sought to and the transfinite modes, and points out that the
establish this validity, he was surely moving in the failure to make such a distinction represents the

right direction. Yet, the specific way in which he Achilles heal of Spinoza's Ethics, his religious
suggests his numbers connect-up with the real world is mystification of the contents of the absolute becomes
not only factually wrong but, more significantly, in- the identifiable point where his system fails. We quote
correct in principle and points to the major weakness briefly from the Enestroem letter:
in Cantor'sown epistemological development. Cantor argues that the uncritical rejection of the

What would have been necessary to investigate legitimate notion of the actual infinite is a kind of
was not some kind of correspondence of the static myopia which takes away the ability to
structure of Cantor's transfinite system with an

equally static and given structure of ultimate ele- see the actual infinite even though in the form of its
merits of reality, but rather a correspondence between highest and absolute bearer it has created us and main-tains us. and in its secondary transfinite form it
the processes of generation defining both of these surrounds us everywhere and even lives in our own
structures considered as finished product. In other mind.



Another frequent mixup occurs between the two see was that it was not Cantor's theory that had been
forms of the actual infinite through the way in _;hich destroyed, but only the assumption that it could be
the transfinite gets intermingled with: the absolute comprehensively formulated as a formal axiomatic
even though these two concepts are strictly distinct in
so far as the former (i.e. the transfinite) is an infinite, theory. Cohen himself, in the conclusion of his 1966
but nonetheless can still be added to. while the _atter book Set Theory and the Continuum Hypothesis,
(i.e. the absolute) is essentially such that it cannot be " suggests the following:
added to (cannot be made more plentiful) and thus is to
be thought of as mathematically indeterminable.

A point of view whichthe author feels may even-
The problem here oughttobe obvious. Cantor identi- tually come to be accepted is that the continuum

hypothesis is obviously false. Ol, is the set of countable
ties the absolute, that which produces the different ordinals and this is merely a special and the simplest
transfinite modes or relative infinities, with God way of generating a higher cardinal. The set C. that is
rather than with the self-subsisting creative process of the continuum in contrast is generated by a totally new
his own mind. He then identifies the transfinite modes and more powerful principle, namely the power set

axiom. It is unreasonable to expect that any descrip-
with concepts in the mind which is correct as far as it tion of a larger cardinal which attempts to build up that r
goes. It becomes wrong when an actual identity of cardinal from ideas deriving from the replacement
mind and such concepts appears to be postulated. To axiom can ever reach C. Thus
identify substance as subject is the final necessary
step which tragically Cantor was unable to take.

Symptomatic of this and, more specifically, of his c > _, o_ o a,
mistaken focus on the structure of the process rather
than on the process itself is his developing intellectual where

relationship with Edmund Hussel which begins almost a =o,,
as soon as Hussel arrives as a teacher at the Univer-

sity Halle-Wittenberg in 1887. But before we draw out
the implications of this in a concluding biographical etc. This point of view regards C as an incredibly rich

sketch of Cantor's, we shall briefly interpose a few set given to us by one bold new axiom which can neverbe approached by any piecemeal process of con-
concluding remarks on the subject of the continuum struction. Perhaps later generations will see the
hypothesis, problem more clearly and express themselves more

In his famous address to the Paris International eloquently.

Mathematicians Congress in 1900, Hilbert (12) listed
the continuum hypothesis as the first of the major Indeed. However we need not accept Cohen's
unsolved problems of mathematics. In 1908, prompted reasons and still can in principle agree with him that
by the succession of paradoxes generated onthe basis the continuum hypothesis is false.. In general terms.
of a purely formal conception of Cantor's set theory, we have already stated this above. To briefly further
Zermelo undertook to formulate the theory in axiom- elaborate the point, the continuum and, if there is
atic form. The question of the continuum hypothesis going to be any significance for that concept, the
then became posed analogously to the famous earlier continuum of the real world manifold clearly cannot
question of the independence of the parallel postulate be assigned any one cardinality because this con-
from the remaining axioms Of Euclid's geometry: Is tinuum is constantly in a process of further evolution.
the continuum hypothesis itself to be added as an There exists a continual process of generation, Er-
axiom of set theory or is it a provable theorem? zeugungs Prozess, which produces a nested sequence

The problem was solved in two steps. First in 1938, of manifolds each internally characterized by a
Kurt GSdel proved the consistency of the continuum specific relative infinity or transfinite number and in
hypothesis with the remaining axioms, then in 1963 such a fashion that we can conceive of every new
Paul J. Cohen proved the consistency of the negation manifold characterized by a new order of the trans-
of the continuum hypothesis with the remaining axiom finite. Each successor manifold is seen to function as a

thus establishing its independence from the axioms. "counting manifold," which bears the same relation-
Moreover. it was a by-product of Cohen's work that ship to the preceeding manifold as o_ bears to the,

not only the continuum hypothesis as stated by Cantor, preceeding natural numbers. Such a counting mani-
but an infinite number of other possibilities Of fold embodies the principleofinternaldifferentiation
assigning o's to the line continuum emerged as a and organization of that preceeding 'manifold. We

consistent possibility. This utterly destroys axiomatic shall see in the final section of this paper how this
set theory as a viable mathematical theory and that allows us to give, at least in outline or in program-
was precisely the conclusion which a large number of matic form, a new interpretation to the General
mathematicians drew at the time. What they failed to Theory ,of Relativity which removes the principal
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objectionable features of that theory, in particular, letters he charges that for the entire period of the 1870s

the assumption Of a necessary cosmological and early 1880s, in which he publishes the major
singularity or "Big Bang" if you prefer, results of his scientific effort, Kronecker is making it

his personal business to discredit Cantor's work
among the largest conceivable circle of mathem-

Biographical Notes aticians throughout Europe. For example, he wrote a
series of letters to the eminent French mathem-

Georg Ferdinand Ludwig Philipp Cantor was born atician, Hermite, charging that Cantor's results on
on March 3, 1845 in St. Petersburg. His father was a transfinite numbers were nothing but entirely base-
Jewish merchant who, by the time Georg Cantor was

less speculations, in order to obviate any influence of
born, had already converted to the Evangelical Cantor's work, not only in Germany, but in France as
Lutheran faith. Cantor's mother, Maria Eoehm, was a well.
Catholic and came from a family of practicing There can be no question that at least until the mid-
musicians. In 1856, the family moved to Frankfurt 1880s Kronecker's efforts were only too successful.
where Cantor attended various schools in Frankfurt, Cantor consequently found himself in a social environ-
Wiesbaden and Darmstadt. ment where, among those whom he regarded as his

He began his university studies in Ziirich in the fall peers, he found absolutely no resonance for his scien-
of 1862, but then moved to Berlin in the fall of 1863 to tific efforts. His later lapse into an almost structur-
attend lectures and seminars by Kummer, Weier- alist interpretation and reformulation of his earlier
strass, and Kronecker. Apart from the summer work must be regarded as adi-rect consequence of this
semester of 1866, which was spent in GSttingen, extreme form of social isolation. There can be no
Cantor spent the major part of his studies at the doubt that under these circumstances he began to

University of Berlin where he received his PhD. in deveJop certain paranoid fantasies which, by the
Dec. 1867. In 1869, he took a teaching job at the spring of 1884, led toacomplete nervous breakdown. It
University in Halle-Wittenberg. The subsequent also appears that in this situation he received little or
decade or more, precisely the period from 1871 no support from his immediate family.
through 1884, defines the most productive period of his
life. He became a full professor in Halle in 1879, and Acute periods of insanity were followed by periods
for health reasons was forced to retire from his of depression, a sense of utter worthlessness and in-

professorship in 1905. He died on Jan. 6, 1918, in creasing guilt feelings concerning his relationship
the psychiatric clinic in Halle. with Kronecker. He began to accuse himself of having

We have already referred to the tragic turn of gone too far, of doing injustice to Kronecker in his
Cantor's life shortly after he had concluded the accusations. Finally, in the fall of1884, Cantor decided
Grund]agen, and a few less significant subsequent "to go to Canossa," or Berlin as it were, to attempt
papers. An almost clinical record of the decisive crisis some form of reconciliation with Kronecker. It is clear
in his life which developed early in the year 1884 led to from his correspondence with Mittag-Leffler in this

a period of temporary insanity in the spring and early period that, possibly under family pressure, what
summer of 1884. The subsequent deep and recurring preceeded the actual visit with Kronecker in Berlin

depression is contained in a sequence of 52 letters was nothing short of a process of brainwashing which
which, in 1884 alone, Cantor wrote to his only friend Cantor inflicted upon himself. After the actual
among his mathematician colleagues, the Swedish _ meeting - with Kronecker, Cantor at least partially
mathematician Mittag-Leffler. replaced his own identity with that of the Berlin

The appended excerpts from some of these letters controller. In fact, Cantor's growing formalism after
should give a relatively clear picture of the succession 1884 amounts to a rejection of his own earlier identity
of events and of their contents. The two immediate and the adoption, at least in part, of the outlook

proximate causes for Cantor's mental collapse are to characteristic of Kronecker's views. By the end of
be sought in, first, the circumstances surrounding his 1884, it is clear that much of Cantor's creative genius
inability to come to grips with the problem of the was destroyed. We have the record in his own
continuum hypothesis and the repeated failure to recounting of a visit to Halle by Mittag-Leffler in that
formulate a proof, and, second, and more funda- period. This only friendof Cantor's found him engaged
mentally, his relationship to the Berlin mathematics in the obsessive effort to prove the identity of
Czar, Leopold Kronecker. Shakespeare and Francis Bacon. Cantor never fully

Cantor is by no means exaggerating when in various recovered from his 1884 collapse.
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Letters

Excerpts of letters from Cantor to the _Swedish not at the last moment win the upper hand so that, as
mathematician Mittag-Leffler written in the year up till now, he will keep his arms in hiding, something

1884; quoted and translated from A. Schoenflies, "Die which, at any rate, has brought him more success than
Krisis in Cantor's Mathematischem Scharfen" ("The open enmity would...

Crisis in Cantor's Mathematical Creative Work"), Many greetings and I remain de tant mon coeur votre
Acta Mathematica, 50 (1928), pp. 1-23 amidevouO

George Cantor

January 1, 1884 . January 25, 1884
Your perception of the meaning of my application My dear friend!

(for a professorship) is entirely correct ; I did not ...With respect to this man (i.e., Kronecker) take to
think in the least that I would already acquire the heart the words "timeoDanaos etdona ferentes."...

Berlin positioqatthispoint. It is highly suspicious that he would offer the
Since, however, I am interested in getting it in due product of the passion he has collected inside of

time, and since I know that Schwarz and Krorlecker himself against function theory and the theory of
for years now have been concocting horrible intrigues aggregates specifically to you and your journal ; I
to discredit me for fear I might get there at some point suspect that the only purpose he pursues with this is to
or other, I thought it my duty to take the initiative drive me or rather my essays out of the "Acta" much
myself and apply to the minister, as he has entirely succeeded in doing with respect to

The exact effect this would have I knew entirely in "Crelle's Journal."
advance, namely that Kronecker would jump as if he The reason why I have not sent anything there for
had been stung by a scorpion and along with his auxil- seven years is none other than that I foreger preclude

iary troops would begin to howl such that Berlin any communality with Herr Kronecker; he knows this
would think itself displaced into the African deserts quite well and now also wants to force me to stop
with its lions, tigers and hyenas. It appears that I have publishing in the Acta.
actually achieved this purpose. I'll see if I am not right.

Many sincere greetings from your faithfully devoted
January 6, 1884 friend

The idea conveyed in your letter of December 28, George Cantor
that even the French mathematicians are now

beginning to show an interest in my work, does not January 26, 1884
quite strike me as plausible .... for as long as I have Mydear friend.
been engaged in scientific work, Kronecker has ...So the Acta are supposed to be good enough to
systematically attacked my work and declared it as spread around this filth, his own journal he does not

suspect, as empty fantasies without any real basis, want to use for it.
How does Kerr Kronecker dare tell you that "he

January 21, 1884 hopes you will accept his work for the Acta with the
My dearest friend ! same impartiality as in the case of the investigations

In answer to your letter of the 17th, let me tell you ,of your friend Cantor"?
that I am in agreement with everything you intend to Maybe his concoctions require impartiality and
do. tolerant treatment in protection of that little bit of a

Your letter contains many interesting matters; I transitory power position which he has been able to

would very much welcome it, if Kronecker would create for himself; for my work I demand partiality,
carry out his intention and put his grudge against but not partiality for my own transitory person, but
function theory and the general theory of aggregates, partiality for the truth, which is eternal and with the
of which the latter is a part, into written words.., most sovereign disdain looks down upon those moles

Now I am eager to see what he will send you for the who dare imagine that their miserable scribblings will
Acta ; if he should really do this, then his essay will be be able to adversely affect it in the long run.

full of malice against the neighbor in Halle- Sincere greetingsfromyoureternallyfaithfulfriend

Wittenberg; who knows if his natural cleverness will J George Cantor
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September 9, 1884 August 26, 1884

It is very interesting to me to gather from your post I am now in the possession of an extremely simple
card today that at least for the moment your paper has proof for the most important theorem of the theory of
only done harm tO you in France, since in it you take aggregates, that the continuum has the power of the
recourse to my own work.., number class II.

I suspect that the tone of this affair was set in Berlin

and GSttingen and that the good Frenchmen only go November 14, 1884
along with it out of politeness. My dear friend,

Even Weierstrass probably is not innocent in this; You know that frequently I thought to be in

even he does not like it, that you have joined me in possession of a rigorous proof that the line continuum
friendship, possesses the power of the second number class; time

and again there were gaps in my proofs and always I
exerted myself anew and in the same direction and

August 18, 1884 when once again I thought I had reached the most
My dear friend! desired goal, I suddenly rebounded, because in some

I

.... The excitements I have had this summer and of hidden corner I noticed a faulty deduction.

which I have written to you, lie behind me. They had And when in these last days I once again exerted
their basis, as I can now tell you, in the differences myself to the same purpose, what did I find? I found a
into which, not without my own fault, I had gotten rigorous proof that the continuum does not possess the
through my scientific work. Perhaps you had already power of the second number class and moreover that
correctly suspected this. its power is not given by any specifiable number.

Not exhaustion from my work, but frictions, which I However fatal an error may have been, especially
reasonably could have avoided, were the cause for my one that has been harbored for so long, its final
distemper, elimination, in turn, is so much more of a gain.

The fact that Kronecker so sharply spoke against
my work Shpuld not have inflamed me against him to November 15, 1884
such an extent as you saw this last winter; in my My dear friend.
eagerness I actually went to the point of injustice in The reasons of which I wrote yesterday against the
the letters I wrote to you about this. I truly regret this. theorem of the second power of the continuum, I have
And even if Kronecker initiated all this, I have none- again disproved today; thus all the reasons in favor of
theless come to tl_e decision to hold my hand out to him the second power of the continuum once again come
and attempt a reconciliation with him.., into the foreground unconquered ....

With sincere greetings, your devoted friend
December 17, 1884G. Cantor

Perhaps it will interest you that in the course of the
studies with which I was occupied when you honored

September 9, 1884 me with your visit last Sunday, I have become more

ThenI will also look up Herr Kronecker and we'll and more convinced that the view held by some
see if your positive opinion of my persuasiveness will Americans and Englishmen concerning the author-

be proved correct with him; I do not expect this, for ship of the works bearing Shakespeare's name, is
this is, so to speak, a question of power, and that kind correct. Francis Bacon, he and he alone could have
of question can never be decided by way or per- been the author of these master works; for it is one
suasion; the question is which ideas are more power- and the same fiery spirit which confronts us in the

ful, comprehensive and fruitful, Kronecker's or mine; dramas on one hand and in the "moral essays" and
only success will in time decide our struggle ! ! the rest of Bacon's works on the other.

/
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III. Relativity
Whatever may be one's attitude in detail towards these Reformation and the devastation of the Thirty Years

arguments, this much seems fairly certain: new War were hardly preferable to ours, they pursued
elements which are foreign to the continuum concept of their scientific work with outstanding moral couragethe field will have to be added to the basic structure of
the theories developed so far, before one can arrive at ( -- compare the dismal capitulationism of the Mc-
a satisfactory solution of the problem of matter. Carthy period! -- ), grounded firmly in the humanist

WolfgangPauli, principles of the primacy of conscious human
The°rY.°fRelativity" existence, the perfectibility of the human mind and

the unity of the universe in which these qualities must
The principal datum any competent theory of the find their organic expression. No lesser standards of

physical universe in its entirety must account for or, moral fortitude and cohering scientific rigor are ac-
minimally, be consistent with is the existence of ceptabletoday.

human beings in it, including the creative capacity of In light of this, I will now evaluate Einstein's
the human mind. This is a modest enough require- relativity, specifically its cosmological implications.
merit; however, I cansaywithouthesitationthatthere That amounts to the task of looking at General

exists at his point not a single general physical theory Relativity on the basis of Riemannian geometry as
that satisfies it, or, for that matter, appears to have amended by Cantor's theory of the transfinite rather
been designed to dose. than in terms of the affine Levi-Civit_i-Weyl inter-

Given the, at best, cynically indifferent and, in pretation. The connection between Riemann-Cantor
many cases, thoroughly reactionary and anti-human and relativity is most easily established by way of
social and political ambiance and practice of con- Felix Klein's theory of invariants which he developed
temporary mathematicians and physicists, this is in his 1872 "Erlanger Program"; in particular, I will
hardly surprising. Their intellectual environment is make a tentative identification between Klein's in-
dominated by the most wretched behaviorist and variants with respect to a given group of transforma:

positivist accounts of human existence, and there is tions and Cantor's transfinite numbers, and demon-

nothing in their individual lives which would provide strate that the chief defect of General Relativity lies in
them with ,.any kind of insight into the essential limiting the notion of the physical continuum to that of
characteristics of the process of expanded social a linear continUum governed by just one order of the
reproduction"or demonstrate to them the necessity of transfinite.
fighting for a concept of the cohering process of the

creative activity of their own mind. But how, in the Felix Klein:The "Erlanger Programm."
absence of even the rudiments of a humanist outlook
defined by the necessity of progress through the If a three-dimensional object such as a cube, a cone,
creative intervention of the individual, could the or a pyramid is moved from one place in three-
problem of identifying a structure of the physical dimensional space to another, we assume that its size,
universe abiding by the same kind of necessity even its angles, etc. remain unchanged by this process.
arise? Can anyone imagine a Massachusetts Institute Now let a cube be given by a definite set of spatial

of Technology physicist saying "here I am, molding- coordinates x,y,z and instead of moving the cube,
human beings in my image," to be creative, to assume that the entire space surrounding it (and
recognize no "boundaries for mankind," and this represented by a definite coordinate system) is
ability is the only thing worth explaining and it cannot displaced by a certain amount, rotated about the
be explained unless the whole world is molded in my origin of the coordinate system, and so forth. Such
image? But this is precisely what is required. Nothing motions of the total space can be expressed as trans-
short of it will succeed in wrenching natural science formations of the coordinate system originally given,
out of its present state of misery and abysmal andthe geometricalproperties of a rigidbody are then
mediocrity. Comparison of today's scientists' credo of definable as those properties of the body which remain
either propitiation or anai'chist reclusion with the invariant with respect to specified kinds of coordinate
outlook of the early 17th century founders of modern transformations.
science -- Giordano Bruno, Johannes Kepler, Rene Based on such considerations, Felix Klein in his 1872
Descartes, and even of the somewhat dubious Galileo inaugural address at the University of Erlangen
-- further defines the point. While their life- programmatically defined all of geometry as the
circumstances in the period of the Counter- study of the following general type of problem :
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_3iven a manifold and a group of transformations Affine geometry can immediately be seen to be part
defined in it; the objects belonging to the manifold are of projective geometry by noting that affine trans-
to be investigated with rospect to such properties as
remain unchanged through transformhtions of the formations are simply projective transformations
group, with the common denominator one. The transition to

metric geometry, however, requires a somewhat
Or equivalently: different approach, and for a long time it was believed

Given a manifold and a transformation group in it, that metric geometry and the "geometry of position"
develop the the(_ryof invariants with respect to the (projective geometry) were two irreducibly different
group, branches of the subject. The bifurcation was over-

come with the 1859 publication of Arthur Cayley's A
Klein's concise and comprehensive formulation Sixth Memoir on Quantics, where the concept of

marks the culmination point of successive ap- general projective measure determination is defined
plications of the methods of projective geometry to with the result that

ever wider areas of geometrical research -- a success metrical geometry is a part of descriptive (projective)
story which began only 50 years earlier with the 1822 geometry and descriptive geometry is all geometry
pulication of Poncelet's Trait_ des Propri_t_s and reciprocally (Cayley).

Projectives des Figures. (13) Poncelet starts from Cayley observed that the basic concepts of metric
the notion of central projection ( or perspective) and

geometry (angles, distances) are covariants of the
proposes to determine those fundamental internal imaginary spherical circle, that is, remain unchanged
relations of objects that remain unchanged under

by all linear functions which transform x 2 + y2+ z 2
arbitrary projections of that kind. into itself. Analogous to projective and affine

Analytically, projections in three-space are given by geometry, metrical geometry can thus be defined as
fractional linear transformations of the coordinates

the theory of invariants of that subgroup of the group
x,y,z which have the same denominator: of projective transformations which leave the

x al x + b _y + c _z + d i spherical circle fixed.' -- Soon after first encountering Cayley's ideas in 1869,
ayX + byy + cyz + dy Felix Klein proposed their natural generalization:

Through adjoining different invariant conic sections

, a2x + b2y + %z + (12 (or, more generally, quadratic formsy=

%x + byy + cyz + dy E,itikXi Xk)
!

, a3 x + bay + c3 z + d3 to a given system of objects, the projective group gets
z = , narrowed down to a variety of different subgroups, all

ayX + byy+ cyz + dy representing generalized metrics of one sort or

0

Projective transformations are the most general kind of parallelism of lines and more generally do not respect the
linear coordinate transformations. Like affine trans- differences between different conic sections, suchas ellipses,
formations, they map' straight lines into straight lines parabolas, and hyperbolas. Expressed positively, any conic
(straight lines are projective invariants). However, section can be continuously transformed into any other one
projective transformations transform certain finite points to by appropriate projections and projective geometry
infinity, and 'consequently they do not preserve the recognizes noinnerdifferencesbetweenthem.
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another -- including the non-Euclidean ones. Nor is that the phenomena of electrodynamics as well as of
there any need to limit attention to the projective mechanics possess no properties corresponding to the
group, itself a subgroup of a still larger group -- the idea of absolute rest.
group of all continuous coordinate transformations.

According to the fundamental theorem of projective Unfortunately, there exists an extremely well-
geometry, which states that the only continuous established electrodynamical phenomenon -- the
transformations which transform straight lines into constancy of the speed of light and its independence of

the velocity of the emitting source -- which implies astraight lines are the projective ones, the projective
direct contradiction with this hypothesis. It is thegroup can be singled out from the larger group

through adjoining the manifold of straight lines (or, principle merit of the Michelson-Morley experiments
equivalently, planes). The group of all continuous to have brought this inconsistency between Newtonian
transformations -- if we require them to be one-to-one mechanics and Maxwell's electrodynamics out into

-- is itself of great significance: properties of the open. The contradiction can be demonstrated
geometrical objects which remain invariant with explicitly as follows :
respect to all such transformations are called 1. Galilei's Law of Inertia states that a body at rest

topologicaI properties, and topology therefore appears or in uniform rectilinear motion remains in that state
simply as a branch of geometry in Klein's sense, as long as no forces act upon it. This law is the root of

Soon after the 1904-05 publication of Lorentz', the relativity principle of classical mechanics, that,
Poincar6's and"Einstein's fundamental results on the for any two coordinate systems which move uniformly

electrodynamics of moving bodies ("Special and rectilinearly with respect to each other ("inertial ,_
Relativity"), Klein noted that his generalized con- systems"), the laws of mechanics hold in the same
ception of geometry as the study of invariants with simple form. Expressed in the language of the
respect to specified groups of transformations could "'ErIanger Programm," the laws of Newtonian
be used to cast the new physical theories into coherent mechanics are invariant relative to the group of

mathematical form and to remove the air of paradox "Galilei transformations"
that accompanied their original formulation. The
formal details are presented in a 1910 paper "On the x' = x - vt

Geometrical Foundations of the Lorentz-Group." In y' _- y
the introduction, Klein writes:

Z ----Z

What contemporary physicists call relativity theory is t' = t.
the theory of invariants of the four-dimensional space-
time region x,y,z,t (the Minkowski "world") with
respect to a specified group of collineations (projective (The system of equations above is a simple substitu-
transformations), viz. the "Lorentz-group"; -- or tion of the general Galilei-Newton group of Chapter II,
more generally...: one could very well replace the section l.)

name "theory of invariants relative to a group of The Michelson-Morley experiments, etc. suggest thattransformations" by the word "relativity theory with
respect toagroup." the laws of electrodynamics are invariants of the

Galilei group as well.
I will now give brief expositions of Special and 2. Let c be the velocity of a light ray with respect to

General Relativity from Klein's standpoint, an inertial system i ; let j be an inertial system which
moves with constant velocity v in the direction of the

Relativity Theories x-axis of i. Then the velocity of the light ray with
respect to j is c-v. Thus, contrary to hypothesis, a

The Michelson-Morley experiments (see crucial law of electrodynamics, the constancy of the
illustration) are usually taken to have disproved the speed of light, is not an invariant of the Galilei group.
existence of the absolutely stationary "luminiferous Ra_er than resorting to some ad hoc construction

aether" assumed by the Maxwell-Lorentz theory of (aethpr convection, etc.) to deal with the difficulty

electrodynamics as the medium for the propagation of posed by the inconsistency of the relativity principle
electromagnetic waves (light, etc.). Such views at with the constancy of the velocity of light, Einstein
best represent a mistaken emphasis and will have to took it as the occasion for a thorough re-examination
answer to the question of what might be meant by the of the conceptual bases of the theories involved.

,'propagation of waves in empty space." What the Though not aware at the time of Riemann's investiga-
experiments did suggest -- and this is Einstein's tion in the theory of manifolds and the radical

starting point in hi_ 1905 paper "On the Elec- relativity principle advanced in the Hypothesen that
trodynamics of Moving Bodies" -- is all measure-relations are to be determined relative to
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The Michelson-Morley Experiment
As Maxwell first remarked, the time required by a ray of to the stationary light-carrying aether.

light to travel from a point A to a point B and back to A must In experiments carried out by Michelson in 1881 and again
vary-- though only by a magnitude of second order-- when by Michelson and Morley in 1887 no such variation was
the two points together undergo a displacement with respect discovered.

MirrorI

Mirror 2

B
0

Light Source

ObservedFringe Pattern

Detailsof theExperiment

A ray of light originating at 0 is aimed toward point A on a and since wave length alters proportionately with the speed
half-silvered mirror. Half the light is reflected toward mirror of light, a change in the interference pattern was expected as
one at C and half of it passes through to mirror two at B. The the entire experimental set-up (mounted on a massive stone
ray at C is reflected back toward A and half of it is trans- disc floating on mercury) was rotated about a vertical axis.
mittedtoward_IS; the ray at B is also reflected back toward However, while a large number of experiments with the
A, with half of it reflected toward D. The two rays have paths apparatus occupying many different orientations with
in common between 0 and A, and between A and D. The parts respect to the fixed stars was carried out, the displacement
of the rays that do not have paths in common make round of the interference fringes always remained well within the
trips in perpendicular directions. The two rays produce in- errors of observation. The speed of light is not influenced by
terference fringes at D, and it is this fringe pattern that is the motion of the earth even to the extent involving second
observed. Since it is a very sensitive measure of wave length order quantities.
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actual empirical processes, Einstein's conclusions physical events were assumed to take place and be
tended precisely in that direction, measured with respect to stage-like "absolute space,"

The formulation of the relativity principle of so the simultaneous occurrence of two events even at
classical mechanics and the transition from one great distances from one another was, at least in
inertial system to another by means of transforma- principle, supposed to be establishable by means of
tions of the Galilei group are based on two tacit one big "absolute world-clock," with clocks used in
assumptions: the absoluteness (independence of the actual measurement synchronized with respect to it.
choice of the inertial system) of time and of length, or, The problem arises when we ask ourselves how,
more accurately, the existence of absolute standards metaphysical assumptions aside, such synchroniza-
of measurement of time and of length equally era- tion is actually to be carried out.
ployable in all inertial frames independent of their Einstein proposed the following: Let p and q be
state of motion. Otherwise how could we take the points at rest with respect to each other, and assume a
velocity v (as a function of time and length) of a body clock has been positioned at each point. Assume
with respect to system i and compare it to the velocity further that at time to a light ray is emitted from point

v" it has with respect to system i'? Einstein showed -- p, at time tq the ray is reflected at point q, and at i'p it
and this is the essential contents of his "Special returns to p. Then the clocks at p and q are said to be
Relativity" Theory -- how such comparisons can be synchronized if
made without invoking absoluteness assumptions, and

?

that it is precisely by defining time relative to the tq = ( tp + t p ) / z.
actual physical process of the propagation of light in a
vacuum that the stated contradiction between As a consequence of this notion of synchronization by
mechanical and electromagnetic phenomena is means of an, in principle, arbitrary physical process
eliminated. Connecting different places, simultaneity looses its

The epistemologically crucial point in the "era- absolute character. Events simultaneous relative to

pirical definition" of time is the relativity of system i -- (p, q) will not be simultaneous in system
simultaneity. In pre-relativity physics, the notion of
simultaneity had posed no problem. Just as all j=(r_): , if j moves with velocity v relative to i.

Relativity of Simultaneity

q
A p. m ,I

I I
I I
• I
I I
I I
• I
I I
I I

! I
I I

B i i• I

0 I '"I
I
I

V

Let systems A and B be in relative motion (of velocity v) system A. Since system B moves with velocity v toward point
with respect to each other and let events el and e 2occur at q, the light rays sent out from p and q at the occurrence of e i
points p and q respectively. We say that el and e2 occurred and e 2will not meet at the midpoint between p' and q' (the
simultaneously, if light rays sent out froth p and q at the points correspondingto p and q in system B), but at a point
occurrence of e_and e2meet exactly at the half-way pointm. closer to q' ; e land e 2are not simultaneous with respect to

Now assume simultaneity of el and e 2 with respect to system B.
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The most significant implication of this relativity of and thus becomes completely symmetrical in the
simultaneity (and hence of time generally)is that the space and time coordinates, a symmetry which is
above contradiction between classical relativity and communicated to all physical laws which are in-
the constancy of the speed of light is now no longer variant with respect to the Lorentz group. The four
derivable. Incorporating the law of the independence coordinates x,y,z,t (or x,y,z,u) can, therefore, from the
of the propagation of light from the motion of the outset be regarded as the coordinates of world points
source into classical relativity -- given the newly of a four-dimensional space-time manifold, the world.
found relativity of time -- becomes an exercise in In that case, the expression

simple algebra. Transition, ,fr°m,, a coordinate system x2 + y2 + z2 + u 2
(x,y,z,t) to a system (x ,y ,z ,t ) is to be effected by
means of the transformation of the so-called Lorentz which is Lorentz invariant, is most naturally viewed
group as the square of the distance of two world points,

providing the Minkowski world with an almost-
Euclidean metric structure. If this world is regarded

, x - v ! , , as a substantial totality with no empty space allowed,
X - , y = y, Z --Z,

I -- v2- then a substantial point at any world point x,y,z,t may
v2 be recognizable at another time, with the variations of

its spatial coordinates dx,dy,dz corresponding to a

! v x time variation dt. For variations of the parameter t,
c2 the substantial point will describe a curve in the four-

t' - dimensional manifold, its world line, and all physical
I--v____2 laws will find a simple expression as invariant

c 2 reciprocal relations between these world lines.
Equipped With the economical concept of the four-

In mathematical terms, therefore, Special Relativity dimensional Minkowski world, it is easy to apply the
is just the invariance theory of this transformation Riemannian relativity concept to Einstein's Special
group, which for c-_ oo becomes identical to the Theory and recognize an obvious asymmetry.
Galilei group, and whose characteristic invariant is Riemann's point of view demands that all measure-
given bytheexpression relations be empirically determined. In Special

Relativity, this is satisfied for the temporal, but not

X2 + y2 + Z 2 __ C 2 [2 for the spatial components of the world-manifold.
Thus, after resolving the apparent contradiction
between classical mechanics and electrodynamics,

Close inspection of the formal properties of this in- the proper question for Einstein (from a Riemannian
variant allowed Hermann Minkowski, who at one time perspective) would have been: what are the implica-
had been Einstein's mathematics teacher at the tions for physical theory and what would be an ap-
Federal Institute of Technology in Ziirich, to develop propriate mathematical formalism for extending the
a formulation of Einstein's Special Theory, which relativity of measurement to all the dimensions of the
brought out the fullest epistemological implications of four-dimensional world?
the discovery of the relativity of time. A 1908 Cologne The most general answer is suggested by applying
address Minkowski delivered to the Assembly of Riemann's relativity principle to the expression
German Natural Scientists and Physicians starts out

_. InC 2

with the words: E : v 2
The views of space and time which I wish to lay _/1 -- c2.

before you have sprung from the soil of .experimental
physics, and therein lies their strength. They are for the energy of a material particle implied by the
radical. Henceforth space by itself, and time by itself, Special Theory. It establishes a definite quantitative
are doomed to fade away into mere shadows, and only relationship betweenthe inertial mass and the energy
a kind of union of the two will preserve an independent
reality, of a material particle, allows the measurement of the

one through the other, and removes the mass-energy
Minkowski observed that if in place of the time t the dualism of pre-relativity physics. Consequently, a

imaginary quantity u = ict ( i =X/CT) is introduced, Riemann-type generalization of Einstein's Special
then the quadratic differential form Relativity would define the measure-relations of the

world-manifold relative to the in-general
x 2 +y2 + z 2 _ c2t 2 inhomogenous local distribution of energy and the

transforms into energy-equivalents of local masses.
Such a theory, characterized by the dependency of

x 2 + y2 + z 2 + u 2 the metric field of the manifold upon the overall
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energy-distribution field (i.e., the total material----, ds2 = gik dxidxk (gik----gki).
energetic contents of the world) would contain Ein-
stein's own General Relativity Theory, which he

developed by way of a ten year detour via the principle This formulation, while it eliminates some of the
of the equivalence of inertial and gravitational mass, asymmetries of the Special Theory, remains subject
as a special case. In it, the gravitational field and the to the objections I raised above against Hermann
inertial guidance field, rather than representing in- Weyl's proposed solution of the "Raumproblem": the
dependent forms of energy, would be regarded as exclusive adoption of the differential form (I) in-
specialized "projections" of the total energy field and troduces the kind of linearity (Euclidean-hess in the
their otherwise extraordinary equivalence would come small) into the world-manifold, which makes a theory
to be simply one more empirical fact about the world- of measurement based upon it inapplicable in prin-
manifold among others. This is the more significant, ciple to the problem of matter. Uneliminable

since onlya "general" relativity theory, derived with singularities arise which have exactly the same
the inherently limited objective of providing a epistemological status as Kantian "things-in-
theoretical justification for the equivalence principle, themselves": a priori unknowable, their existence
makes plausible the adoption of the restrictive engendered by the assumption of a priori categories of
assumption of the Euclidean-ness of the manifold in measurement.
the small. From the standpoint of generalRiemannian Einstein was acutely aware of this problem of
geometry, the empirically demonstrated identity of singularities and on several occasions expressed the
inertial and gravitational mass (or worse yet, hope of being able to handle it by extending Maxwell's
"Gedankenexperimente" concerning imaginary electromagnetic or his own gravitational field theory
elevators, etc.) appears as a mere accidental point of into a singularity-free theory of the unified physical

departure for the development of the relativity theory field. Presumably -- cf., the 1919 paper "Do
of the world-manifold; so, of course, does the implied Gravitational Fields Play an Essential Part in the
exclusive choice (criticized in the Weyl section above) Structure of the Elementary Particles of Matter?"
of a quadratic differential form as the world-metric, and also the 1917 "Cosmological Considerations on the
Einstein's derivation of the energy-equivalent of General Theory of Relativity" -- this was to be done
mass, on the other hand, represents the most im- by utilizing gravitational forces to counterbalance

portant line of his investigation, and the suggested repulsive Coulomb forces and repulsive elec-
Riemann-generalization of Special Relativity based tromagnetic pressures to prevent gravitational
upon it would have raised directly the problem that collapse, thus avoiding both microscopic and
still remains open today: the determination of the macroscopic (cosmological) singularities. However,
energy of the interior of charged particles. Con- all attempts in this direction failed -- as well they

sideration of this problem, in turn, would have in- should have: there is only one unified physical field to
dicated the choice of a world-geometry opposite to begin with, rather than qualitatively different and

that which ultimately vitiates Einstein's entire up-. separate gravitational, electrical, magnetic, etc.
proach: not linearity, but increasing complexity of the fields which are later glued together into one unified
geometry of the manifold in the small would have been one. There exists, of course, qualitatively
the obvious direction in which to proceed, opening up distinguishable components of the unified field, but
the way toward consideration not only of static they carnot conceivably bear the kind of linear
geometrical configurations, but of the geometry of relations ._ each other that Einstein assumes. And all
dynamical interactions between field and particles along it is overlooked that it is actually the implicit
which are now beginning to be explored in plasma linearity of the differential form (I), which is prin-
physics. (14) . cipally responsible for inducing singularities in the

first place and will continue to do so if it is carried over
Singularities into a unified field context, much as it did in the

This world-order did none of gods or men make, but it physically more impoverished environment of the
always was and is and shall be: an everliving fire, gravitational field.
kindling in measures and going out in measures.

Heraclitus, fragment 30. Aside from its inapplicability in principle to the
problem of the structure of matter, the difficulties

The mathematical formulation of Einstein's with Einstein's General Theory are best demonstrated

General Relativity Theory in a sense is simpler than through an examination of its cosmological con-
that of the Special Theory: the laws of nature are sequences. Again we meet with the conjuncture of

required to be invariants not just with respect to a linearity and singularity: given certain reasonable
certain group of orthogonal linear transformations assumptions, the Einsteinian universe has a

(Lorentz group), but with respect to all continuous "beginning" and an "end," and in between undergoes
point transformations with the adjoint differential an essentially linear process of expansion and
form recontraction.
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This was not at first recognized. In fact, assuming period of time, and -- as I have argued at several
that the hypothesis of a non-static universe would lead points -- this is precisely the way things should be.

to "boundless speculation," Einstein in the 1917 There is no one set of invarian_s which governs the
"Cosmological Considerations" had artificially in- process of the evolution of universal substance once

troduced the "cosmological),-term" into his original and for all. Hence, we cannot substantially improve
field equations as a force of repulsion which would ourknowledgeofthatprocessbyproceeding"indepth"
keep a static model of the universe in equilibrium and from the limited set of laws of Einstein's General
prevent gravitational collapse. Then, in 1922, the Relativity as a theory of the gravitational field to the
Soviet mathematician A. Friedmann _ound a new set more complete set of laws of the unified field. If, per
of solutions of the original field equations leading to impossibile, a unified field theory in Einstein's sense
world-models with a time-dependent metric, i.e., had been constructed, if we were in possession of a

models in which the "world-radius" (or the typical complete set of invariants for this epoch of universal
distance between arbitrary galaxies) changes with evolution, it would still not be sufficiently complete to
time. When shortly thereafter the astronomer Hubble converge upon the set of invariants that will govern
discovered a red shift of the spectral lines of galaxies the next epoch. But such convergence, a kind of time-
proportional to their distance, which could only be exte.nded "principle of correspondence," a notion that
interpreted as a Doppler shift due to a velocity of not just "in depth," but also in time the laws of nature
recession from the observer, the notion of an ex- must be continuous with "previous" laws or contain
pansion of the umverse in its entirety implied by the them as a limiting case, ultimately defines the
Friedmann solution to the Einstein equations rapidly linearity of Einstein's approach, the Heraclitean
became an accepted empirical fact. character of his universe.

However, there are further and much less There is no such continuity of process governed by
satisfactory implications. If, as Einstein (I think unchanging laws; no such process could have
correctly) argues, the universe is closed (i.e., finite, produced human existence, much less be consistent
bounded in space) and spherically symmetric, then with our potential for future alterations of the laws of
there are excellent reasons to assumethat the metric nature. The structure of the physical universe ex-
of every such universe after the lapse of a finite proper tended in time is necessarily that of a non-linear
time (either into the future or into the past) develops a Cantorean continuum, characterized by variability of
singularity. (Cf., Einstein, Meaning of Relativity; J. invariants, discontinuity of the process of nature from
A. Wheeler, Geometrodynamics). the standpoint of any given set of laws. For now this'

So, some 10 or 12 billion years ago was there actually must remain in the form of negative assertion. The
a "big bang," "creation," "'the beginning of the immediate challenge in the natural sciences consists

world"? And after another 20, 30, or 50 billion years in converting it into positive contents through jointly
will "_he world come to an end"? The notion is ai2surd, conceptualizing the necessary singularities of con-
All that Einstein's equations imply is that the"laws of tinuum-field theories and the discontinuities ira-
nature" or that fraction of the laws of nature which printed upon microscopic processes by the quantum of
they express, cannot be extended beyond a finite action.

Footnotes time was without a doubt the world's most developed in-
(l) Gottlob Frege, (1848 - 1925) German mathematician; dustrial nation, had not yet produced a single significant
author of The Foundations of Arithmetic (1884); first to original thinker in anyof the natural sciences.
espouse the view that all mathematics is reducible to logic.

(4) De Magnete, W. Gilbert, Dover, New York, 1958,p. 23: "It
(2) Cf., Lyn Marcus, Dialectical Economics, D.C. Heath, is to be understood, however, that not from a mathematical
Lexington, Mass., 1975: Free energy ratio, pp. 46-53; Simple point does the force of the stone emanate, but from the parts
vs. Extended Reproduction, pp. 199-228; Economy as themselves;..."
Process, pp. 384-386.

(5) Letter to Herwart yon Hohenburg, Jan. 2, 1607: "...nata
(3) The unity principle is the explicit antithesis of any mihiesthaec speculatio: a Luna maria sic attrahiutgravia
pluralistic conception and therefore, by implication, of any omnia ipsaguemaria attrahuntura Terra."
world outlook based upon a pluralistic social practice. In this
context, it might briefly be mentioned that the historically, (6) Marsili0 Ficino (1433 1499), Italian Renaissance
radically pluralistic social practice in the United States, philosopher, translator of Plato and Plotinus into Latin; the
which, from at least the 1880son, was deliberately reinforced paradox is developed in "Five Questions Concerning the
by a variety of counterinsurgency efforts by ruling circles, Mind of God."
engendered a world outlook which was thoroughly anti-
thetical to positive development of theoretical science and (7) Newton, Principia: "Absolute space, in its own nature,
must be regarded as the cause for the otherwise astonishing without relation to anything external, remains always
fact that as late as the 1930s the United States, which by that similar and immovable."
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Cf. also Newton's hypothesis (!) that the universe has a Beams with Gas and Plasma.!' translated by the U.S.
center which is at rest. Department of Defense, and authored by V. N. Tsytovich.

The paper describes theoretical and experimental work with
(8) In this context, it is interesting to note that two of the most "strongly turbulent" plasmas generated by the interaction of
important German geometers of the first half of the 19th intense electron beams with a plasma. This "new type of
century -- August Ferdinand Moebius, who authored and turbulence" is characterized by the fact that, again, the
developed the concept of Barycentric Calculus in 1827, and energy of the plasma mass motion and electric fields is
Christian yon Staudt, who published his thesis on The greater than the internal energy. The formation of new types
Geometry of Position in 1847 -- were Gauss' students in of structures, described as "a new state of matter," are
astronomy for a number of years. Staudt, in particular, observed. These well-ordered structures, variously termed
through his Geometry of Position along with the French cavitons, spikons, and relatons, are in theoretical terms quite
Polytechnicien Poncelet was one of the co-founders of similar to what could be described as a Bostick-Wells type
modern projective geometry, system of plasmoids or plasma filaments. While these fun-

damental investigations are only at their initial phase, as V.
(9) "An electron is a charge of total amount e spread through N. Tsytovich notes, the recent experimental achievement of
a very small volume."--Sir James Jeans the group headed by L. I. Rudakov, in the generation of

electron beam pellet inertial thermonuclear fusion, indicates
(10) The existence of a set of individuals as a member of a the fruitfulness of these more general theoretical-
sequence of those individuals implies the possibility of the experimental investigations.
existence of a "set of all sets" -- a contradictory entity.

(11) When Einstein's Relativity Theory first became known, Bibliographical Notes
(and notorious) in the U.S., Rabbi Herbert S. Goldstein of Books are listed in the order of occurrence of the relevant
New York cabled Einstein: "Do you believe in God?" Ein- subject matter in the text of the "Introduction." Classical
stein cabled back: "I believe in Spinoza's God..." This is pre-20th century treatises are not included. All the ones
relevant in this context, as Cantor has pointed out: Spinoza's referred to in the "Introduction" are readily available in
finite existences are hard put to maintain their distinctive contemporary editions and should be consulted as the
existence in the face of his actual infinite (God). principal collateral reading to the "Introduction." They are

almost always more readable and convey the relevant
(12) David Hilbert, 19th century German mathematician, concepts more directly than contemporary textbook-type
since 1895 in GSttingen; made significant contributions to treatments of the same subjects.
virtually all areas of mathematical research; in 1900
delivered a famous address to an international Whitehead and Russell, Principle Mathematica, Cambridge
mathematicians' congress, formulating 20 outstanding University Press, 1964.
problems which have largely determined mathematical The introduction presents as good an overview as any of the
research in the 20th century; founder of the formalist school field of mathematical logic and includes a detailed analysis
of the foundations of mathematics and of the algebraic of the character of the paradoxes of set theory.
theories ("Hilbert spaces") employed in theoretical for-
mulations of quantum theory. Benaceraff and Putnam, Philosophy of Mathematics,

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964.
(13) We note here that Poncelet was a student at the Ecole This is a book of readings in the philosophy of mathematics
from 1808 to 1810. In 1812, he was assigned to the grande and contains at least three worthwhile essays on the subject:
arm_e and participated in the Russian winter campaign -- 1. Selections from Russell's "Introduction to Mathematical
only to be taken prisoner of war. Much of the 1822 Traitd was Philosophy," Z Kurt GSdel's "Russell's Mathematical
written during the following two years of imprisonment in Logic," 3. "What is Cantor's Continuum Problem?" also by
Russia on the basis of intensive discussions with a small GSdel. Do yourself the favor and ignore the rest.
circle of other imprisoned polytechniciens.

Max Caspar, Kepler, Abelard-Schuman, 1959.

(14) Fruitful formulations, are provided by the work of An excellentbiographyoftheastronomer.
research groups led in the U.S. "by physicists Dan R. Wells Wilhelm Windelband, Lehrbuch der Geschichte der
and Winston H. Bostick, and in the Soviet Union by scientists Philosophic (History of l:.,ilosophy), J.C.B. Mohr, 1950.
V.N. Tsytovich, V.E. Zakharov, and L.I. Rudakov. Aside from Hegel's Lectures on the History of Philosophy,

W. H. Bostick of Stevens Institute developed the theoretical" Windelband's History is probably the best systematic
and experimental basis for "force-free" plasma structures, treatment of the history of philosophy available. Written
otherwise known as plasma filaments or, simply, plasmoids: from a neo-Kantian perspective, it contains particularly
W. H. Bostick and D. R. Wells, Physics of Fluids, 6, (1963), p. strong sections on Ancient and Renaissance philosophy,
1325;W. H. Bostick, et al., Physics of Fluids, 9 (1966), p. 2078. including a good joint account of the post-Reformation, late-
Besides demonstrating dynamic "self-subsistence," or Renaissance philosophies of nature of Giordano Bruno and
dynamic stability, these structures are characterized by the Jakob Btthme.
fact that the plasma electric and magnetic fields and-or the
plasma mass-fluid motion contains more energy than that of Wolfgang Pauli, Theory of Rela tivity, Pergamon Press, 1967.
the thermal, or internal, energy of the plasma gas. This excellent, though somewhat technical, treatment of the

D. R. Wells developed a more comprehensive theoretical Special and the General Theory was originally published in
framework which led to a theory of general dynamic 1921 as part of the Encyclopedia of the Mathematical
stability: D. R. Wells and J. Norwood, Jr. , Journal of Sciences. Its most valuable chapter today is the last one
Plasma Physics, 3 (1969), p. 21; D. R. Wells, Journal of entitled, "Theories on the Nature of Charged Elementary
Plasma Physics, 4 (1970), p. 645. Particles." It provides a comprehensive overview (updated

The complementary investigations of the Soviet groups is in the "Supplementary Notes") of the most important
reviewed in a recent Lebedev Institute pre-print,"'Electron theories that take a strict continuum approach to the
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problem of matter (so-called unified field theories), bits and pieces of Part II are useful.

Felix Klein, Vorlesungen iiber die EntwicMung der Felix Hausdorff, Grundziige der Mengenlehre, Liepzig, 1914.
Mathematikim 19. Jahrundert, Julius Springer, 1926. I mention the 1914 edition, because it best represents the full
Klein's Lectures come in two volumes and represent the best scope at least of the mathematical side of Cantor's project.
history of mathematics I know. I have used them as a prin- Unfortunately, the English edition of Hausdorff's Set Theory
cipai source in all parts of the paper. Along with the Lectures is a translation of an abbreviated later edition of Hansdorff's
should he mentioned Klein's three_ volumes of Elemen- 1914 original. Still it is infinitely preferable to all the con-
tarmathematik yore HSheren Standpunkte aus (Elementary temporary junk.
Mathematics from an Advanced Standpoint).

Albert Einstein, Tbe Meaning of Relativity, Princeton
Paperback, 1972.

Hermann Weyl, Space-Time-Matter, Dover Publications, Einstein's most coherent statement of his theories-- with an
Inc. "appendix on the "cosmological problem." Einstein's original
Weyl's book contains the best treatment of Einstein's papers (plus others by Lorentz, Minkowski, and Weyl) are
Relativity Theory from a rigorous geometrical standpoint, contained in The Principle of Relativity, Dover Publications,

'Chapter II develops the notion of an "affinely connected Inc. Work your way through these papers rather than
manifold" and sets out to show that every "reasonable" utilizing one of the mainly positivistic popularized accounts
manifold must possess the property of "Euclideaness in the (including Einstein's own!) of the Special and General
small" (Weyl's attempted solution to the "Raumproblem"). Theory. Einstein's autobiography can be found in Vol. I of
The "Raumproblem" is treated in greater detail in Weyl's Albert Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist, Library of Living

• "Mathematische Analyse der Raumproblems" in Das Philosophers, edited by Paul A. Schilpp, Open Court
Kontinuum und andere Monographien, Chelsea Publishing Publishing Co., 1969.
Company. The latter volume also contains Weyl's edition
with appendix of Riemann's Hypothesen. English tran-
slations of t._e Hypothesen can be found in D.E. Smith's William Bonnor, The Mystery of the Expanding Universe,
Source Book in Mathematics (Dover) and M. Spivak's Dif- MacMillan, 1966.
ferential Geometry, Vol. II. The preface says: "This book is intended for the intelligent

person who wants to know what modern cosmology is about.
It assumes no previous knowledge of the subject and no

Hermann Weyl, Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural mathematics .... " There are probably a dozen such books
Science, Princeton UniversityPress, 1949. written in the last decade- all equally mediocre. Un-
Much less technical than Space-Time-Matter but, un- fortUnately they accurately reflect the present state of the
fortunately, also much less interesting. Part I, ch. III and art.
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Foundations of a General Theory of Manifolds

(Grundlagen einer Allgemeinen Mannigfaltigkeitslehre)

A Mathematical-Philosophical Study in the Theory of the Infinite

by Dr. Georg Cantor
Leipzig, 1883

Translator's Note

The translation follows the text of Cantor's Grundlagen as
reprinted from the Mathematische Annalen in Georg
Cantor. Gesammelte Abhandlungen (Collected Treatises),
edited by Ernst Zermelo, Berlin, 1932, pp. 165-208. The
preface is taken from a separate publication of the Grun-

dlagen, which Cantor prepared because, in his own words, "it
carries the subject much further in many respects and thus

" is, for the most part, independent of the earlier essays" --
meaning essays one through four Of "On Infinite, Linear
Point-Manifolds, "of which the Grund]agen is Number five.

All footnotes and notes are taken from Cantor's original
treatise.

Parentheses contain original German terms or modern
mathematical terms.

--Uwe Parpart
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Preface smallestfurtherstepforward in the theoryof aggre-
gates (sets).May thiscircumstance serveas a justi-

The treatisepresentedhere willshortlyappear in fication,or ifnecessaryan excuse, forthe factthat
the Mathematische Annalen as Number Five of an I am introducing seemingly foreign ideas into my

essay entitled "On Infinite, Linear Point-Manifolds," reflections. For what _s at issue is an extension, or
the first four numbers of which are contained in actually a continuation, of the sequence of real whole

Volumes XV, XVII, XX, and XXI of the same journal, numbers beyond the infinite; as daring as this may
All of these pieces stand in connection with two essays seem, I can nonetheless express not only the hope, but
which I published in volumes LXXVIrand LXXXIV of also the firm conviction that in due time this extension
Crelle's Journal, which already contain in ger- will come to be regarded as a thoroughly simple,

minal form the main points of view that guide me in appropriate, and natural one. At the same time I am
the theory of manifolds. Since, however, the present not at all unaware that with this undertaking I am
essay develops the subject much further in certain placing myself in some contradiction with widespread
respects and thus is in the main independent of the notions on the mathematical infinite and views held all
earlier essays, I have decided to bring it out as a too frequently on the nature of numerical magnitude.
separate pamphlet and to provide it with a title appro- As far as the mathematical infinite is concerned: to
priate to its contents, the extent that it has found justifiable use in science so

In presenting these pages to the public, I will not far and made a useful contribution, the mathematical
leave unmentl_ned that I wrote them principally for infinite has principally occurred in the meaning of a
two circles of readers: for philosophers who have variable magnitude, either growing beyond all limits
followed the development of mathematics up to the or diminishing to an arbitrary smallness, always,
most recent period, and for mathematicians who are however remaining finite. I call this infinite the non-
familiar with the most important older writings and genuine-infinite (das UneigentHch-unendlich,e).
more recentworksinphilosophy. Aside from this, in the modern and the con-

I know very well that the theme I am dealing with temporary periods, both in geometry and in particular
has at all times met with the most varied opinions and also in function theory, a different but equally justi-
interpretations, and that neither mathematicians nor fiable kind of infinity-concept has emerged. According
philosophers have come to universal agreement with to this concept, in the investigation of an analytic
respect to this theme. I am, therefore, very far from function of" a complex variable, for example, it has
believing that I will be in a position to have the last become necessary and in fact common practice to
word in such a difficult, involved and comprehensive imagine in the plane representing the complex
matter as is presented by the infinite ; =since, however, variable a single point at infinity, i.e., an infinitely
I have arrived at definite convictions on t_his subject distant but determinate point, and to investigate the
through long years of research, and (since) these behavior of the function in the neighborhood of this
convictions have not become shaky but only more firm point in the same way as in the neighborhood of any
in the further course of my studies, I thus thought that other point. In this case it turns out that the behavior
I had a certain obligation to organize them and make of the function in the neighborhood of the infinitely
them public, distant point exhibits exactly the same behavior as at

I only hope that in so doing I have succeeded in any other point lying in the finite, so that from this we
finding and expressing the objective truth for which I can derive that we are fully justified in imagining the
have struggled, infinite in this case to be located at a wholly deter-

The Author minate point.
Halle, Christmas 1882 When the infinite occurs in such a determinate form,

Icall it genuine-infinite (Eigentlich-Unendliches).
Both these manifestations of the mathematical

Section 1 infinite -- in both of which it has effected the greatest
The presentation so far of my investigations in the progress in geometry, in analysis, and in mathe-

theory of manifolds (1) has reached a point where its matical physics -- will be kept quite distinct to facili-
continuation becomes dependent upon an extension of tate the understanding of what follows.
the concept of a real whole number beyond the present In the first form, as the non-genuine-infinite, it
boundaries; in particular, this extension goes in a presents' itself as a variable finitude; in the other
direction in which, to my knowledge, no one has so far form, what I call the genuine-infinite, it occurs as an
looked for it. utterly determinate infinite. The infinite real whole

I find myself dependent to such an extent upon this numbers -- which I will define in the following, and to
extension of the concept of number that without it I which I was led already many years ago without it
would hardly be able to make without constraint, the entering distinctly iflto my consciousness that in them
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I possessed concrete numbers having a real meaning First of all, the introduction of the new whole
-- have absolutely nothing in common with the first of numbers appears to me to be of the greatest signifi-
these two forms, the non-genuine-infinite. On the cance for the development and sharpening of the
contrary, they have the same character of deter- power concept (Ma'chtigkeitsbeg.riff) introduced in
minateness which we met with in the case of the infin- my papers (Crelle's Journal, Vol. 77, p. 257; Vol. 84, p.

itely distant point in analytic function theory; they 242) and frequently used in the earlier numbers of this
therefore belong to the forms and affects of the essay. In accordance with this, there corresponds to
genuine-infinite, each well-defined aggregate a determinate power, so

While, however, the point at infinity in"the complex that the same power will be ascribed to two aggre-
number planestands isolated vis-a-vis allfinitepoints, gates if they can be coordinated to one another
we obtain not only a single infinite whole number but reciprocally, univocally, element for element (one-to-
rather an infinite sequence of such numbers, which one mapping).
are quite distinct from one another and stand in lawful In the case of finite aggregates the power coincides
number-theoretic relationships both to one another with the number (Anzahl) of elements since in any
and to the finite whole numbers. These relationships arrangement such aggregates have, as is well known,
are not even in principle reducible to relationships the same number of elements.
among finite numbers; the latter phenomenon does in In the case of infinite aggregates, on the other hand,
fact occur frequently with respect to the different absolutely nothing has so far been said, either in my
intensities and forms of the non-genuine-infinite-- for own papers or elsewhere, concerning a precisely
example, with respect to functions of a variable x defined number of their elements ; however, it was
becoming infinitely small or infinitely large, and possible to ascribe even to .infinite aggregates a
where they possess determinate finite orders (ordinal determinate power completely independent of their
numbers) of becoming-infinite ( des Unendlich- arrangement.
werdens ). Such relationships can indeed be regarded The smallest power of infinite aggregates had to be
only as veiled ratios of the finite, or at any rate, as ascribed, as was easily justified, to those aggregates
immediately reducible to the latter. The laws govern- which can be reciprocally, univocally coordinated to
ing the genuinely-infinite whole numbers to be defined the first number-class, and thus have the same power
are, on the contrary, entirely different from the depen- as the latter. On the other hand, an equally simple,
dency relationships which obtain in the finite realm ; .natural definition of the higher powers was lacking.
this does not, however, preclude that the finite real Our above-mentioned number-classes of the deter-
numbers themselves may undergo certain new minatelyinfinite real whole numbers now prove them-
determinations with the help of the determinately- selves to be the natural uniform representatives of a
infinite numbers, lawful sequence of ascendi'ng powers of well-defined

The two principles of generation (Erzeugungs- aggregates. I will demonstrate definitively that the
prinzipe) with whose aid, as it will turn out, the new power of the second number-class (II) is not only
determinate infinite numbers are defined, are such different from the power of the first number-class, but

that through their unified effect every barrier re- that it is in fact the next higher power; we can thus
specting the process of concept formation for real call it thesecond power, or the power of the second
whole numbers can be broken through. Happily, class. In the same fashion the third number-class
however, they are opposed, as we shall see, by a third yields the definition of the third power, or the power of

principle, which I call the inhibiting or limiting the third class, and so on.
principle, by means of which certain limits will be
successively imposed upon the actually endless for- Section 2
mation process, so that we obtain natural segments in Another great gain attributable to the new numbers,
the absolutely infinite sequence of the real whole to my mind, is a new concept not previously in
numbers, segments which I call number-classes, existence, the concept of thenumber of elements of a

The first number-class (I) is the aggregate of the well-ordered infinite manifold. Since this concept is
finite whole numbers always expressed by an entirely determinate number

of our expanded number-field, assuming only that the

l, ,_,')3,_ . . . v, . .., order of the elements of the aggregate -- to be defined
more closely below -- is determined; and since, on the

.which is followed by the second number-class (II) other hand, the concept of the number of elements
consisting of certain infinite whole numbers following (AnzahlbegrifD has an immediate objective represen-
each other in determinate succession. Only after the tation in our inner intuition; therefore through this
second number-class has been defined do we arrive at connection between number of elements (Anzahl) and
the third, then the fourth, and so on. number (Zahl), the reality of the latter, which I have
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emphasized, is proven even in cases where it is deter- an arbitrary but fixed order of succrssion so that it
minatelyinfinite, becomes a "well-ordered" aggregate, then the

By a weE-ordered aggregate we understand any number of its elements will always be a specific
well-defined aggregate, the elements of which are number of the second number-class, and can neverbe
bound together by a specifically pre-assigned law of determined by a number other than one belonging to

succession, according to which there exists both a first the second number-class. On the other hand, any
element of the aggregate and there follows after every aggregate of the first power can be ordered in such a
single element (which is not the last in the sequence) way that the number of its elements with respect to
another specific element, much as to any arbitrary this order becomes equal to an arbitrarily pre-

finite or infinite aggregate of elements there corres- assigned number of the second number-class. We can
ponds a specific element which, respecting all of express these propositions as follows: Every aggre-
them, is the next-following element in the sequence gate of the power of the first class is countable by
(except if no element existswhich follows all of numbers of the second number:class, and only by

means ofsuch numbers. In particular,we can alwaysthem in the sequence).Two "well-ordered"aggre-
gates are now said to be of the same number (with assign an order of succession to the elements of the
respect totheirpre-assigned laws of succession)if it is aggregate so that with respect to this order it is
possible to put them into a reciprocally univocal counted by an arbitrarily pre-assigned number of the
correspondence with each other, so that if _and Fare second number-class, which number gives us the
any two elements of the one, Ej and 2' ! the number of elements of the aggregate with respct t0
corresponding elements of the other, the position of E that succession.
and F in the succession of elements in the first aggre- The analogous laws hold for the aggregates of
gate is always in correspondence with the position of higher powers. Thus every well-defined aggregate of

Elland F t in the succession of elements in the second the power of the second class is countable by num-
aggregate. Thus ire precedes F in the succession of bers of the third number-class, and only by those; in
elements of the first aggregate, then E 1 also precedes particular we can always assign an order of suc-
F 1in the succession of elements of the second aggre- cession to the elements of the aggregate so that in this
gate. It is easily seen that this correspondence, if order of succession the aggregate is counted _ by an
possible at all, is always an entirely determinate one, arbitrarilypre-assigned number of the third number-
and since in the extended number sequence there is class, which number determines the number of!
always found one and only one number a so that the elements of the aggregate with respect to that order of
same number (AnzahD of numbers (Zahlen) (from 1 succession.

on) precedes it in the natural succession, it is

necessary to set the "number" of these two "well- Section 3
ordered" aggregates directly equal to',ai, if Ja is an The concept of the well-ordered aggregate proves
infinitely large number, and equal to the number fundamental for the theory of manifolds as a whole. To
directly preceding _ (or a-l), if _ is a finite whole the law that it is always possible to put every well-
number, defined aggregate into the form of a well-ordered

The essential difference between finite and infinite aggregate -- a law of thought which seems to me to be
aggregates is now shown: a finite aggregate exhibits basic and consequential and, because of its general
the same number of elements for every order of validity, especially remarkable -- I will return in a
succession that can be given to its elements; on the later treatise. Here I limit myself to the proof of how

other hand, different numbers of elements will in the concept of the well-ordered aggregate yields inthe
general have to be attributed to aggregates consisting simplest fashion the basic operations for the whole
of infinitely many elements, depending upon the order numbers, be they finite or determinately, infinite, and
of succession given to the elements. Thepower of an how the laws for these operations are adduced from
aggregate is, as we have seen, an attribute in- immediate innerintuitionwithapodictic certainty. If,
dependent of the order of the elements. Thenurober of to. start with, we are given two well-ordered aggre-
eleroents of an aggregate, however, shows itself to be gates M and M 1, to which the numbers a and
a factor generally dependent upon a given order of correspond as numbers of their elements, then

succession of the elements as soon as we are dealing M _ M l
with infinite aggregates. There nonetheless exists,

even in the case of infinite aggregates, a certain
connection between the power of the aggregate and What so far in the earlier numbers of this essay I have called
the number of its elements determined by a given "countable" is, according to the now introduced and at the

same time sharpened and generalized definition, nothing but
order of succession, countability through(by means of) numbers of the first class

If, to begin with, we take an aggregate which is of (finite aggregates) or through (by means of) numbers of the
the power of the first class, and assign to its elements second class ( aggregates of the first power).
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is again a well-ordered aggregate, which results when where_ is the multiplier, is only possible if
we posit the aggregateM and, following it, the aggre-

gate M 1 , uniting M 1 with M. Thus there also _ 1
corresponds to the aggregate

or

_o

with respect to the resulting order of succession of its
elements, a specific number as the number of its ele-

ments; this number is called theslJm of a and _ and On the other hand, the multiplicand will, in general,
written as even in the case of prime numbers _, have a certain

range of uncertainty which because of the nature of
¢z-_-_ . the case is unavoidable. In a later treatise we will

nonetheless show that the decomposition of a number
Here it becomes immediately apparent that if a and into its prime factors can always be achieved in an
i_ are not both finite, then in general essentially unique manner which is determinate even

with regard to the sequence of factors (so far as these
_¢Jr fl are not finite prime numbers occtirring next to each

other in the product). In this way two different kinds of
is differentfrom determinately infinite prime numbers come to the

fore, the first of which more closely resembles the

-[- ¢_ finite prime numbers, whereas the prime numbers of
the second kind have a completely different charac-

Thus the commutative law already fails to be ter.

generally valid in the case of addition. It is now suf- Furthermore, with the aid of these new insights it
ficiently simple to form the concept of the sum of will now be possible for me to present in the near
several summands given in specific sequence, where future a rigorous substantiation of the theorem on the
this sequence itself may be determinately infinite, so so-called linear infinite manifolds, presented at the
that I need not go into this more specifically here. end of the treatise, "A Contribution to the Theory of
Thus I merely remark that the associative law proves Manifolds" (Crelle's Journal, Vol. 84, p. 257).

generally valid. In particular we have In the previous number (4) of this essay I adduced
for point-aggregates P which are contained in an n-

¢cAt- (/_ 7t- 7) _ (a -[-/_) -[- 7" dimensional continuous region a theorem which,
making use of the new earlier-defined mode of ex-

If we take an ordered sequence determined by a pression can be stated as follows: "If P is a point-
number of equal and equally ordered aggregates, aggregate whose derivitive 1_) vanishes iden-
where in each ease the number of elements is equal to tically, where g is an arbitrary whole number of the
tt, then we obtain a new well-ordered aggregate first or second number-class, then the first derivative

whose corresponding number of elements yields the /_), and thus also P itself is a point-aggregate of the
definition for the product /_a where /I is the power of the first class." I find it highly remarkable
multiplier, _ the multiplicand. Here again we find that this theorem can be inverted as follows: "If P is a

that in general _a is different from a_ , so that the point-aggregate whose first derivative 1 '_j_ has the
commutative law is also in general invalid for the power of the first class, then there are whole numbers
multiplication of numbers. The associative law, on the g which belong to the first or the second number-class,
other hand, is generally found to be valid in the case of for which P _ vanishes identically and so that, of the
multiplication as well, so that we have numbers _ for which this phenomenon occurs, one of

them is the smallest one."
a(_7 ) _ (aft)7. In response to the friendly invitation of my highly

esteemed friend, Professor Mittag-Leffler in Stock-

Certain of the new numbers stand out from the holm, I will in the near future publish the proof of this
others by the fact that they have the property of prime theorem in the first volume of the new mathematical
numbers; this property, however, must here be journal which he is now editing. As a sequel, Mr.
characterized in a somewhat more determinate Mittag-Leffler will publish an essay in which he will
manner, by understanding a prime number to be a show how, on the basis of this theorem, his and
numbera for which the decomposition Professor Weierstrass' investigation on the existence

of univocal analytic functions with given singularities

_ _ 7, may receive conslaerable generalization.
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Section 4 other than the finite real whole numbers of our

The extended sequence of whole numbers can, if number-class (I).

need be, be completed without difficulty to a con- At most the rational numbers which immediately
tinuous number aggregate by adjoining to every whole spring from them are granted a certain reality.
number c_ all real numbers x that are greater than However, the irrational numbers supposedly have a
zero and smaller than one. merely formal significance in pure mathematic's, in

Perhaps this will now raise the question of whether, that they, so to speak, serve only as computing devices
since a certain extension of the real' number field to to fix the attributes of groups of whole numbers, and to
the infinitely large has been achieved in this manner, describe them in a simple and unified way. The true
we might not with equal succeSs define certain infin- material of analysis, according to this view, consists
itely small numbers or, what would amount to the exclusively of the finite real whole numbers, and all
same thing, finite numbers which do not coincide with truths found in arithmetic and analysis, or still
the rational and irrational numbers (which appear as begging discovery, are presumably to be regarded as
limits of sequences of rational numbers), but which relationships among finite whole numbers; infinitesi-
might be inserted into supposed gaps between the real mal analysis and function theory are regarded as
numbers, much astheirrationalnumbersareinserted legitimate only in so far as their theorems are
into the chain of the rational numbers, or as the provably interpretable as laws governing finite whole
transcendent_ numbers are inserted into the struc- numbers. This view of pure mathematics, even though
tures of the algebraic numbers. I cannot agree with it, undoubtedly has certain advan-

The question of the establishment of such in- tages which I would like to stress here. Not the least

terpolations, to which some authors have devoted a among the circumstances that speak for its signifi-
great deal of effort, can in my opinion (and as I shall cance is the fact that among its proponents are found
show) first be answered clearly and distinctly with the some of the most meritorious contemporary math-
aid of our new numbers, and in particular on the basis ematicians.

of the general number-of-elements-concept of well- If, as is assumed here, only the finite whole numbers
ordered aggregates. Previous efforts, it seems to me, are real, while all of the others are nothing but
are grounded in part on an erroneous confusion of the relational forms, then it can be demanded that the
non-genuine-infinite with the genuine-infinite, and in proofs of analytical theorems be checked for their

part were carried out on a totally insecure and shaky "number-theoretic content," and that every gap
foundation, which appears in them be filled in, in accordance with

Modern philosophers have often called the non- the principles of arithmetic; in the feasibility of such
genuine-infinite a "bad" infinite, in my opinion, un- augmentation is seen the true touchstone for the
justifiably so, since it has proved to be a very good, genuineness and the perfect rigour of the proofs. It
highly useful instrument in mathematics and the cannot be denied that in this way the formal proof of
natural sciences. The infinitely small magnitudes, to many theorems has been perfected, and also that
my knowledge, have so far been worked out for useful certain other improvements in the different parts of
purposes only in the form of the non-genuine-infinite, analysis can be effected. Following the principles
and as such are capable of all those variations, flowing from this view can also be seen as a way of
modifications, and relationships which find applica- safeguarding against all kinds of absurdities and
tion and expression in infinitesimal analysis as well as errors.

in function theory, in order to there form the basis of a In this way a certain principle, even if a rather dry
rich abundance of analytical truths. On the other and obvious one, has been set, which is recommended

hand, all attempts to transform the infinitely small by as a guideline to all. It is intended tO contain the flight
force into a genuinely infinitely small magnitude of mathematical speculation and conceptualization
should finally be abandoned as purposeless. If within its true limits, where it runs no danger of falling
genuinely infinitely small magnitudes exist in any ilato the abyss of the "transcendent," the place where
other form at all, i.e., are definable, still they surely supposedly, as is said in order to inspire fear and
do not have any immediate connection with the or- wholesome terror, "all is possible." Be that as it may,
dinary magnitudes that become infinitely small, who knows whether it was not precisely the viewpoint I

In opposition to the above-mentioned experiments of utility alone which determined the originators of
with the infinitely small, and to the confusion of the this view to recommend it, as an effective regulative
two forms of appearance of the infinite, an opinion is principle for protection against all error, to the
frequently presented concerning the essence and soaring powers which so easily endanger themselves

meaning of numerical magnitudes, according to through arrogance and lack of moderation, even
which no numbers can be assumed as really existing though a fruitful principl e cannot be found therein.

J
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For I cannot accept the assumption that the of thisdifference, while on the other hand maintaining
originators of this view themselves, in the discovery of that of the finite; if we drop the one then we must also
new truths, started from these principles; no matter get rid of the other. Where then would we come to on
how many.good things I may cull from these _maxims, this road?
I must strictly speaking regard them as erroneous ; no Another argument used by Aristotle against the
real progress stems from them, and if things had reality of the infinite consists in the assertion that the
really happened precisely in accordance with them, finite would be dissolved into the infinite and
then science would have been retarded or, at any rate, destroyed, if the latter existed, since the finite number
confined within the narrowest of boundaries. Happily, allegedly is annulled by an infinite number. The truth
things are not really that bad, and the praise for as _of the matter, as we shall_clearly see in the following,
well as the adherence to these (under circumstances is that we can very well adjoin a finite number to an
and assumptions) useful rules has never been taken infinite number (if the latter is thought of as deter-
all that literally. Also, conspicuously enough, there minate and complete) and unite the finite number
has not until now been anybody, so far as I know, who with the infinite number without bringing about the
would have undertaken to formulate them better and annulment of the former. (On the contrary, the infinite

more completely than I have attempted to here. number will be modified through such an adjoinment
If we look at it historically, we find that similar of a finite number to it.)Only the reverse process, the

views have frequently been held, and already occur adjoinment of an infinite number to a finite one, when

with Aristotle. As is well known, we find that through- the latter is posited first, brings about the annulment
out the Middle Ages among all of the scholastics, of the finite number without a modification of the
"infinitum actu non datur'" ("the actual infinite does infinite number occurring.

not exist") presents itself as an incontestable proposi- This actual state of affairs concerning the finite and
tion taken over from Aristotle. However, if we look at the infinite, which Aristotle wholly misunderstood,
the reasons which Aristotle (2) advances against the should produce new impulses not only in analysis, but
real existence of ehe infinite (cf., e.g., his also in the other sciences, in particular the natural
Metaphysics, Book XI, chapter 10), we find that in the sciences.
main, they can be traced to a premise that involves a The idea of considering the infinitely large not only

petitio principii, viz. the premise that only finite in the form of the unlimitedly increasing magnitude
numbers exist, which he arrived at on the basis that and in the closely related form of convergent infinite
only counting procedures with respect to finite aggre- series -- first introduced in the 17th century -- but to
gates were known to him. I believe, however, that I also fix it mathematically by numbers in the definite
have proved above that similarly definite counting form of the completed infinite, was logically forced
procedures as are carried out in the case of finite upon me,,almost against my will since it was contrary
aggregates can also be carried out respecting infinite to traditions which I had come to cherish in the course
aggregates, assuming we provide a definite law for of many years of scientific effort and investigations.
these aggregates in accordance with which they are Thus I do not believe that reasons could be advanced
transformed into well-ordered aggregates. This will against it which I would not know how to counter.
become still clearer in the course of this treatise.

That without such a lawful succession of the ele- Section 5
merits of an aggregate no counting can be carried out When just now I spoke of traditions, I understood
within it -- this lies in the nature of the concept of these to be not merely traditions in the narrower sense
counting. Even in the case of finite aggregates, of something one has lived through; rather, I trace
counting can be carried out only if there exists a deter- them back to the founders of modern philosophy and
minate sequence of the counted elements. However, it natural science. For the evaluation of the question at

appears hereasa s_pecial property of. finite aggregates issue here, I list just some of the most important
that the result of the counting -- the number of sources. Compare:
elements -- is independent of the respective order- Locke,Essay on Human Understanding, lib. I[, ch.
ings; while in the case of infinite aggregates, as we XVI and XVII.
have seen, such independence does not, in general, Descartes,Letters and Explanations on his Medita-
obtain. Rather the number of elements of an infinite tions ; alsoPrincipia I, 26.
aggregate is an infinite whole numberco-determined Spinoza, Letter XXIX;Cogitata Metaphysica, parts
by the law of counting; in this and in this alone lies the I and II.
essential distinction between the finite and the in- Leibniz, Erdmann edition, pp. 138, 244, 436, 744;
finite, which has its basis in nature itself, and thus can Pertz edition II, 1 p. 209; III, 4 p. 218; III, 5 pp. 307,322,
never be removed. Nevermore, however, will it be 389; III, 7 p. 273.
possible to deny the existence of the infinite on account (Also noteworthy are: Hobbes, De Corpore, Chapter
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VII, II ; Berkeley, Treatise on the Principles of Human above-mentioned circular inference. For by "finitude
Knowledge, 128-131.) of the understanding" is tacitly meant that the

Stronger reasons against the introduction of infinite capacity of the understanding in respect of the forma-
whole numbers than are found in these sources, taken tion of numbers is limited to finite numbers. If it

together, can hardly be devised even today; thus they should turn out, however, that the understanding in a
should be examined and compared with my argu- certain sense is also able to define infinite, i.e.,
ments. I postpone for another occasion a detailed transfinite (iiberendliche) numbers and distinguish
and thorough discussion of these passages and, in them from one another, then either the words "finite

j particular, of the extremely significant and weighty understanding" must be given an extended meaning,
letter by Spinoza to L. Meyer, limiting myself here to after which that inference can then no longer be drawn
the following. • from them; or else the human understanding must

As different as the doctrines of these writers may also be granted the predicate "infinite" in certain
be, in the cited passages their judgment concerning respects; which, in my considered opinion, is the only
the finite and the infinite essentially agrees in this that correct thing to do. The words "finite understanding"
to the concept of a number belongs its finitude and which one hears on so many occasions are, as I
that, on the other hand, the true infinite or absolute, believe, in no way on the mark. As limited as human
which is in God, admits of no kind of determination. As nature may in fact be, much of the infinite nonetheless
far as the latter point is concerned, I entirely agree, adheres to it, and I even think that if it were not in
(how could it be different?), for to my mind the propo- many respects infinite itself, the strong confidence
sition, "omnis determinatio est negatio" (all deter- and certainty regarding the existence (des Seins) of
ruination is negation'.') is unquestionably true. How- the absolute, about which we are all in agreement,
ever, the former point as I already said above in the could not be explained. And in particular, it is my view
discussion of the Aristotelian reasons against the that human understanding has an unlimited, inherent

"infinitum actu," I see as involving a petito principii, capacity for the step-wise formation of whole number-
which explains several contradictions which occur in classes which stand in a definite relationship to the
all of these authors, notably Spinoza and Leibniz. The infinite modes and whose powers are of ascending
assumption that apart from the absolute -- unreach- strength.

able by any determination -- and the finite, no modifi- The main difficulties in the outwardly different but
cations can exist which, though not finite, are nonethe- inwardly nonetheless closely related systems of the
less determinable by numbers and consequently are two last-named thinkers can, I believe; be brought
what I call the genuine-infinite- this assumption I do closer to solution in the way I have chosen, and a
not find justified by anything; indeed, in my opinion, it number of them can even now be satisfactorily solved
contradicts certain propositions advanced by the and cleared up. These are difficulties which in part
latter two philosophers. What I maintain and believe I gave rise to the later doctrine of criticism
have proved in this paper as well as in my earlier en- (Kritizismus), which with all its advantages does not
deavors is that after the finite there is a transfinitum appear to me to offer a sufficient substitute for even
(which also could be called suprafinitum), i.e., an un- the inhibited development of the doctrines of Spinoza
limited gradation of determinate modes which in their and Leibniz. For side by side with, or in place of, the
nature are not finite but infinite, yet which, much as mechanistic explanation of nature, which within its
the finite, can be determined by determinate, well-de- .sphere has all the tools and advantages of math-
fined and distinguishable numbers. I am convinced, ematical analysis available to it, but whose one-
therefore, that the domain of definable magnitudes is sidedness and insufficiency have so pointedly been
not limited to the finite magnitudes; accordingly, the laid bare by Kant, not even the beginning of an organic
limits of our cognition may be extended further with- explanation of nature, equipped with the sanle math-
out it being necessary to do any kind of violence to our ematical rigor but transcending the mechanistic one,
nature. In place of the Aristotelian-scholastic proposi- has been developed. Such an organic explanation
tion discussed in Section 4 I thus pose the different can, I believe, be approached only through a resump-
one: tion and furthering of Spinoza's and Leibniz's works

"Omnia seu finita seu infinite definita sunt et ex- and endeavors.

cepto Deo ab intellectu determinari possunt." ("All One especially difficult point in the system of
' things, whether finite or infinite, aredefinite and, with Spinoza is the relationship of the finite modes to the

the exception of God, can be determined by the in- infinite modes; it remains unresolved why and under
tellect.") (3) what circumstances the finite as against the infinite,

Quiteoften the finitude of the human understandingis or the infinite as against the more strongly infinite,
adduced as a reason why only finite numbers are can maintain its independent existence (Selbst$ndig-
thinkable; however, I again see in this assertion the keit). The example, already touched upon in Section 4,
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seems to me in its unassuming symbolism to mark the introduction of complex magnitudes, without
way in which we can perhaps get closer to the solution regarding as a barrier the fact that they can be called

of this question, neither positive nor negative? And it is only a similar
If _ is the first number of the second number-class, step which I dare take here; perhaps it will even be

then we have considerably easier for the general consciousness to
follow me than it was possible to make the transition

1 -_- o _---o, from the real to the complex numbers. For the new
whole numbers, even if they stand out above the

on theotherhand, conventional numbers by a more intensive, sub-
stantive determinateness, nonetheless as "number-of-

l e0 _ 1 _ (co -[- 1), elements" ("Anzahlen") share with these the same
kind of reality; whereas difficulties stood in the way of

where the introduction of complex magnitudes until, after
great efforts, their geometric representation by points

(o -[-- 1) or line segments in a plane had been found.
To come back briefly to that train of thought about

is an entirely different number than ¢o., Thus, as one evenness and unevenness, we again take a look at the
can clearly see here, everything depends upon the number co in order to demonstrate, by means of this

position of the finite vis-A-vis the infinite. If the former number, how those characteristics which in the case
comes first, then it merges with the infinite and of finite numbers are incompatible can here occur
disappears in it; if, however, it contents itself and jointly, without any contradiction. In Section 3 the

takes its place behind the infinite, then it is preserved general definitions for addition and multiplication are
and joins with the former to become a new, because put forth, and I have stressed that in the case of these
modified, infinite, operations the commutative law is in general not

valid; in this I see an essential distinction between the
Section6 infinite and the finite numbers. It should also be ob-

If it should cause difficulties to comprehend served that in a product /3a I regard /3 as the
infinitely large, closed whole numbers, comparable multiplier, a as the multiplicand. The following two
among each other and with the finite numbers, linked forms for _o are then immediate:
to each other and to the finite numbers by fixed laws;
then these difficulties will be associated with the o--co" 2
perception that, while the new numbers in many ways
have the character of the earlier ones, in many more and

respects, however, they have a specific nature o=i+co'2.altogether their own -- which often even causes it to >

happen that different characteristics are found joined
together in one and the same number, characteristics Accordingly, ¢o can thus be regarded both as an even
which are disparate in the case of finite numbersand and as an odd number. From a different point of view
never occur together. Thus in one of the passages cited (viz., if 2 is taken as multiplier) it could also be said,
in theprevious section we find the considerations that however, that w is neither an even nor an odd number
an infinite whole number, if it existed, would have to since, as is easily proved, o0 is not representable
be both an even and an odd number, and since these either in the form 2 a or in the form

two characteristics cannot occur jointly, therefore no J2 a -[- 1such number exists.

It is apparent that the tacit assumption made here is Thus the number ¢o has indeed, in comparison to the
that characteristics which are disjointed in the case of conventional numbers, a very specific nature of its
conventional numbers must also have this relation- own, since it combines all these characteristics "and
ship to each other in the case of thenew numbers, and qualities. More peculiar still are the remaining
from this the impossibility of the infinite numbers is numbers of the second number-class, as I shall dem-

deduced. Who would not be struck by the paralogism onstrate later on.
here? Is not every generalization or extension of
concepts associated with the giving up of particular Section 7
determinations, and in fact unthinkable without it? Is Even though in Section 5 I presented many quotes
it not only in recent times that the idea has been from Leibniz's works in which he expresses himself in
grasped which is so important for the development of opposition to the infinite numbers, saying among other
analysis and leads to the greatest advances -- the things: "There is no such thing as an infinite number,
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nor line or other infinite quality, if we take them as certain modern schools of so-called positivists or
authentic wholes" : "The true infinite is not a modifica- realists (4) or materialists believe that in this syn-
tion, it is the absolute; on the contrary, as soon as we categorematic infinite, which they themselves must
modify or limit ourselves, we give shape to a finite" admit has no genuine being, they see the highest
(where in the case of the latter passage I agree with concept.
him, on the first statement but not on the second). On However, in Leibniz we already find the essentially

the other hand, I am in the fortunate position to be able correct state of affairs stated in many places; the

to point out statements by the same author in which, in following passage, for example (Erdmann, .P" 436),
a certain sense in contradiction with himself, he ex- refers to this non-genuine-infinite:
presses himself in the most unambiguous fashion in
favor of the genuine-infinite (which is different from
the absolute). Thus in Erdmann, p. 118, he says: When I speak philosophically, I no more establish

magnitudes infinitely small than infinitely large; no
more infinitesimal than infinitudinal. But, as ex-

I am so much for an actual infinity, that instead of peditiou s modes of speaking, I consider both notions to
admitting that nature abhors it, as it is vulgarly be mental fictions appropriate for calculation, as are
claimed, I hold that it is everywhere disposed towards the imaginary roots in algebra as well. At the same
it in order to better bring out the perfections of its time, I have shown that these expressions have great
Author. Therefore, I do not think that there is any part use as short cuts in the thought process as well as for
of matter v_ich is not, I do not say divisible but ac- invention and cannot be a source of error, inasmuch as
tually divided, and consequently the slightest particle it is permissible to substitute for the infinitely small as
must be seen as a world full of an infinity of different small a magnitude as one wants such that error would
creatures, be less than a given quantity, whence it follows that

error cannot be introduced.
However, the genuine-infinite as we e_ncounter it, for

example in the case of well-defined point aggregates,

or in the constitution of bodies out of point-like atoms Bolzano is perhaps the only one who, to a certain
(I do not mean here the chemical-physical, or extent, assigns the genuine-infinite numbers their
Democritean, atoms, because I cannot regard them as rightful place; they are frequently spoken of at any
existent either in concept or in reality no matter how rate. However, the actual way in which he deals with
many useful things have up to a certain limit been them, without being able to advance any kind of real
accomplished by means of this fiction), has found its definition of them, is something about which I am not

most decisive defender in a philosopher and mathem- at all in agreement with him, and I regard for example
atician of our century with a most acute mind, Bern- Sections 29-33 of that book as unfounded and

hard Bolzano, who has developed his views relevant erroneous. The author lacks both the general concept
to the subject especially in the beautiful and substan- of power and the precise concept of number-of-
tial essay, (Paradoxes oft he Infinite). (Leipzig, elements for a real conceptual grasp of determinate-
1851). It is the purpose of this essay to demonstrate infinite numbers. Both occur with him in germinal
that the contradictions which skeptics and peripa- fashion in a number of places, in the form of special-
tetics of all times have tried to find in the infinite do ities; it seems to me, however, that he does not work

not exist at all, if only one takes the trouble (which, of through towards full clarity and distinctness, and this
course, is not always altogether inconsiderable) to explains many non sequiturs and even several errors
internalize the concepts of infinity in all seriousness contained in this valuable essay.
and in accordance with their true content. We there- I am convinced that without the two concepts men-
fore also find in this essay a discourse which in many tioned, there will be no progress in the theory of
respects is right on the mark on the subject of the manifolds, and the same is true, I believe, of those
mathematical non-genuine-infinite as it occurs in the fields which depend upon the theory of manifolds or
form of differentials of the first and higher order, or in are most intimately in, touch with it, for example
the infinite sums of series or in other limiting modern function theory on one hand and logic and the
processes. This kind of infinite (called "syncategor- theory of knowledge on the other. When I conceive of
ematic infinite" by some scholastics) is a mere the infinite as I have done here and in my earlier at-
auxiliary and relational concept (Beziehungsbegriff) tempts, I derive true pleasure (to which I gratefully
of our thinking. According to its definition it includes yield) from seeing how the whole concept of number,
the notion of variability and thus the "datur" ("it is which in the finite only has the background ofnumber-'
given") can neverbesaidofitinthetruesense, of-elements, in a certain sense splits up into two

It is quite remarkable that with regard to this kind concepts when we ascend to the infinite: that of power,
.... M

of infinite there exists absolutely no essential differ- which is independent of the order given to an aggre-
ence of opinion even among contemporary philoso- gate, and that of number-of-elements, which is
phers, if I may be permitted to ignore the fact that necessarily tied to a lawful ordering of the aggregate
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by means of which the latter becomes a well-ordered mathematics, a designation to which, if I had the
aggregate. Arid when I decend again from the infinite choice, I would give preference over the_ now

to the finite, I see just as clearly and beautifully how customary "pure" mathematics.
the two concepts again become one andf/ow together Mathematics is entirely free in its development,
to form the concept of the finite whole number, bound only by the self-evident concern that its con-

cepts be both internally without contradiction and
Section 8 stand in ,definite relations, organized by means of

We can speak of the reality or the existence of the definitions, to previously formed, already existing and
whole numbers, both the finite and the infinite ones, in proven concepts. (7) In particular, in introducing new
two senses; however, these are the same two ways, to numbers mathematics is obliged only to give such
be sure, in which any concepts or ideas can be con- definitions of them as will lend them the kind of
sidered. On the one hand we may regard the whole determiniteness and, under certain circumstances,
numbers as real insofar as they take up a very definite ther kind of relationship to the older numbers, which
place in our mind (Verstand) on the basis of in a given case will definitely permit them to be
definitions, become clearly differentiated from all the distinguished from one another. As soon as a number
other components of our thinking, stand in definite satisfies all these conditions, mathematics can and
relations to them and thus modify the substance of our must regard it as existant and real. Here I see the
mind (Geist) in a definite way. Let me call this type of reason, suggested in Section 4 why the rational,
reality of our numbers their intrasubjective or ira- irrational and complex numbers should be regarded
manent reality (5). Then again we can ascribe reality just as much as existent as the finite positive whole
to numbers insofar as they must be regarded as an numbers.
expression or image of occurrences and relationships I believe that it is not necessary to fear, as many do,
in the external world confronting the intellect, further, that these principles contain any danger to science. On
insofar as the different number-classes (I), (II), (III), one hand the designated conditions under which the
and so on represent powers, which in fact occur in freedom of the formation of numbers can alone be

corporeal and mental nature. This second type Of exercised, are such that they leave extremely little
reality I call the transsubjective or transient reality room for arbitrariness. And then every mathematical

of thewholenumbers, concept also carries within itself the necessary
Given the thoroughly realist -- simultaneously, corrective; if it is unfruitful and inapt this is soon

however, no less idealist -- foundation of my investi- demonstrated by its uselessness, and it will then be
gations, there is no doubt in my mind that these two dropped because of its lack of success. Any super-
types of reality will always be found together, in the fluous confinement of mathematical research work,
sense that a concept to be regarded as existent in the on the other hand, seems to me to carry with it a much

first respect will always in certain, even in infinitely greater danger, a danger.that is so much the greater
many ways, possess a transient reality as well (6). as there is really no justification for it that could be
Admittedly, the determination of this reality dedu, ,d from the essence of the science, for the
generally is among the most troublesome and difficult essence of mathematics lies precisely in its freedom.
tasks of metaphysics and frequently it must be left to a If this quality of mathematics had not presented
time when the natural development of another science itself to me for the reasons mentioned, still the whole

reveals the transient significance of the concept in development of the science itself, as we perceive it in
question, our century, would necessarily lead me to exactly the

This coherence of the two realities has its true same views.

foundation in the unityof the all, to which we ourselves If Gauss, Cauchy, Abel, Jacobi, Dirichlet, Weier-
belongas well. strass, Hermite, and Riemann had been bound to

This coherence is referred to here in order to deduce constantly subject their new ideas to metaphysical
from it what appears to me to be a most important control, then we would not be able to rejoice in the
consequence for mathematics, namely that mathe- magnificent structure of modern function theory,
matics in the shaping of its conceptual material need which, while designed and erect'ed entirely freely and
take into account solely and uniquely the immanent without transient purposes, nonetheless has already
reality of its concepts and thus is under no obligation revealed its transient significance in applications to
whatsoever to also test these concepts with respect to mechanics, astronomy, and mathematical physics, as
their transient reality. Because of this distinguished was to be expected. We would not have seen Fuchs,
position, which differentiates mathematics from all Poincar6 and many others bring about the great
other sciences and offers an explanation for the rela- forward thrust in the theory of differential equations if
tively easy and unconstrained manner of pursuing it, these excellent intellects had been hemmed in and

it quite specifically deserves the name of free constricted by extraneous influences; and if Kummer
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had not taken the liberty, rich in consequences, of power of rational numbers; this is the common
introducing the so-called "ideal" numbers into chhracteristic of all forms of definition. Their differ-
number theory, we would not today be in the position ence lies in the generative moment ( Erzeugungs-
to admire the very important and excellent algebraic .... moment) through which the aggregate is tied to the
and arithmetical works of Kronecker and Dedekind. number it defines, and in the conditions which the

As justified, therefore, as mathematics is to move aggregate must satisfy in order to be a suitable basis
entirely free from all metaphysical fetters, I do not for the number definition in question.
find it possible on the other hand to grant the same In the case of the first definition, an aggregate of
right to "applied" mathematics, for example positive rational numbers a_ , denoted by (a,,), is
analytical mechanics or mathematical physics. These taken as a basis, which satisfies the condition that no
disciplines, in my opinion, are metaphysical both in matter how many or which of a finite number of a,
their foundations and in their goals; if they try to free are summed up, this sum always remains below a
themselves from this, as has been proposed of late by specifiable bound. If now we have two such aggre-
a famous physicist, they degenerate into a gates (av,) and ( a,.' ), thenit is rigorously shownthat

"description of nature" which must lack both the i_O ffresh breeze of free mathematical thought and the they can present three cases: either every part! tl

power of the explanation and exploration (Erkla'rung
undErgru'ndung ) of natural phenomena, unity is always contained equally often in both aggre-

gates so long as a sufficient, augmentable, finite
number of their elements are summed up; or, from a

Section 9

Given the great significance which attachesto the so- certain n on, -! is always contained more frequently in
called real, rational, and irrational numbers in the I _

theory of manifolds, I would not want to neglect to say the first aggregate than in the second; or thirdly, from
here what is most important concerning their defini-
tion. I will not

go into the introduction of the rational a certain n on, _ is always contained more frequently

.I

numbers more closely, since rigorously arithmetical \
presentations of this have frequently been formulated, in the second than in the first. In accordance with

Among the ones close to my own view I call special at- these occurrences, if b and b' are the numbers to be

tention to those of H. Grassmann,Lehrbuch derArith- defined by means of the two aggregates ( a, ) and
metik (Berlin 1861) and J.H.T. Mueller, Lehrbuch der (a;), then in the first case we set
Allgemeinen Arithmetik (Halle 1855). Yet I want to

briefly discuss in more detail the three forms known to b -_ b
me, probably essentially the only major forms, of the

rigorously arithmetical introduction of the general in the second
real numbers. These are first, the mode of intro-

duction which has been followed for many years by b > b'_
Prof. Weierstrass in his lectures on analytic functions,

of which a few hints can be found in Herr E. Kossak's in the third
programmatic treatise Die E1emente der Arithmetik
(Berlin 1872).Second, Herr. R. Dedekind, in his essay b ,( b'.

Stetigkeit und Irrationale Zahlen (Braunschweig

1872), has published a peculiar form of definition, and If the two aggregates are joined together in a new one
third, I put forth a form of definition in the year 1871

( Mathematische Annalen, Vol. 5, p. 123) which ex- (a,,, a_'),ternally bears a certain resemblance to the Weier-

strass definition, so that it was possible for Herr H. then this provides the basis for the definition of
Weber (Zeitschrift fiir Mathematik und Physik, 27th

year, Historical Literature Division, p. 163) to confuse b -}- b' ; "
it with the latter. In my opinion, however, this third

form of definition, which later was also developed by if, however, we form of the two aggregates ( a_ ) and
Herr Lipschitz, (Grundlagen derAnalysis, Bonn 1877), ( a_' ) the new one
is the simplest and most natural of all, and has the

advantage that it is most immediately adapted to the (a_ • a_'),
analytic calculus.

Part of the definition of an irrational real number is the elements of which are the products of all the av,
always a well-defined infinite aggregate of the first and all the a',.
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then this new aggregate is taken as a basis for the which the numbers b and b' represented by the t_vo
definition of the product bb'. cuts are posited as equal to each other, or as

We see that here the generative moment which ties b > b' ,
the aggregate to the number to be defined by it, lies in
theformation of sums ; however, it has to be stressed oras
as essential that only the summation of an always
finite number of rational elements is utilized so that b < b'

the number b to be defined is not already posited The first case, apart from certain easily adjustable
from the outsetasthesum exceptions which occur in the case of the being-

2.'a, rational (Rationalsein) of the numbers to be defined,
takes place only in thecase of the total identity of the
two cuts, and in this the undeniable, decisive prefera-

of the infinite series (.,.); this would embody a bility of this form of definition over the two others
logical mistake since, on the contrary, the definition of comes to the fore, that to each number b there
the sum corresponds a unique cut. This, however, is counter-f

balanced by the great disadvantage, that in analysis
_a,, numbers never present themselves in the form of

"cuts," into which form they must first be brought
is attained only by setting it equal to the completed with great skill and trouble.
numberb which must of necessity already have been Here, as well, the definitions for the sum
defined in advance. I believe that this logical mistake,

which was first avoided by Herr Weierstrass, was ._ b-Jr-b"
committed almost universally in previous times, and

not noticed because it belongs among those rare cases and the product
in which actual mistakes cannot cause any significant

damage to the calculus, b b'
I am nonetheless convinced that all the difficulties

which have been found in the concept of the irrational follow on the basis of new cuts arising from the two
are linked to this mistake, whereas when this mistake given ones.
is avoided, the irrational number will implant itself in The disadvantage attaching to the first and thethird
our mind with the same determinateness, distinct- form of definition -- that here the same, i.e. equal,
hess, and clarity as the rational number.

Herr Dedekind's form of definition takes as its basis numbers present themselves infinitely often so that anunambiguous overview over the entirety of the real
the entirety of all rational numbers, partitioned into numbers is not immediately obtained -- can be
two groups in such a way that, if the numbers of the removed with the greatest of ease through speci-
first group are denoted by Av, those of the second fication of the base aggregates ( a,. ). by drawing on

group by B,, then always any one of the well-known unique system formations
such as the decimal system or simple continued-

:Au < B/_. fraction expansions (Kettenbruchentwickelung).
I come now to the third form of the definition of real

Herr Dedekind calls such a partition of the rational numbers. Hem again an infinite aggregate of rational
number aggregate a "cut,' of the latter, denotes it by numbers (_,,) of the first power is taken as a basis;

however, a different character is demanded of it than

( Av [ B/_) 0 in the Weierstrass form of definition. I postulate that
after the choice of an arbitrarily small rational

and associates a numberb with it. If we compare two number e a finite number of members of the aggre-
such cuts gate can be separated off, so that those remaining

/

have pairwise a difference which in absolute terms is
( Av[ B#) I smaller thane . Every such aggregate (.,) which

can also be characterized by the postulate

and IAm ta,.+t, -- a,.) _---(b

(A' IB' )v ;_ , (for arbitrary 91)

we find that just as in the first form of definition there I call a fundamental series (Fundamentalreihe), and
exist altogether three possibilities in accordance with associate with it a numberb to be defined by it and for
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which the sign (a,) itself could even be fittingly used, a,.' _ a, b' _ a
as was proposed by Herr Heine, who after numerous

discussions had come to agree with me on these Only now come the definitions of the equality, the
questions. (Cf. Crelle's Journal, vol. 74, p. 172). Such a being-smaller, and the being-greater of two numbers

fundamental series, as can rigorously be deduced b and b' (of which b' can also equal a,). In particular
from the concept, presents three cases! either its ' we say that
members a, are, for sufficiently large values of v,

smaller in absolute terms than an ,arbitrarily pre- b = b'
assigned number; or from a certain v on, the latter
are larger than a definitely determinable positive or
rational number Q ; or from a certain v on, they are
smaller than a definitely determinable negative b _ b"
rational magnitude -Q. In the first case I say that b is
equal to zero, in the second that b is greater than zero or
or positive, in the third that b is smaller than zero or

negative, b < b',
Now come the elementary operations'. If ( a,. ) and

( a,,' ) are twagundamental series by means of which according to whether
the numbers b and'b' are determined, it then turns out

that b -- b'

(a,. ___a',.) is equal to z'ero or greater than or smaller than zero.
After all these preparations we get as the first

and rigorously provable theorem that if b is the number
determined by a fundamental series ('a,.i), then, with

(a,.. a,') increasing v

are also fundamental series, which thus determine b --a,
three new numbers. These serve as'definitions for the

sum and difference will become smaller in absolute terms than any

b-4-b' _ conceivable rational number, or, what is the same,
-- that

and the product Lim a, _---b.

b°b'l°

It would be well .to observe this cardinal point, whose
significance could easily be overlooked: in the case of

If in addition b is different from zero, the definition
the third form of definition it is not at all true that the

of which has been given above, then it can be proved number b is defined asthe "limit" of the members a_
that , of a fundamental series (a,). This would be a logical

_ mistake similar to that pointed out in the discussion of
the first form of definition, for the reason that then the
existence of the limit

is also afundamental series whose associated number Lira a,.provides the definition for the quotient ,,=_

b' would be presumed. Rather, the opposite is the case,
b.

so that by means of our preceding definitions the
concept b has been furnished with properties and with
relations to the rational numbers such that it can be

The elementary- operations between a number b concluded with logical certainty:
given by a fundamental series ( a, ) and a directly

given rational number a are included in the operations I Lira a,
just established, by letting ' ,.=_
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exists and is equal to b. May I be forgiven my definition at all, to fix this difference in the form
thoroughness, which I motivate with the perception noted, as I have done in similar fashion in the cited

that most people pass by this unpretentious detail and works ( Mathematische Ann_alen, Vol. V, iP. 123).
then easily_etentangledindoubtsandcontradictions Therefore, I now use the following mode of ex-
with respect to the irrational which, by observing the pression: the numerical magnitude b is given by a
particulars emphasized here, they could have been fundamental series of the n th or, respectively, the g th
spared entirely, for they would then recognize clearly order. If we decide upon this, we achieve an extra-
that the irrational number, by virtue of the character- ordinarily free-flowing and simultaneously compre-
istics given to it by the definitions, is just as definite a hensible language, enabling us to describe the
reality in our mind as the rational number, even as the richness of the multiform and often so complicated
whole rational number, and that one need not first webs of analysis in the most simple and distinctive

obtain it by a limiting process but on the contrary -- manner, through which, in my opinion, a gain in
through its possession one is convinced of the feasi- clarity and transparency is attained which should not
bility and evident admissibility of the limiting be underestimated. In this I oppose the misgivings
processes. (8) For now the just-adduced theorem is which Herr Dedekind voiced ir the preface to his
easily extended to yield the following: If (b,_) is any essay Continuity and lrrational Numbers (Stetigkeit
aggregate of rational or irrational numbers such that und Irrationale Zahlen ) concerningthese dis-tinctions.

Lira (b,+_ -- b,) =ffi0, It was the farthest thing from my mind to introduce
•=® through the fundamental series of the second, the

(whatever p may be), third order, etc., new numbers which are not already
determinable through fundamental series of the first

thenthere is a numberb determined by a fundamental order; rather, I was merely focusing on the con-
series (a,)suchthat ceptually distinct forms of the being-given (des

Gegebenseins) of the numbers. This clearly flows
Lira b, --- b. from particular parts of my paper itself.

In regard to this I would like to call attention to a
Thus it turns out that the same numbers b, which on remarkable circumstance. These orders of funda-

the basis of fundamental series ( a,,, ) (I call these mental series, distinguished by me through numbers
fundamental series of the first order) ar.e defined in of the first and second number.classes, exhaust any
such a way that they prove to be limits of a,, are also and all conceivable forms of the usual series-
in manifold ways representable as limits of series character--whether analysis has already discovered
('by), where each b,. is defined by a fundamental them or not -- in the sense that fundamental series,
series of the first order the number of whose order might be denoted by a

number of the third number-class, actually do not

(al,_)) (with fixed v ). exist, as I shall rigorously prove on a different oc-t
caslon.

Now I will attempt to explain in brief the appro-
I therefore call such an aggregate ( b, ), if it has the priateness of the third form of definition.

property that To denote the fact that a number b is given on the
basis of a fundamental series ('e,) of any ordvrn or

Lira (b,.+_, b,) -- 0 (for arbitrary _ ) _ , I will use the formulas

b (e,)
a fundamental series of the second order, or

Similarly, fundamental series of the third,
fourth,...nth order, and fundamental series of the tt th (e,) c_ b.
order can also be formed, where _ is an arbitrary
number of the second number-class. If, for example, a convergent series with the general

All these fundamental series accomplish exactly the member c, is given, then the necessary and sufficient
same thing for the determination of a real number b as condition for converge/Ice (as is well-known) is:

the fundamental series of the first order, the only lira (c,+1 -_- • • • Jr c_,) _ 0difference consisting of the more complicated and ___
broader form in which they are given. It nonetheless (for arbitrary p ).
seems to me highly appropriate, provided that one Thus the sum of the series is defined through the
wants to assume the standpoint of the third form of formula
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is generally extremely involved. Here in the case of
c, c,o cn • the third form of definition, in contrast to the first, this

matter is entirely avoided, so long as we are dealing
If, for example; all cn are defined on the basis of not with.numerical approximations of sums of series
fundamental series of thekth order, then the same is through rational numbers, but only with absolutely
true for sharp definitions of the latter. To me, the first form of

'%-n definition indeed appears not to be as easily usable, if
cA what is at issue is the precise definition of the sums of

,,_--o , series, which do not converge absolutely; for which,
and we meet here with the sum on the contrary, the arrangement of both its positive

and its negative numbers is definitely prescribed.

Z c_ However, even for series w!th absolute convergence,
_=o it will be possible to actually establish the sum (even

as defined by a fundamental series of the (k+l)th though the latter is independent of the arrangement)
order, only if a definite arrangement is given. Therefore

If, for example, the thought-content of the proposi- even in such cases it is tempting to give preference to
tion the third form of definition over the first. Finally, it

(__) seems to me that its capacity for generalization to thesin =- 1 case of transfinite numbers speaks for the third form
of definition, while such an extension of the first form

is to be described, we could think of 8 and its of definition is entirelyimpossible. The difference lies
powers asgivenbytheformulas: simply in this, that for ti'ansfinite numbers the

commutative law is in general already invalid for
c'o (a_), f__,_,z_+1 ta_,_,+'_ addition; the first form of definition, however, isin-

separably bound up with this law -- it stands and falls

where for purposes of abbreviation we put with it. However, for all types of numbers where the
commutative law of addition is valid, the first form of

(_ 1)_ definition (with the exception of the points referred to)2 _ _ i -- a,. proves to be quite outstanding.
n_0

Furthermore, we have

t,>-,,),,°,,o°,o(:) The concept of the "continuum" has not only played
sin c,o (-- 1)'_ ('2m 4- 1)! ) a significant role in every aspect of the development ofm_0

science, but also has always called forth the greatest
i.e., differences of opinion and even vehement contro-

sin (_-_ versies. This may be due to the fact that the idea upon
]

which thisconcept isbased has taken on a different

contentin itsappearance for the dissenting,forthe
isdefinedon thebasisofa fundamental seriesofthe

reason thatthe exactand complete definitionof the
second order,and by means of that propositionis

concept was not transmitted to them. Perhaps,
expressed, therefore,the equality of the rational however-- and thisistome themost probablereason
number Iand ofa number -- theGreeks who may have firstgrasped theideaof

(__) the continuum had already not conceived of it with thesin clarity and completeness which would have been
required to preclude the possibility of different inter-

given on the basis of a fundamental series of the pretations by those that followed them. So we see that
second order. LeucippuS, Democritus, and Aristotle view the con-

In similar fashion the thought-content of more tinuum as a compound which consists expartibussine

complicated formulas -- as, for example, those of the fine divisibilibus (of parts divisible without limit),
theory of theta-functions -- can be described with whereas Epicurus and Lucretius compose (zusam-
precision and relative ease, whereas the reduction of mensetzen) the continuum out of their atoms con-
infinite series to series formed solely of rational sidered as finite things. From this there subsequently
members, and in particular of members with the grew a great dispute among the philosophers, some of
same sign throughout, and which converge absolutely, whom followed Aristotle, others Epicurus. Still others,
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"in order to stay away from this dispute, decreed along necessary a priori form of intuition. Rather time is

with Thomas Aquinas (9) that the continuum nothing but an auxiliary and relational concept by
consisted neither of infinitely many nor of a finite means of which the relation between different motions
number of parts, but of no parts at all. This latter, occurring in nature and perceived by us is deter-
opinion seems to me to contain less of an explication mined. Such a thing as objective or absolute ,time
than a tacit confession that one has not gotten to the exists nowhere in nature, and therefore time cannot be
bottom of the matter and prefers to genteelly get out of regarded 'as a measure of motion. Rather, in fact,
its way. Here we see the medieval-scholastic origin of could the latter be regarded as a measure of time, if
a view which still finds advocates today, according to that were not objectionabl_ on the grounds that time,
whom the continuum is an indivisible concept or else, even in the unassuming role of a subjectively

as others express it, a pure a priori intuition (An- necessary a priori form of intuition, has not exactly
schauung) which is hardly accessible to deter- experienced prosperousandundisputedsuccess, even
mination through concepts. Every attempt at arith- though since Kant it would not have lacked the time to
metical determination of this mysterium is viewed as do So.
an impermissible intervention and rebuked with Similarly, I am convinced that absolutely nothing
proper vehemence; thereby timid souls get the ira- , can be made of the so-called form of intuition of space
pression that we are not dealing with a mathematical- to gain insight into the continuum, since with space,
logical concept in the case of the "continuum," hut too, much as with the objects thought of as contained

rather with a religious dogma, in it, it is only with the help of a conceptually already
Far be it from me to conjure up these disputes completed continuum that the kind of contents can be

again; also, there would be no room for a more exact achieved through which they can become the object
discussion of them in this narrow framework. I see not Of mere aesthetic contemplation, or of philo-

myself obliged only to develop the concept of the sophical sharp-wittedness, or of inaccurate corn-
continuum here as briefly as possible, in as logically parisons, but of sober and exact mathematical investi-
sober a fashion as I must grasp it and as I need it in the gations.
theory of manifolds, and, also, only in respect to the Thus I am left with no choice but to attempt, with the
mathematical theory of aggregates. This treatment aid of the real number concepts defined in Section 9, as
was not so easy for me, for among mathematicians general as Possible a definition of a purely arith-
whose authority I like to call upon, hot a single one has metical concept of a point-continuum. As a basis for
dealt closely with the continuum in the sense that I am this I choose -- what else? -- the n-dimensional plane
in need of here. of arithmetical space Gn, i.e., the embodiment (/n-

Indeed, taking one or several real or complex begriff) of allvalue-systems

continuous magnitudes (or, what I take to be the more
correct expression, continuous sets of magnitudes) as (x, I x2 [ • - • I x_),
a basis, the concept of a continuum depending on them

either univocally or multivocally -- i.e., the concept of in which every x, independently of the others, can take
a continuous function -- has been shaped out in the on all real number-values from pc to _ cx_.Every

best possible way and in the most varied directions. In particular such value system I call an arithmetical

this way the theory of the so-called analytic functions, - point of G_.The distance of two such points is defined
as well as of the more general functions with their by the expression
highly remarkable characteristics (such as non-

( ,
differentiability and similar 'things), has come into -J--I/(x'_ -- xt) 2 -J-- _x_ -- x2)'- --_ • • • -}- (x'_- Xn)_
being. However, the independent continuum itself has
merely been presupposed by the mathematical and by an arithmeticalpoint aggregate/_ contained in
authors in that most simple manifestation and has not G,,, we Understand any lawfully given embodiment Of
been subjected to any more thorough consideration, points of the space G,,. The ir_vestigation thus aims to

First of all I must explain that, in my opinion, the devise a sharp and at the same time as general as
enlistment of theconcept of time or of theintuition of possible a definition of when 1_ is to be called a con-
time in the discussion of the much more fundamental tinuum.

and more general concept of the continuum is not in I have proved in Crelle's Journal (Vol. 84, p. 242) that
order. It is my judgment that time is a notion (Vor- all spaces Gn, no matter how large the so-called

stellung) which for its clear explicatio n presupposes number of dimensions _ may be, have the same power
the concept of continuity, which is independent of it, and consequently have the same power as the linear
and even with the aid of this cannot be grasped, either continuum, thus for example as the totality of all real

object!vely as a substance or subjectively as a numbers of the interval(0... 1). The investigationand

fJ
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determination of the power of Gn therefore reduces to S ::z:So)
the same question for the special case of the interval
(0... 1), and I hope that already quite soon I will be able and consequently also \

to answer this question, by means of a rigorous proof, S ._ SIr) ;
to the effect that the sought-after power is none other
than that of oursecond number-class (II). From this it _ :
will follow that all infinite point aggregates/) either this kind of aggregate $ I call perfect point aggre-
have the power of the first number-,class (I) or the gates. Thuswe can say: if.P (_) is of the power of the
power of the second number-class (II). It will also be second number-class (II), then pin decomposes into
possible to draw from this the further consequence, a definite reducible and a definite perfect point
that the totality of all functions of one or several aggregate.

variables which are represented by a preassigned Even though these two predicates, "reducible" and
infinite series-form, no matter which, also only "perfect," cannot occur jointly in one and the same
possesses the power of the second number-class and point aggregate, it is still, however, not the case that
therefore is countable by means of numbers of the "irreducible" is the same as "perfect," just as
third number-class (III). (10) This theorem will "imperfect" is not exactly the same as "reducible,"
therefore be applicable to, for example, the totality of as a certain amount of attention will easily show.
all "analytic_, functions, i.e. functions of one or Theperfect point aggregates S are by no means
several variables generated through continuation ,of always in their interior what I have called in my
convergent power series, or the set of all functions of above-mentioned papers "everywhere dense."
one or several real variables which are representable Therefore they are not yet by themselves suitable for
by trigonometric series, a complete definition of the point continuum, even if it

In order to close in now on the general concept"ofa must be admitted immediately that the latter must
continuum contained in Gn, let ud recall the concept Of always be a perIect aggregate.
the derivative (Ableitung)/)_liof an aI'bitrarily given Rather, an additional concept is required in order to
point aggregate P, first found in the paper in Mathem- define the continuum jointly with the previous one,
atische Annalen, Vol. 5, and here developed further viz. the concept of a connected (zusammenh_ngend)
and expanded into the concept of a derivative-/_T }, point aggregate T.
where V can be any whole number of one of the We call T a connected point aggregate if for any
number-classes (I), (II), (III), etc. two points t and t' of the latter and for a pre-assigned

It is also possible now to divide the point aggregate arbitrarily small number e , there always exists a
P into two classes according to the power of their first finite number of points
derivative P(_) . If /_) has the power of (I), then it
turns out (as I have already said in Section 3 of this tj, t.>, • • • t_
paper), that there exists a first whole number a of the
first or second number-class (II) for which _/_(_) of Tin multiple ways, so that the distances
vanishes. If, however, /_1), has the power of the

second number-class (II), then it is always possible, in tt I , tt t2_ t._t3, • • • t_t'
one and only one fashion, to partition P(_) into two
aggregatesR andS such that are all smaller than _.

All known geometrical point continua now also fall

I_) =R -_- S, under this concept of the connected point aggregate,
as is easily seen. I also believe, however, that with

where R and S have an extremely different character: these two predicates, "perfect" and "connected," I
R is such that through the repeated derivation have come across the necessary and sufficient

process it is capable of continued reduction up to the characteristics of a point continuum, and I therefore
point of annihilation, so that there always exists a first define a point continuum within G,, as a perfectly-
whole number _, of the number-classes (I) or (II) for connected aggregate. (12) Here "perfect" and
which "connected" are not mere words, but entirely general

predicates of the continuum, conceptually character-
1_(_)--- 0; ized in the sharpest possible manner by the preceding

definitions '

I call such point aggregates reducible. The Bolzano definition of the continuum
S, on the other hand, is such that in the case of this (Paradoxes, Section 38) is certainly incorrect; it one-

point aggregate the process of derivation produces tsided!y expresses only one property of the continuum,
absolutely no change, in that which is however also satisfied by aggregates which
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result from G_ if one imagines any "isolated" point which the numbers v tend, if by that nothing else is
aggregate (cf.Mathematische Annalen, Vol. 21, p. 51) understood than that o is to be the first whole number

as removed from G,,. Similarly, it is satisfied in the which follows all the other numbers v, i.e., is to be
case of aggregates which consist of severalseparate called greater than every one of the numbers v. By
continua; clearly in such cases no continuum is letting the positing of the number (o be followed by
present,,even though according to Bolzano this would further positings of unity we obtain, with the help of
be the case. Thus we see here a violation of the thefirst principle of generation, the further numbers
maxim:"To the essence of any thing belongs that
which when given necessarily posits the thing and (o -}- 1, o -_- 2, - - .. o -_- r, • • .;
when subtracted necessarily annihilates it; or that
without which the thing -- or vice versa, that which since here again no greatest number is reached, we
without the thing-- can neither be nor be conceived." conceive of a new one, which can be called 2w and

which is to be the first number following all previous
Similarly, it also appears to me that in the essay of numbers v and ol:_ v. If thefirst principle of genera-

Herr Dedekind (Continuity and Irrational Numbers) tion is applied repeatedly to the number 2 o, then we
only onedifferent property of the continuum has been arrive at the continuation
stressed one-sidedly, viz. the property which it shares

withall "perfect" aggregates. ' 20 -_- 1_ 2c,) -t- 2_ • • . _o -_ v, . • •

of the previous numbers.

Section11 The logical function which has given us the two
numbers o and 2 w is obviously different from the

It shall now be demonstrated how one is led to the first principle of generation; I call it the second

definitions of the new numbers, and in what fashion principle of generation of whole real numbers, and
the natural segments in the absolutely infinite real define it more closely to the effect that if any definite
whole number-sequence, which I call number-classes, succession of defined whole real numbers is given of
come about. To this discussion I will then add only the which there is no greatest, then on the basis of this
principal theorems about the second number-class

j second principle of generation a new nu_nber is
and its relationship to the first. The sequence (I) of the

created, which can be thought of as a limit of those
positive real whole numbers numbers, i.e. can be defined as the next greater

number to all of them.

1, 2_ 3,..-_ v,... By combined application of the two principles of
generation one thus successively obtains the following

hal the basis of its generation in the repeated positing continuations of the numbers attained by us so far:
and uniting of basic units which are regarded as
equal; the number v is the expression both for a
definite finite number of such consecutive positings, 3o, 3_ -}- 1, • .., 3 o + 'v, .. •

as well as for the unification of the posited units into a 9o, 9o -_- 1, • •., _ o -_- v, • - •whole. The formation of the finite whole real numbers

thus rests on the principle of the addition of a unit to an
existing, already formed number. I call this moment,

However, even this does not bring the matter to a
which, as we shall see presently, also plays an
essential role in the generation of the higher whole close, since of the numbers
nun_bers, the first principle of generation. The
number (Anzabl) of the numbers v of class (I) to be 9 o + v

formed i'.nthis way is infinite, and there is no greatest likewise none is the greatest.
one among them. As contradictory as it would be, The second principle of generation therefore in-
therefore, to speak of a greatest number of class (I), duces us to introduce a next-following number to all

, there is, on the other hand, nothing objectionable in the numbers
conceiving of anew number -- we shah call it o --
which is intended to be-the expression for the fact that 9 co + v
the totality (I) as a whole be given in its natural and

lawful succession (similar to the way in which v is an which can be called o 2 . This is followed in definite
expression for the fact that a certain finite number of succession by numbers
units is unified into a whole). It is even permissable to
think of the newly created number o as a limit toward 2 co_ + 9 o -{- v,
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and then, by adhering to the two principles of genera- where

tion, we arrive at numbers of the following form: la, %, vl, . . . v_

+ "" -I- vt,->° +
have to take on all finite, positive, whole number-

but then immediately the second principle of genera- values including zero and excluding the combination:
tion drives us to the positing of a new number which is
to be the next greater to all of these numbers and is v0 __--v I ___• • • _ v_ -- 0 •
appropriately denoted by

As is well known, this aggregate can be put into the

co_ form of a simply infinite series and thus has the power
of (I).

f

As can be seen, there is no end to the formation of Since furthermore every sequence of aggregates, of
new numbers; in adhering to the two principles of which each is of the first power, always yields another
generation we again and again obtain new numbers aggregate which has the power of (I), it is clear that in
and number series of an entirely determinate suc- the continuation of our number sequence we actually
cession, initially again and again get only such numbers for

Therefore it_at first appears as 'if in this mode of which that condition is in fact satisfied.
formation of new, whole, determinately,infinite num- We thus define the second number-class (II) as the
bers we would have to lose ourselves in theunlimited, totality of all numbers tt capable of being formed with

and that we would be incapable of bringing this end- the aid of the two principles of generation and

less process to a certain preliminary close, through progressing in definite succession:
which to gain a similar limitation to that which, with
respect to the older number-class (I), in a certain co' co at- 1,..., Voco_ -{- vl co_-1 -I- " " "
sense actually existed. There we only made use of the -I- v_,_Vo -_- vt,, • • ", co", • • ,, a • • •
first principle of generation and consequently step-
ping out of the series (I) was impossible. Thesecond which are subject to the condition that aH numbers
principle of generation, however, not only had to lead preceding a , from 1 on, form an aggregate of the
beyond the number field given up +o now, but indeed power of the first number-class (I).
proves itself to be a means which, in conjunction with

the first principk: of generation, provides the capacity Section 12
to break through every boundary in the concept for- The first thing we now have to demonstrate is the
mation of the real whole numbers. e theorem that the new number-class (II) has a power

If we now recognize, however, that all numbers which is different from that of the first number-class
obtained so far and the ones jnitially following them (I).
satisfy a certain condition, then this condition, when This theorem results from the following theorem:
put forth as a demand to be met by all numbers to be "If
formed initially, proves to be a new third principle,

a 1_ tg_) • • ,) (_)j_ • • •
joining the other two, which I call the inhibiting or
limiting principle and which, as I shall show, has the

effect that the second number-class (II), in whose is any aggregate of the first power of different num-
definition it is utilized, not only gets a higher power bers of the second number'class, so that we are

than (I), but in fact exactly the next higher, i.e., justified in taking it as given in the simple series form
second power. ( a, ), then either one of these numbers, say 7, is the

The mentioned condition, which, one immediately
convinces oneself, is satisfied by all of the infinite greatest. Or if this is not the case, then there exists a

numbers _ defined so far, is -- that the aggregate of odefinite number/_ of the second number-class (II) not
occurring among the numbers _, so that fl/is greater

numbers preceding this number in the number than all a, while on the other hand ex;ery whole

sequence is of thepower of the first number-class (I). number/_'< /_'is exceeded in size by certain numbers
If, for example, we take the number of the series ( a, ). The numbers 7 or fl respectively

f_oJ i

then the numbers preceding it are contained in the can properly be called the upper limit of the aggregate( _t, )."
formula:

The proof of this theorem is simply the following:

Let a_ 2 be the first number occurring in the series

voeo_ d- v_ ¢o_'-_ + • • • -_- v___eo -_- v_, (a,) which is greater than ¢zj , axe the first occurring
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number greater than _x2, and so on. is exceeded in size by certain numbers
We then have

1<_2<_3<x_<...

a ! _ _ < _x3 _ _x4 <_ • • and with this all parts of the theorem have now been
proved.

and From this now follows the theorem that the entirety
of all numbers of the second number-class (II) does

a, < axa, not have the power of (I). Otherwise we could think of
the whole totality (II) in the form of a simple series

as long as

I/ _ X2. al_ r_2_ • . ._ _ • . .

Now here it can happen that from a certain number which according to the just-proved theorem would
either have a greatest number 7Lor else, respecting

'_x# on, all following numbers in the series (_,.) are the size of all its members
smaller. Then obviously this number is the greatest

one of all, and we have: 7 *ffiax0• Alternatively, think _
of the aggregate of all whole numbers from 1 on which

are smaller than _, add to this aggregate first the would be exceeded by a certain number _ of (IIL In
aggregate of all whole numbers _ _r_and < _, the first case the number
then the aggregate of all numbers which

7_-1,

would belong to class (II); in the second case the
and number/5 would on the one hand belong to class (II)

< a_ and, on the other hand, would not occur in the series

and so on. In that way is obtained a specific section of (_)

successive numbers of our first two number-classes, which, given the presupposed identity of the aggre-
and, in particular, this number aggregate is obviously gate (II) and
of the[irst power. Thus there exists (according to the
definition of (II)) a definite number _ of the totality (_,)
(II), which is the next greater one for those numbers.

Hence is a contradiction. Consequently the number-class (If)
has a different power than the number-class (I).

That of the two powers of the number classes (I) and

and therefore also (II) the second is really the next following one to the
first, i.e., that between the two powers there exist nO
others, follows with certainty from a theorem which I

_8_ _, • shall stat_ and prove presently.
However, if we first take a look backwards and

since recall the means which led both to an extension of the
xl real whole number concept and also to a new powder,

different from the first, of well-defined aggregates,

can always be taken great enough so that it becomes there were three logicai moments, standing out and
greater than a pre-assigned v and since at that point distinguishable from one another, which were

operative. They are the two principles of generation

_, < _x_. defined above and in addition an inhibiting or limiting
principle, which consists of the demand to undertake
the creation of a new whole number with the help ofOn the other hand it can easily be seen that every

number one of the other two principlesonly when the entirety
of all preceding numbers has the power of a defined

/_' _/_ number-class already existing to its full extent.
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Thus by observingthesethreeprinciples,one can a,> u,+z_

most reliablyand conclusivelyarrive at ever new
•number-classesand, along with them, at allthe dif- theseries a, and consequentlyalsothe whole series

ferent,successively_ascending powers existin_in _ must consist of exactly Q members,' and
corporealand mental nature,and thenew numbers so thereforeisa finiteseries.
obtained willthen always be of utterlythe same One now obtainsthefundamental theorem :

concretedeterminatenessand objectiverealityas the "If(a") isany number-aggregate containedinthe

earlierones.Ithereforetrulydo notknow what should totality(II),then onlythe followingthreecases can

keep us fromthis activity of forming new numbers, as occur: either (a") is a finite totality, i.e. consists of a
soon as it is demonstrated that introducing a new one finite number (Anzabl) of numbers ( Zahlen); or
of these innumerable number-classes into considera- (a") has the power of the first class; or thirdly (a'i)
tion has become desirable or evbn indispensable for has the power of (II) ; Quartum non datur (there is no

the progress of science, fourth case)."
The proof can be carried out easily as follows: Letj 32

be the first number of the third number-class (III);
Section13 then all numbers a' of the aggregate (_') are

I now come to the promised proof that the powers of smaller than _, since the latter is contained in (II).
(I) and (II) immediately follow each other so that no Let us now imagine the numbers a' ordered ac-
other powers lie in between, cording to their size. Letting a= be the smallest one

If from the totality (II) one selects according to an among them,
arbitrary law an aggregate ( c_'i) of different numbers

_# , •i.e., conceives of an arbitrary aggregate (a') _o,+z
contained in (II), then such an aggregate always has
characteristics which may be expressed in the the next greater, and so on, one obtains the aggregate

following theorems: ( a' ) in the form of a "well-ordered" aggregate a_:,
"Among the numbers of the aggregate (a')there is where _ runs through numbers of our natural ex-

always a smallest one." tended number-series from co on. Obviously here #5

"If in particular we have a sequence of numbers of always remains smaller than or equal to _ and since
the totality (II) :

a_ < 32,
_1_ _2_ " " "_ _ " " "_

t therefore also

which constantly decrease in size (so that
#5

The number #5 thus cannot go beyond the number-
when class (II), but remains within its domain. Therefore

only three cases can occur: either #5 remains below a

8' > #5), specifiable number of the series

then this series necessarily breaks off at a finite co Jr-v,
number of members and closes with the smallest of
the numbers; the series can not be an infinite one.') and so ( a" ) is a finite aggregate; or #5 takes on all

It is remarkable that this theorem -- which is ira- values of the series
mediately clear if the numbers are finite whole
numbers -- can also be proved for infinite numbers co -at- _

f_t_ Indeed, according to the previous theorem, but remains below a specifiable number of the series
which easily follows from the definition of the number- (II), and so (a") is obviously an aggregate of thefirst
series (II), there exists a smallest number among the power; or thirdly #5 also takes on arbitrarily large
numbers a, , if one takes into account only those values in (II), and thenl_iruns through ali numbers of
numbers for which the index u is finite. If this, say, (II) ; in this case the totality ( a:_ ), i.e. the aggregate

( a' ), obviously has the power of (II) ; q.e.d.
As the immediate result of the theorem just-proved

d e , we now have the following:
"Given any well-defined aggregate M of the power

then it is plausible that, because of the number-class (II) and any infinite partial
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aggregate M" of M, then either the totality M" can be always admits of one and only one solution for _, such

thought of in the form of a simply infinite series, or it that _ will be a number from (I) or (II) if a and _ are
is possible to map the two aggregates M" and M onto numbers from (II). Let this number be equal to
each other in reciprocally univocal fashion."

"Given any well-defined aggregateM of the second , _ -- a.
power, a partial aggregate M' of M and a partial
aggregateM'" ofM', and knowing that the latterM'" If, however, one considers the equation:
can be mapped reciprocally univocally onto the first

M, then the second M" can also always be mapped _ -J- a ----
reciprocally univocally onto the first and thus also

onto the third." then it turns out that frequently this equation can in no

Because of its connection with the preceding way be solved for _. Such is the case, for example, for
theorems I state this last theorem here as based on the the following equation:
assumption thatM has the power of (II). Obviously it
is also correct whenM has the power of (I). However, _ -_- co co _ 1.
it seems to me highly remarkable and I therefore

expressly stress the fact that this theorm has general However, even in those cases where the equation
validity no matter what the power of the aggregateM

may be. I want to take this up more closely in a later _ -_- a _ffi _,
treatise and there identify the peculiar interest which

attaches to this general theorem, can be solved for _ it is often found that it is satisfied

by infinitely many number-values of _ . Of these
different solutions, however, one will always be the

Section 14 smallest one.

In conclusion I now want to consider the numbers of For this smallest root of the equation
the second number-class (II) and the operations which

can be carried out with them. On this occasion, _-_-_ _/_,
however, I want to limit myself to the issues nearest at

hand, while reserving the publication of more if the latter is soluble at all, we choose- the designation
thorough investigations Ofthe subject for a later date.

The operations of adding and multiplying I defined _ agenerally in Section 1, and I have shown that for the
infinite whole numbers they are in general not subject

to the commutative but are subject to the associative which thus is different in general from
law. Therefore this is also true particularly for the
numbers of the second number-class. As to the _ -a,
distributive law, it has general validity only in the

following form" a number which always exists if only

(where . If furthermore between the whole numbers

p, a, 7

appear as multipliers), as is immediately recognized there exists the equation
on the basis of inner intuition.

Subtraction can be considered from two points Of _ __ 7c_,
view. If a and _ are any two whole numbers,

(where 7 is the multiplier), then it is easily seen that
a _ _ the equation

I

then it can easily be seen that the equation _ _ _a

a -_- _ =ffi_ has no solution for _ other than
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'_ +==7, power less than the number-class (II) itself. It is found
that this totality has the same power as (.II).

and in this case 7 is denoted by -_- The prime numbers of the first kind are first of alla

On the other hand, the equation co + 1, eo_ -I- 1, • • • ,. eo_,+ 1, ....

These are the only prime numbers of the first kind

(where _ is the multiplicand), if it can be solved for _ which occur among the number just designated by cp ;
at all, often has several and even' infinitely many the entirety of all prime numbers of the first kind in
roots, of which, however, one is always the smallest (II) also has the power of (II).
one. Let thissmallestrootsatisfyingtheequation The prime numbers of the second kifid have a

quality which gives them a rather uncommon

'_ -----u_, character. If _ is such a prime number (of the second
' kind), then always

if the latter is solvable at all, be denoted by __5

The numbers f_of the second number,class are of when c_isany number smallerthan _]',From thisit

two kinds: Nr such a for which there is a next- followsthatifa and /5are any two numbers bothof

precedingmember intheseries,which thenis which are smaller than _, then the product _/_+is
always smallerthan_.

a_t Limiting ourselves at first to the numbers of the
second number-class which are of the form cp, we find

these I call numbers of the first kind; 2) stmh a for for these numbers the following rules of addition and
which there does not exist a next-preceding member multiplication. Let
in the series, for which, therefore a_t

= 7,,,m_'+ vI_-1 + ... + v_,
_' = eoc°_+ 01co_-_+ • • • + @_,

does not exist; these I call numbers of the second kind.

The numbers ' i where we assume vo and Qo to he different from zero.
¢0_ _eO_ eOv-F- cO_ Co_

Addition.

for example, are of the second kind, whereas 1) If

co+l, co_ + o_-lt- 2, co'-F- 3 V<X,

are of the first kind. then we have
In accordancewith this theprime numbers of the

\

second number-class, which I defined in general in q0 + _ --_ $.
Section l, are also divided into prime numbers of the
second and of the first kind. 2) If

Prime numbers of the second kind, in the order of
their occurrence in the number-class (II), are the 9 _ '_,

following:
then we have

• f.O_ f.O_+ f_alz+ f-.Oa_ •' "_

+ _ -- %_ + • • • + v+,,____co_+t

so that among all numbers of the form + (vi,-z + 00) e°_ + _ o_-_' + _eo _-2 + "_"• + _a.

_ ', v0 vo_ + _jco_'-x + • " "-[- Yr.-to -F" _ 3) For/_ _ _ : /

there exists only theone prime number of theseeond

kind. It should not, however, be concluded from this " Multiplication.
relatively sparse distribution of the prime numbers of
the second kind that the totality of all of them has a 1) If v, is different from zero, then we have

i
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¢,_ v,o)_'+_+ vIco_+_-I+... + v_-z_+_ cU,cI,•••c_

+ On + 01#-t+...+ Ok.

If are positive, finite numbers different from zero, then

_t _ 0, _ == Co(of-r,, + 1) cI (eo_,-_ + 1) c2...

Co_1 + 1)CoCO o;
then the last member on the right is

if we further imagine

vt,_o" Co, clt " • • co-z c_

2) If

to be decomposed into prime factors according to the
va _-- O? rules of the first number-class, then we have at that

point the decomposition of 9 into prime factors; for
then we have the factors

_o_ --_ voeo_'+z + vj eo_'+_-t + • • • !co_ + 1
+ v__, co_+t = _0eo_.

' and _ are, as remarked above, themselvesprime

The decomposition of a number qo into its prime factors. This decomposition of numbers of the form ¢p
factors is the following. If we have is uniquely determined, even with respect to the order

of succession of the factors, if one abstracts from the
¢p _= coeo_'+ ct eo_',+ c2toy, + . • . + c_ eo_¢, commutability of the prime factors .of the individual

numbers c and if it is decreed that the last factor is to

where be a power of co or equal to one and that to may be a
factor only in the last place. I will write about the

P > Pt > V_ > ' • • > $% generalization of this decomposition into prime fac-
tors to arbitrary numbers u of the second number-

and class (II) on a later occasion.

Author's Notes

On Section I Pythagoreers Lehren (The Teachings of Philolaos, the
- Pythagorean ), Berlin 1819.

(I)Theory ofmanifolds.With thisword Idesignatea
doctrinal concept (Lehrbegriff) which encompasses a On Section 4
great deal and which so far I have attempted to

develop only in the specific form of an arithmetical or (2) Aristotle. -Compare Zeller's presentation in his
geometrical theory of aggregates. By a "manifold" or great work, Die Phiiosophie der Griechen (The
"aggregate" I generally understand every multi- Philosophy of the Greeks), third edition, part II,
plicity which can be thought of as one, i.e., any totality second section, pp. 393-403. Plato's conception of the
of definite elements which by means of a law can be infinite is an entirely different one than that of
bound up into a whole, and I believe that in this I am Aristotle; compare Zeller, part II, first section, pp.
defining something which is related to the Platonic 628-646. SimilarlyIfindpointsofcontactformyconcep-
er$o¢ (eidos) or tB{_, qdea ), as well as to that tio,s in the philosophy of Nicolaus Cusanus. Cf. R.

which Plato in his dialogue "Phflebus or the Highest Zimmerman, Der Cardinal Nico.laus yon Cusa als
Good" calls @tx_jt _ Onikton ). He counterposes Vorganger Leibni2ens (The Cardinal Nicolaus of Cusa

this to the ff_ateot,, (apeiron), i.e., the unlimited, as a Precursor of Leibniz ), Sitzungsberichte d. Wiei_er
indeterminate, which I call the non-genuine-infinite, Akademie d. Wiss. Jahrg. 1852. I note the same thing
as well as to the _{{?_¢ @eras ), i.e., the limit, and with respect to Giordano Bruno, the successor of the
explains it as an ordered "mixture" of thetwo latter, man from Cusa. Cf. Brunnhofer, Giordano Brunos
Plato himself indicates that these concepts are of Weltanschauung und Verh_ngnis (Giordano Bruno's
Pythagorean origin; cf. A., Boeckh, Philolaos des World View. and Tragic Fate), Leipzig 1882.
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An essential difference, however, is that I con- ideas. If therefore only the non-genuine-infinite was
ceptually fix the different gradations of the genuine referred to in the proposition "infinitum actu non
infinite once and for all by means of number-classes datur "then I could underwrite it, but the proposition
(I), (II), (III), and so on, and only now consider the would then be a purely tautological one. However, it
task not only to investigate the relations of the trans- seems to me that the meaning of this proposition in the
finite numbers mathematically, but also to identify cited sources is rather that it is intended to express the

and pursue them wherever they might occur in impossibility of the conceptual positing of a deter-
nature. There is no doubt in my mind that in this way minate infinity, and in this meaning I regard it as
we will get farther and farther ahead, never reaching false.
an unsurmountable limit, but also attaining not even

an approximate grasp of the absolute. The absolute On Section 7
can only be acknowledged, but never known, not even
approximately. For just as within the first number- (4) Realists. The positivist and realist standpoint of
class (I) for every finite number, no matter how great, the infinite are discussed, for example, in D_ihring,
we are always confronted by the same power of the Nat_irliche Dialektik (Natura! Dialectics ) Berlin 1865,
finite numbers greater than it, in the same way every pp. 109-135, and in v. Kirchmann, Katechismus der
transfinite number, no matter how large, of any of the Philosophie (Catechism of Philosophy), pp. 124-130.

higher number-classes (II) or (III) and so on is Compare also Ueberweg's remarks on Berkeley's
followed by a totality of numbers and number-classes "Treatise Concerning the Principles of Human
which has not suffered the least in power in corn- Knowledge" in v. Kirchmann's PhilosouhicalLibrary.

parison to the whole of the absolutely infinite totality I can only repeat that I esseatially agree with all these
of numbers starting at 1. This is a situation similar to authors on the evaluation of the non-genuine infinite;

what Albrecht yon Haller says of eternity: "I subtract the point of difference lies only in this: that they
it (the enormous number) and you (eternity) stilllie in regard this syncategorematic infinite as the only

infinite which can be comprehended by means of
front of me in your entirety." "turns of expression" or concepts, and here even by

The absolutely infinite number-sequencetherefore mere relational concepts. DiJhring's proofs against
appears to me in a certain sense as an appropriate the genuine-infinitecould be Carried out with much
symbol of the absolute; whereas the infinity of the fewer words and either amount to this, that the deter-
first number-class (I), which up until now has alone minate finite number, no matter how great it is

served this purpose, seems to me in comparison like imagined to be, can never be an infinite one, which
an entirely insignificant nothing, not in the least, immediately follows from its concept; or to this, that
because I regard it as a comprehensible idea (not the variable unlimitedlygreat finite number cannot be
notion) (Vorstellung). I also regard it as noteworthy thought of with the predicate of determinateness nor

that each of the number-classes, and hence each of the thus with the predicate of existence (Sein), which
powers, is associated with an entirely determinate again immediately follows from the essence of
number of the absolutely infinite totality of numbers, variability. There is no doubt in my mind that this
and in particular, in such a way that for every trans-
finite number _, there exists a power which is to be does not make the slightest case against the conceiva-
called the y th one. Thus the different powers, too, bility of determinate transfinite numbers. Still, those
form an absolutely infinite sequence. This is even proofs are regarded as proofs against the reality of
more striking, because the number _, , which indicates /transfinite numbers. This mode of argument seems to

me similar to an attempt to prove that there is no red
the order of a power (provided that for the number _,
there exists an- immediately preceding one), has a from the fact that there are infinitely many intensities
magnitude relative to the numbers of th_ number- of green. It is indeed remarkable, however, that
class which have this power, whose smallness defies D_hring on p. 126 of his text himself admits that there
,all description -- and this the more so the greater _, is must be a reason for the explanation of the "possibil-
assumed to be. ity of unlimited synthesis," which he calls "under-

standably unknown." It seems tome that a contradic-
tion lies in this.

On Section 5 Similarly, however, we also find that thinkers close
to idealism or even fully subscribing to it deny any

(3) determinari possunt. I cannot ascribe any justification to the determinate-infinite numbers.
existence (Sein) to the indefinite, the variable, the Chr. Sigwart in his excellent work, Logik, Vol. II,
non-genuine-infinite, in whatever form they may Die Methodenlehre, (The Doctrine of Method),
appear, for they are nothing but relational concepts or Ttibingen 1878, argues in a fashion quite similar to
purely subjective notions (Vorstellungen) or intuitions Dtihring's and says on p. 47, "an infinite number is a
(Anschauungen) (imaginationes), in no case adequate contradiction in adjecto. "

i
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Similar things are found in Kant and J.F. Fries; cf. which are at most stimulated by outer experience, but

theSystem der Metaphysik (System of Metaphysics ), mainly are formed through inner induction and deduc-
Heidelberg 1824, of the latter, in section 51 and sec- tion as something which in a certain sense lay in us
tion 52: Also the philosophers of the Hegelian School already and merely had to be awakened and brought
do not admit the genuine-infinite numbers; I would to consciousness.
only mention the deserving work of K. Fischer, his
System der Logik und Metaphysik oder Wissen- On Section 8 and Section 9 ._
scbaftslehre (System of Logic and Metaphysics or
Theory of Science), 2nd edition, Heidelberg 1865, p. (7), (8) The procedure in the correc t formation of
275. concepts is, in my opinion, everywhere the same: a

thing without qualities is posited, which at first is
nothing but a name or a signA, and to it are assigned

OnSection8 different,, even infinitely many understandable predi-
cates in orderly fashion, predicates whose, meaning as

(5) What I call here the "intrasubjective" or "im- attaching to already existing ideas is known, and
manent" reality of concepts or ideas will probably which must not contradict each other; in this way the
agree with the determination "adequate" in the sense relationships of A to the already existing concepts,
in which this word is used by Spinoza when he says in and in particular to the cognate ones, are determined.
Ethics, part II, def." IV: "Per ideam adaequatam Once this process is completely finished, then all the
intelligo ideam, quae, quatenus in se sine retatione ad

conditions for the awakening of the conceptA, which
objectum consideratur, omnes , verae ideae has slumbered within us, exist and the concept comes

proprietates sive denominationes intrinsecas habet. " into being ready-made, equipped with the intra-
("By an adequate idea I understand an idea which, subjective reality which is the only thing that can be
insofar as it is considered in itself without i'elation to demanded of concepts anywhere. To establish its
an object, has all the properties or inner character- transient significance is then the task of metaphysics.
istics of a true idea.")

(6) This conviction concurs essentially both with the On Section 10

principles of the Platonic system and also with an (9) Thomas Aquinas, Opuscula, XLII de nature

essential feature of Spinoza's system. In relation to generis, cap. 19 et 20; LII de natura loci; XXXII de
the former I reference Zeller, Philosophic der nature materiae et de dimensionibus interminatis.

Griechen, (Philosophy of the Greeks), 3rd edition, 2nd _ • Cf. : C. Jourdin, La Philosophic d'Aquin, pp. 303-329;
part, 1st section pp. 541-602. It says there, right at the K. Werner, Der Heilige Thomas yon Aquino,
beginning of the section, "Only conceptual knowledge Regensberg 1859, 2nd vol. pp. 177--201.
(according to Plato) will provide true insight. To the

extent, however, that our notions (Vorstellungen) are (10) Even the totality of all continuous but also of all
true -- this premise Plato shares with others (Par- integrable functions of one or several variables
menides) -- to the same extent their objects must be pt 5ably only has the power of the second number-
real, and vice versa. What can be known is, what class (II). However, if all restrictions are dropped and
cannot be known, is not, and to the same extent that the totality of all continuous and discontinuous func-

something is, to that extent it is also knowable." tions of on 9 or several variables is considered, then
With respect ot Spinoza I need only Call attention to this aggregate has the power of the third number-class

his proposition in Ethics, pars II, prop. VII: "ordo et (III).
connexio idearum idem est ac ordo et connexio rerum ,

(The ordering and connection of ideas is the same as (11) For perfect aggregates we can prove the theorem
the ordering and connection of things)." that they never have the power of (I).

The same epistemological principle can also be As an example of a perfect point-aggregate which is
demonstrated in the philosophy of Leibniz. Only since not everywhere dense in any interval, no matter how
modern Empiricism, Sensualism, and Skepticism, small, I cite the totality of all real numbers contained
and the Kantian Criticism which arose from them, is it in the formula

believed that the source.of knowledge and certainty c, c_ c_
must be relocated into the senses or, at any rate, into _ = 3 Jr _-r -I- "" q- _- -}- • • • ,
the so-called pure forms of intuition of the world of the

imagination (Vorstellungswelt) and must be limited where the coefficients % are to arbitrarily take on
to these forms. I am convinced that these elements by the two values 0 and 2 and"where the series may
no means provide certain knowledge, since the latter consist of a finite as well as of an infinite number of
can be obtained only by means of concepts and ideas numbers.

f
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(12) Observe that this definition of the continuum is in general I understand by a semi-continuum an
free from any reference to what is called the dimen- imperfect connected point aggregate belonging to the
sion of a continuous structure, for the definition also second class, such that any two points of it can be
encompasses such continua as consist of connected connected by a complete continuum whichis a part of
pieces of different dimensions such as lines, planes, the point.aggregate. Thus, for example, the space
solids and so On. On a later occasion I want to show denoted by me by the letter ._lin Math. Ann. Vol. 20, P.

how one gets in orderly fashion from this general 119, which results from G,_ by removal of any point-
continuum to the more specialized, continua of a aggregate of the first power, isa semi-continuum.
definite dimension. I know very well that the word The derivative of a connected point-aggregate is
"continuum" so far hasnot taken on afixed meaning always a continuum, where it makes no difference
in mathematics. My definition of it will therefore be whether the connected point-aggregate is of the first
judged by some as too narrow, by others as too _or second power.
broad ; hopefully I have succeeded in this in finding If a connected point-aggregate is of thefirst power,
the correctmean. I can call it neither a continuum nor a semi-

According to my conception, by a continuum one continuum.
can only understand perfect and connected struc- By means of the concepts which I put at the head of
tures. Accordingly, for example, a straight line the theory of manifolds, I propose to investigate all the
segment, which is lacking one or both endpoints, structures of algebraic as well as of transcendent geo-
similarly a circular plane (disc) which does not in- metry according to all their possibilities; and I do not
clude its boundary, are not complete continua; I call expect the generahty and acuity of the results to be
such point aggregates semi-continua, exceeded by any other method.

/
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I1. Antinomies

Thesis

Finite things, imaginable things.
\

/.

1,

A p • Finite time and space elements.pendix
2.

Excerpts from Riemann, "Fragments of a Philosophical
Contents" in The Collected Works of Bernhard Riemann,
edited by Heinrich Weber with the assistance of Richard
Dedekind, Dover Publications, Inc., New York, N.Y., 1953. Freedoml i.e., not the ability to initiate things in an
Translations by James Clearyand Uwe Parpart. absolute sense but to decide between two or more

given possibilities.
I.The workwhichI amprimarilyoccupiedwithnow In order that decision through free will be possible.
i8: in spite of the totally determinate laws of the action of

the conceptions, one must assume that the psychic

1. To introduce the imaginary into the theory of mechanism itself has or at least, in the course of its
other transcendgnt functions in a manner similar to development, assumes the characteristic quality of
the way this has already been done with such great bringing about the necessity of the latter.
success for algebraic functions, exponential and
cyclical functions, elliptical and Abelian functions; for
this I have supplied the minimally necessary general
preliminary studies in my inaugural dissertation. 3.

2. Connected to this are new methods for the integra-

tion of partial differential equations which I have A Godactivein time

already successfully applied to several subjects in (world government)

physics.

3. My main work concerns a new conception of the 4.
kr, own laws of nature -- an expression of these by
means of different fundamental concepts -- through /

which the utilization of experimental data about the Immortality
mutual interaction between heat, light, magnetism
and electricity for the purpose of investigating their
relationship became possible. I was led to this mainly
through the study of the works of Newton, Euler, and "
-- on the other hand -- Herbart. Concerning the latter, Freedom is entirely compatible with the strict law-
I was in almost complete agreement with Herbart's fulness of the course of nature. But the concept of a
earliest investigations, the results of which are ex- timeless God is not tenable alongside of it. Rather, the
pressed in his doctoral and habilitation theses, (Oct. restriction which omnipotence and omniscience suffer
22 and 23, 1802). However, I had to depart from the through the freedom of the creatures in the sense
later course of his speculation on an essential point, presented above, must be removed through the accep-
Because of this, a difference is stipulated regarding tance of a God active in time, of a guide for the hearts
his natural philosophy and those propositions of psy- and fates of men. The concept of providence must be
chology which concern its connection with natural expanded, and be partially replaced by the concept of
philosophy, world government,
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The General Relationship of the Conceptual
Systems

Antithesis of the Thesis and Antithesis

The method, which Newton used for the founding of
Infinite things, conceptual systems which lie one the the infinitesimal calculus, and which has been recog-
borders of the imaginable, nized, since the beginning of this century, by the best

r mathematicians as the only one which supplies relia-
ble results, is the method of limits. Instead of con-
sisting of a continuous transition from one value of a

magnitude to another one, or from one position to
another one, or in general from one method 'of

Continuous things determination of a concept to another method, this
method examines, first of all, a transition by way of a
finite number of intermediate stages, and then it

allows the number of these intermediate stages tof

increase in such a fashion that the intervals between

two successive intermediate stages all decrease to the
I)eter minis m. infinite.

The conceptual systems of the antithesis are con-

ceptions that are firmly determined through negative
No one engaged in action can give up the conviction predicates, however, they are not representable in a
that future will be co-determined through his actions, positive manner.

For the very reason that an exact and complete
representation of these conceptual systems is im-

possible, they are inaccessible to direct investigation
and molding by our reflection and deliberation. But
they can be considered to be lying on the border of the

representable, i.e., one can form a conceptual system
which lies within the boundaries of the representable,
and which through a mere change in the order of
magnitude is transformed into the given conceptual
system. Apart from the order of magnitude, the

A timeless, personal, all-knowing, all-powerful, all- conceptual system remains unchanged in the transi-
good God (providence). tion to the limit. But in the limiting case itself, some of

the correlative conceptions of the system lose their
representability, and in particular, they are those
which mediate :the relationship between other con-
cepts.

III. New Mathematical Principles of Natural
A thing in itself which is the basis of our transient Philosophy
phenomenal existence and is equipped with trans-
cendental freedom, radical evilness and an in- Found onMarchl,1853 i

tellectual character. Although the title of this essay will hardly arouse a

favorable predisposition in most readers, it nonethe-
less seemed to me to best express the overall tendency
of the essay. Its purpose is to drive forward beyond the
foundations laid by Galilei and Newton of astronomy
and physics into the interior (essence) of nature. For
astronomy, actually, this speculation cannot im-

mediately have any practical use, but I hope this
circumstance even in the eyes of the readers of this
publication will cause no diminution in interest ....

The basis for the general laws of motion for pon-
t
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derables, which are found assembled at the beginning atom, then obviously the pressure experienced by the

of Newton's Principles, lies in the inner state of the ponderable atom [will be proportional to the velocity
latter. Let us try to deduce it by way of analogy from of the motion of the substance at the place of the

our own inner (mode of) perception. New imagination- atom(?)J
masses constantly arise in us and very rapidly Thus, the effect of universal gravitation upon a

disappear again from our consciousness. We observe ponderable atom can be expressed through and
a continuous activity of our soul. Every act of the thought of as dependent upon the pressure of the
latter is based upon something permanent, which on space-filling substance in the immediate neigh-

special occasions (through memory.) gives note of borhood of the atom.
itself as such, without exerting a lasting influence From our hypothesis it follows necessarily that the

upon the appearances. Thus, constantly (with every space-filling substance must propagate the vibrations
thought-act) something permanent enters our soul, which we perceive as light and heat.
which, however, does not exert a lasting influence If we consider a simply polarized ray, call x the
upon the world of appearances. Thus, every act of our distance of an arbitrary point of the ray from a fixed
soul is based upon something permanent, which, with starting point and y its elongation at time t, then,
this act, enters our soul, but at the same moment since the propagation speed of vibrations in a space
completely disappears from the world of appear- free from ponderables is under all circumstances very
ahces, near constant (equal to a ), the equation:

\
Guided by this fact, I make the hypothesis that the

world-space is filled with a substance (Stoff), which Y =/(x + at) + _(x -- at)
constantly streams into the ponderable atoms and must at least be very near being satisfied.
there disappears from the world of appearances (the If it were strictly satisfied, we would have to have:

world of bodies) . f] 2

Both hypotheses can be replaced by the one that in ay j oa y dr;all ponderable atoms, substance of the world of bodies at = a a ax 2
constantly enters into the world of spirit (mind). The .,
reason why the substance disappears there is to be apparently, however, our experience can also be satis-
sought in the spiritual (mind-) substance formed there fied by the equation:

immediately before (then), and hence the ponderable ay f t a2 Y
bodies are the place (point) where the world of spirit - a aj a x 2 _ ( t - 7-) dr,
(mind) intervenes into the world of bodies.*

The effect of universal gravitation, the first thing
which shall be explained from this hypothesis, is -- as even if _b(t- r) is not equal to l for all positive values
is well known -- entirely determined for every part of of t- _"(with increasing t- T decreases to infinity), as

space, if the potential function P of all ponderable long as for a sufficiently large amount of time it
masses for this part of space is given, or, which is the remains very close to 1...
same, a place-function P Which is such that the Let the position of substance-points at a definite

ponderable masses contained in the interior of a time t be expressed by a rectilinear coordinate
closed surface S are system, and let x,y,z be the coordinates of an arbi-

trary point O. Similarly, also with respect to a recti-

l f _ p linear coordinate system, let x',y',z' be the coordin-

4n J ap (IS. ates of the point O'. Then x',y',z' are functions of
x,y,z and

ds'2 =dx'2 +dy '2 +dz '_
If now it is assumed that the space-filling substance

is an incompressible homogeneous fluid without iner-
tia, and always in equal times equal amounts, propor- will be equal to a homogeneous second degree ex-
tional to its mass, will stream into every ponderable pression of dx,dy,dz. According to a well-known

theorem, the linear expressions of dx, dy, dz

In every instant, a fixed quantity of substance, proportional
to the gravitational force, enters into every ponderable atom a I dx + _] dy _" 7] dz = ds 1
and vanishes there.
It isthe consequence of the psychology established on Her- a 2 dx + (_2dy + 7 2 dz = ds 2
bartian foundations that substantiality accrues not to the soul
but to every individual conception (Vorstellung) lformed
inside of us. a s dx + _3 dy + 7 3 dz = ds 3
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now can always and in only one way be determined in If dV is the volume of an infinitely small substance-
such a way that particle at point 0 and time t, dV ' the volume of the

same substance-particle at time t', then the force,
dx ,2 + dy ,2 + dz,2 = G_ 2ds_ 2 + G22ds22 resulting from the difference in the two states of the

substance, which attempts to elongate ds is expressed

+ G32dsa2, by

while dV - dV' ds - ds'a. +b.
ds 2 =dx 2 +dy2 +dz 2 =ds t2 +ds 22 +ds 32 _ dV ds

The first part of this expression stems from the force
The magnitudes G_-I, G2-1, Gf-I are then called the with which a substance-particle resists a change in
main dilatations of the substance-particle at 0 in the volume without a change in form, the second from the
transition from the former form to the latter; I label force with which a physical line element resists a
them ),t, X2 , )'a" change in !ength.

I now assume that from the difference Ofthe earlier Now there is no reason to assume that the effects of
form of the substance-particle from its form at time t both causes change with time in accordance with the
there results a force which attempts to change this one same laws; thus adding up the effects of all the earlier
(this form at t), and that the influence of an earlier forms of a substance-particle upon the change of the
form ( caeteris paribus) will become the less the line element ds at time t, then the value of ads ,
longer it occurred before t, and, in particular, such dt
that from a certain limit on, all the earlier ones can be which they attempt to bring about, becomes

neglected. I further assume that those states which ' t-tdV
• , j ,- dV ,)still exercise a detectable influence differ so little = _k (t- t at'

from that at time t that the dilatations can be -oo dV

regarded as infinitely small. T_aeforce which attempts \

to decrease )'t, _2,X3 can then be regarded as linear /" t

functions of k_ ')'2' 2_3;in particular, because of the + J ds'- dshomogeneity of the aether, we obtain for the total --_** ds ¢ (t- t ') at'.
moment of these forces (the force which attempts to

decrease XI, must be a function of )`1')`2 ' X3which
remains unchanged, when we exchange )`2 for )`3' and How now must the functions _/,and' ¢ be constituted so
the remaining forces must follow from it, when X2 is that gravitation, light and radiating heat can be
exchanged for _ , X3 for _'! ) the following ex- propagated by the spatial medium?pression:

i}) à (a)' t + b)' 2 + bX 3 ) + a_ 2 (b)'_ + a)' 2 * b)' 3 ) The effects of ponderable matter upon ponderable

+ i})'3 (b)' ! + b)'2 + a)'3), matterare:
1. Attractive and repulsive forces inversely propor-

tional to t. _.square of the distance.
or, with a slight change in the meaning of the con-

2. Light and radiating heat.
stants, Both classes of phenomena can be explained if one

assumes that the entirety of infinite space is filled by a,
ak_ (a ()'_ + )'2 + )'3 ) + b)'t ) homogeneous substance, and each substance-particle

+ 0)' 2 (a ()'1 + )'2 + X3 ) + b)'2 ) acts directly upon its immediate neighborhood.

+ i})'3 (a (X_ + ;_2+ )'3 ) + bX3 ) The mathematical law in accordance with which

=½a (a ()`_+)`2+ )`a) 2 + b ()'_2+)'22+ X32) ). this occurs can be thought of as split up into
1. the resistance which a substance-particle puts up

to a change in volume, and
Now the moment of the force, which attempts to 2. the resistance which a physical line element puts
change the form of the infinitely small substance- up to a change in length.
particle at O, can be regarded as resulting from Upon the first part rest gravitation and electrostatic
forces, which attempt to change the length of the line attraction and repulsion, upon the second, the propa-
elements ending at O. We then arrive at the following gation of light and heat and electrodynamical and
law of action: magnetic attraction and repulsion.
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IV. References to Attempts at Creating a Unified light and radiating heat. 1have found that the electro-

Physical Theory dynamic effects of galvanic currents can be explained
if one assumes that the action of one electrical mass

November, 1850 . upon the tithers does not occur instantaneously, but is
propagated to them with a constant velocity (within

Thus, for example, a mathematical theory, entirely the errors of observation equal to the speed of light).
complete in itself, can be assembled_ which proceeds The differential equations for the. propagation of
from the elementary, laws valid for single points to electrical force under this assumption becomes the
events in the actually given, continuously filled space, same as that for the propagation of light and of radia-
without separating _s to whether we are dealing with ring heat....
gravitation, or electricity, or magnetism, or the

.... According to present assumptions concerning
equilibrium of heat. electrostatic action, the potential function U of arbi-

trarily distributed electrical masses, if p is their
December, 1853 density at point (x,y,z), is determined by the condi-

tion
My other investigation on the connection between

electricity, galvanism, light, and gravity I had 32U 32U 32U

resumed immediately after the completion of my 3x 2 +- + --4rip = 0
i "Habilitationsschrift," and I have gotten far enough 3Y2 3z2

with it, so that without second thoughts ! can publish it • "
at this time. At the same time I have become more and and the condition that U is continuous and constant at

more certain that Gauss has also been working on this an infinite distance of acting masses. A particular
integral of the equationfor several years, and has communicated the matter

under the seal of silence to a number of friends, Weber
32U 32U 3:U

among others .... + + -- - O,
3x 2 3y 2 3z 2

February, 1858 ' _'. which is con_tinuous everywhere except for the point

I have handed over my discovery on the connection (x',y',z '), is given by
between electricity and light to the Royal Society f(t)r
here. From a number of remarks I have heard about

this, 1 am forced to conclude that Gauss" has estab, and this function constitutes the potential fu.nction" _ P I #

generated at the point ( x ,y ,z ), if at time t the massiished and communicated to his closest acquaintances
....... -f(t) ispresent at that'pointa theory of this connection different frt)ha my own. _ : ,

However, 1 am completely convinced that my theory Instead of this I assume, that the potential function
is the right one and in a few years will generally be U is determined by the condition

accepted as such. 3 2 U (. 3 2 U 3 2 U a 2 U._+
3y 2 Oz2 ] aaV. A Contribution to Electrodynamics Ot2 aa _, 3x: + -- + 4rip = 0

February, 1858 _o that the potential function generated at the pointx ,y',z'), if at time t the mass -f(t) is present there, is

I am taking the liberty to communicate to the Royal given by r
Society a remark which brings the theory of electrici- _. f(t --_)
ty and magnetism into close connection with that of r
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